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PREFACE

what then came to be pakistan. With a view to provide due
representation to the constituent units in the political systems and
to prevent the apprehension of smaller Units about undue
dominations of the bigger Units, the welr-known device of bi
cameral legislature in pakistan, was, for the first time, adopted in
the Constitution of 1973.

The first Senate of pakistan functioned from August 14, 1973
to July 4' 1977 .Dunng this period, a rrumber of rurings on various
issues were pronounced by the presiding officers. ThL "Decisions
of the chair" containedin the present volume were extractedfrom
the printed debates of the senate of pakistan for the years
1973-:77 and sueh rurings were incruded in it ae invorved either
the interpretation of constitutional provisions conceming ttrc senate
and its Rules of procedure and conduct of Business or as

(i)



effor-free reading physically impossible. Hence this re-printed

edition of the "Decisions of the Chair"'

To enable the Members to fface out the relevant ruling readily,

an exhaustive Index with various appropriate heads, arranged

alphabetically, has also been appended at the end of the volume'

M. A. HAQ,
Secretary.

Senate of Pakistan.

IsLe.Menno,

the 14th June, 1981.
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1. ABSENTEE MEMBERS : MOVER ABSENT: ADJOI]RN-
MENT MOTION RULED OUT:

On 17th January,l974,the Deputy Chairman called adjoumment
motion standing in the name of Senator Kamran Khan. As there
was no response, the Deputy Chairman ruled :

" In the absence of the Senator, the motion is ruled out."

Senate Debates,
lTth January,l974,
p.61.

2, ABSENTEE MEMBERS : MOVER ABSENT: ADJOTIRN-
MENT MOTION LAPSED:

On February 12,1974, there was an adjournment motion by
SenatorHaji Sayed Hussain Shah about Railway accidents in euetta
Division. When the motion was taken up, the mover was not present
in the House. The Chairmen ruled that the motion lapsed because
of the absence of the mover.

Senate Debates.
12th February, 1974,
p.461.

3. ABSENTEE MEMBERS : MOVER ABSENT: MISBE-
HAVIOUR OF KARACHI POLICE WITH TTIE MOVER ;

FELL THROUGH:

On March 8, 1976, a member sought to move a privilege
motion to discuss the misbehaviour of Karachi police with him.
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The mover was absent without any intimation and no request

was made by him for postponement or adoumment of consideration

of the privilege motion. The Chairman observed :

" There is another privilege motion by the same gentleman'

He is not present. Well, normally if there is a request from the

gentleman concerned, whether it is from this side or that side

of the House, then after sounding the House and taking sense

of the Members, we normally defer consideration of that

motion. But if there is no request, then we cannot postpone it.

In future also we will follow the same practice. If there is a

request for postponement, it can be considered but if there is

no request, then it cannot be considered. Consideration of
admissibility of the motion cannot be postponed as there is no

such request from Maulana Sahib. Therefore, I have on

alternative but to announce that it falls through because of the

absence of the mover."

Senate Debates,

8th March, 1976,

p.302.

4. ABSENTEE MEMBERS: MEMBERS ABSENT WITHO{JT
REASON; LEAVE IS NOT TO BE GRANTED AS A
MATTER OF COURSE:

On 2nd April, 1974, the Chairman read out the telegraphic

leave application of Senator Maulvi Zahoorul Haq. His telegram

read :

" I am unable to attend session. Kindly grant me leave till2nd
instant."

The Chairman observed that the member had given no

reason for his absence. But it was for the House to grant leave to
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the member. He then asked the House whether leave be granted to
the member.

The hime Minister, who was present in the House, objected to
the tendency of member:; not to attend the House and observed :

"Leave can be granted on this occasion but you would have
noticed, and I am sure the Speaker of the National Assembly
would have also observed, that Members are not attending
the Assemblies, and on many occasions quorum is lacking. It
should be made clear to the Members of the Senate as well
as the Members of the National Assembly that leave should
be granted and can be applied for rather in genuine cases, in
really extraordinary cases, and not as a matter of course."

The Chairman ruled :

" I quite agree with the Prime Minister that the leave should not
be granted for mere asking. If there are genuine cases in
which leave is really needed and there are good grounds, for
example, illness or other compelling circumstances, then, of
course, leave should be granted. It is upto the House to grant
leave. I put it to the House. Is the House prepared to grant
leave ?"

The House granted the leave.

Senate Debates,

2nd,Apil,1974,
pp. 16I-162,
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5. ABSENTEE MEMBERS : MOVER ABSENT AFIER
MOTION UNDER Rt LE 187 MOVED : DISCUSSION

ALLOWED :

On 6th MLay 1977, the mover of the motion under Rule 187

was absent, when it was taken up for discussion'

On a query by the Chair a member contended that once a

resolution was moved, it became the property of the House and the

movers' absence had no effect except that the mover was

deprived of the right to reply.

The Chairman agreed with the member and ruled that
discussion of the motion may contlnue.

Senate Debates.
6thMay,1911,
p. 120.

6. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : KILLING OF PRESS

CONFERENCE OF TIIE GOVERNOR OF BALUCHISTAN :

MATTER DISCUSSED IN T}IE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY :

FMLD INADMISSIBLE :

On 4th December, 1973 a Senator sought leave to move for
adjoumment of the House to discuss the ' killing ' of the press

conference of the Governor of Baluchistan, which he addressed on

9th November,1973. The motion also alleged that the statement of the

Governor disclosed the hard reality that the national press was

completely gagged.

The minister for information and Broadcasting opposing the

motion, raised two technical objections, namely :

(l) that it was not admissible as it dealt with a hypothetical

CASE ;
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(2) that ir could not be discussed as the rules did not permit
reviving discussion on a matter which had been discussed
in the Assembly or the Senare within the last
six months.

The Minister told the House that the alleged incident did not
occur at all. The Governor of Baluchistan's statement was not
'Killed' but appeared in the press late by one day only and the press
cuttings showed that the text of the statement was published in full.
The Minister disclosed that an identical motion had been ruled out
by the Speaker in the National Assembly as being hypothetical.

The Chairman ruled :

"In view of the statement made by the Honourable Minister
for Information and Broadcasting that since this very matter
had been discussed in the National Assembly within the last six
months, I hold it inadmissible under rule 7l (d)."

Senate Debates,
4th December, 1973,
pp. 53-56.

7. ADJOI]RNMENT MOTION : INCREASE IN SALE PRICE
OF PETROL, DIESEL AND KEROSINE OIL : RULED
OUT AS BEING SUB JUDICE:

On 4th December 1973 a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the orders of the Government
increasing the sale price ofpetrol, diesel and kerosine oil.

The Minister for Labour and Works stated that he had no
objection to the motion being discussed in the House but that
according to his information a writ petition had been filed in the
matter.
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He added that probably the petition was going to be heard for
admission on the very day the question of admissibility was being

discussed in the House.

The mover insisted that as the Minister had no objection to

the motion being discussed and as he was not very sure about the

filing of the writ petition, the motion could be admitted.

The Chairman observed that the Minister had already stated

that a writ petition had been filed, but he was not sure about the

date on which it was going to be heard. In view of the fact that the

case was pending in the High Court for decision, he held it inadmissible

as it was hit by sub-rule (l) of rule 71 which prohibits discussion of
matters pending before any court or other authority performing
j udicial or quasi-judicial f,rnctions.

Senate Debates,

4th December,1973,
pp. 56-57.

8. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : NON-AVAILABILITY OF'
DIESEL A.ND KEROSINE OII. IN THE PUNJAB
DURING NOVEMBER-I973 : NOTICE OF IDENTICAL
ADJOURNMENT MOTION IN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
DOES NOT DEBAR SEI{NTE FROM DISCUSSING THE
SAME ISSUE : DISCUSSION ON ADMISSIBILITY
ALLOWED : NECESSARY FACTETAL DETAILS
ALLOWED TO ESTABLISH THE URGENCY AND
PUBLIC IMPORTANCE OF THE MATTER : THE
ALI-EGATIONS DENIED BY THE MINISTER : RULED
OUT:

On 4th December, 19'73,a member sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss the non-availability of
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Diesel and Kerosine oil in the punjab during the entire month of
November. 1973.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Law and
Parliamentary Affairs on the ground that the matter had arready
been discussed in the Nationar Assembly in its current session. The
chairman deferred the adjournment motion to enable the senate
Secretariat to verify whether this matter had been discussed in the
National Assembly during its current session.

on 5th Decembet 1973, discussion on admissibility of the
motion was again taken up. The Chairman observed that on enquiry
he had been informed that in the Nationar Assembry a member
gave notice on the 26th November, 1973 of an adjoumment motion
about recent increase in the prices of petrol and allied products.
The same day in the National Assembly another *"*1". guu"
notice of another adjournment motion to discuss the announcement
of the Government regarding increa.g in the prices of petrol and
Kerosine oil and other rahted items. Th'ese two motions were still
awaiting discussion on the qrestio,n of.adnriscibility in.the Naional
Assembly. The chairman accordingry rured that rule 7r (d) was not
attracted in this case.

Tho Minister without t'ortforio then gave,cutain facts about
thenon-
a point,
Minister
observd that in order to determine whether the matter was of
urgent public importance, it had to be krrown whether there had
been complete non-availability of the two arlicles in the whore of
Punjab Province during the month of November. The Chairman
asked the Minister to let him know whether he admitted or denied
the alleged non-availability of the two articles in the punjab in the
month of November, 1973.
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The Minister stated that it was not a fact that the two articles

Senate was on the lst December, the mover had taken the earliest

opportunity to table the motion. The chairman again asked the

tfiinirt"r to tell him whether he admitted the allegation or denied it.

The Minister said that he had already denied the allegation of

complete non-availability of the two articles'

Thereupon the chairman ruled that non-availability of the two

articles in the whole of the Punjab during the whole month of

November, 1973, had been categorically denied by a responsible

functionary of the Government i.9. the Minister. He, therefore, held

the motion as inadrnissible.

Senate Debates,

4th December,l973,
pp.58-59.
5th Decenrber.1973,
pp.83-89.

g. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : ABNORMAL RISE IN
PRICES OF ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES : MATTER NOT

OF RECENT OCCI]RRENCE : RULED OUT :

On 6th December, 1973, the question of admissibility of an

adjoumment motion moved by a member on 4th December, regarding

..."nt abnormal rise in the prices of essential commodities as a result

of which it had been well-high impossible for the common man to

keep body and soul together, was taken up.
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The motion was opposed by the Minister concerned on the
ground that it was not a matter of recent occurrence. The mover
argued that it was a matter of recent occurrence because there
could be no doubt about it. He maintained that if the Minister would
deny it, then he would prove by facts and figures that there had
been a definite rise in prices.

The Chairman observed that the price-hike trouble started
since May, 1973 and not after the last session. He ruled that the
matter was not of recent occurrence and was hit by rule 7l (c).
The motion was, as such, ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
6th December,1973,
pp.94-101.

10. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : IMPOSITION OF
RESTRICTIONS ON "THE DAILY SHAHBAZ,''
PESHAWAR : MATTER NOT OF PRIMARY CONCERN
OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT : RULED OUT :

On 6th December, 1973,a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the imposition of
restrictions on the ' Daily Shahbaz ' Peshawar, as a result of which
the paper had been forced to cease publication, and thus the
fundamental rights guaranteed in the Constitution were infringed.
The Chairman asked the member to quote the law under which the
order imposing restrictions was issued.

The member could not quote the exact law, but argued that
the paper ceased publication on account of the undue restrictions
by the Government in an indirect manner verbally as well as in
writing. He added that the written order was challenged in the
Peshawar High Court and the Court held that the order was invalid.
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The Minister for Information and Broadcasting, Auqaf and Haj,

stated that the Federal Government had no concern with the matter

and that if the Senator had seen any order to that effect, he should

say so.

The member said that it was done by the Provincial
Government but as the freedom of the press had been guaranteed

in the Constitution, therefore, it could be held as a matter concerning
the Federal Government.

The Chairman, however, ruled the motion out of order on the

ground of the matter not being the concern of the Federal
Government.

Senate Debates,

6th December,1973,
pp.10l-102.

11. ADJOURNMENT MOTION RE : ORDERS OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BANNING THE DAILY
KHYBER MAIL FOR ADVERTISEMENTS : ALLEGA-
TIONS DENIED : RULED OUT :

On 7th December, 1973, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the situation arising out
of the orders of the Federal Government banning the daily " Khyber
Mail" for the placement of Government advertisements.

The Minister concerned opposed, the motion on the grounds
that (i) its subject matter related to a matter which was not primarily
the concern of the Federal Government and that (ii) it dealt with a
hypothetical case. He denied that the Federal Government had

banned placement of advertisements on the Khyber Mail and said
that on eight different days in November alone 47 advertisements
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were given to the Daily. The Minister added that he was not aware
whether in any particular case a provincial Govemment had acted
differently, but in that case the matter would concern the provincial
Government and not the Federal Government.

The mover defending his motion said that it was based on a
news item that the Federal Govemment had banned the daily Khyber
Mail for placement of advertisements.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order in view of the
statement of the Minister that 47 advertisements were given to the
Daily in eight days.

Senate Debates,
7th December,1973,
pp.109-lll.

12. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : SMUGGLING OF
BANASPATI GI{EE : BEING AGAINST MANDATORY
PROVISIONS OF TI{E CONSTITUIION : RITLED OUT
OF ORDER :

On 1lth December, 1973, amember sought leave of the House
[o move an adjournment motion to discuss large scale smuggling of
Banaspati Ghee from the Punjab resulting in an acute shortage of
ghee in that Province.

The Minister concemed opposing the motion contended that the
press report was against the mandatory provisions of the constitution
of Pakistan. He said that in the newspaperreport, on which the mover
had based his motion, the Ftnjab was treated as a separate country
and export to Frontier Province and Baluchistan was described as
smuggling out of the country. That was a violation of Article l5l of
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the Constitution, which lays down that trade, commerce and

intercourse throughout Pakistan would be free subject to only those

restrictions which Parliament might by law impose in the public interest'

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on these grounds'

Senate Debate,
11th December,1973,
pp. 183-187.

13. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : GRAVE SITUATION IN

BALUCHISTAN : PROCEDURE FOR DISPOSAL
EXPLAINED : ADMISSIBILITY, IF OPPOSED'

GROUNDS OF OPPOSITION AND MOVER'S REPLY

WLL FOLLOil, BUT, IF NOT OPPOSED, MOTION IS

HELD IN ORDER AND LEAVE OF THE HOUSE IS

ASKED WITHOUT DEBATE : IF LEAVE IS NOT

GRANTED. MOTION IS DROPPED : TIIE MATTER IS

TAKEN UP IF LEAVE IS GRANTED : TTIE MOTION

WAS ADMITTED IN VIEW OF NO OBJECTION BY THE

MINISTER BUT LEAVE REFUSED BY T}IE HOUSE :

On 13th December, 1973, a Senator sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss the grave situation in

Baluchistan as disclosed in the press release of the Public Relations

Directorate published in the national press on the 9th December,

1973, which said that thirteen outlaws were killed and four injured

while the troops suffered one killed and two wounded'

As soon as the moverfinished reading his motion, the Minister

opposed it. Thereupon the chairman told the Minister that he could

make a statement on the grounds on which it was opposed' The

Minister, however, suggested that if the mover wanted to say
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something in favour of the rnotion, then he would reply. TheChairman did not accept the Minister,s suggestion and observedthat the Minister courd give the grouna, ro. opposing and rhe movercould repry' The Minister, however, repeated that it would he betterif the mover supported his motionby uitut"n,"rt und then he wouldreply' He declared at the same moment that he had no 
"u:".,i", i"the admissibility of the motion.

The chairman rured that the merits of the adjournment motionand facts could not be gone into at that stage unless the House wasadjourned for debate and that onry tech"nicar objections aboutadmissibility could be raised at the moment

When the Minister expressed the view that it would not be adebate but the mover would merely complete the motion by;;;d*;
the supporting statement which *u, u pua of the motion, and thathe had a right to do that, the Chairma, qu"stionea the Minister,s
stand and rured that such a right was there underthe ord set of ;le;in the Nationar Assembry, but it was not there in the present rures.

The Chairman explaining the procedure ruled as follows :

" When the motion is read, from the Government side
somebody gets up and opposes it on the grounds of admissibility,
and then statements are made from both the sides. Afterh"".i";
them the chairman gives his ruring whether it is admissibre oI
not, and the matter ends there. But if it is herd to the admissibre,
then the leave of the House is asked for whether the House
gives leave for the adjournment of the House. Now, he has
moved, and I asked you whether you have got any objection
to rhe admissibility. you did not object ro it on grounds of
admissibirity' r have no arternative but to hord it adlissibre in
view of the No-objection plea of the Minister. Once it is held
admissible, then the next stage comes. Now the House has to
be asked for permission."
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The Minister objected to the putting of question without mover's

statement and rebuttal, the Chairman nevertheless put the question

under rule 73 (2),and as it was negatived by the majority of membe-rs

;i;i;g in theii seats, he informed the mover that leave to move the

motion was not granted to him by the House'

T4. ADJOI.TRNMENT MOTION MAY BE TAKEN UP WITH

MUTUAL AGREEMENT EVEN WHEN TIME IS
OVER:

up the other adjournment motion also, he had no objection'

Senate Debates,

l3thDecember, 1973'

pp.235 -245.

Senate Debates,

13th December,1973,
pp.245.

15. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : GRAVE SITUATION IN

BALUCHISTAN A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT : NOT OF

URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE : NOT OF RECENT

OCCI]RRENCE : RIJLED OUT :

On l4th December, 1973, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought

leave to move a motion for adjournment of the business of the
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Senate to discuss the grave situation in Baruchistan, as discrosed in
a press rerease of the Inter-services public Relations oirectorut"
published in the nationar press on the 9th December, r 973. rhe fiessrelease said that thirteen outraws were kiled and two *ouraia.

The Minister concerned opposing the motion stated that the
Provincial Government had cailed the.{rmy in Baluchistan in aidof
the civil administation and when the Army apprehended the outraws,
they resisted. That was why there were some casualties but the
situationhad improved except in a very limited area where the outlaws
operated. The Army which had been called by the prouin"iat
Government was doing its duty in a patriotic spirit, hence the motion
was not in order. He added that a District Magistrat" .ortA unal,
the Criminal Procedure code cail the Army in aid of the Civil
administration, but that did not take the matterout of the jurisdiction
of a Provincial Govemment.

The Chairman asked the mover to reply to the Minister,s
objection that law and order feil within the provinciar sphere and
the Federal Government was not primarily .on""-"d with the
matter. The mover answering the objection stated that it was not a
question of mere law and order but according to the Baruchistan
Government it was a.problem of insurgency. As the Army was
suffering casualties, the issue related to the Defence Forces and
thus was not merely a provincial matter.

The chairman ruling the motion out of order observed that
killing of a soldier, an outlaw or a citizen or an official or non-official
was purely a matter of raw and order which was a provincial subject
and not the concern of the Federal Government. The Leader ofthe
Opposition had pointed out that every day some outlaws were
ambushed and killed, hence it *u, ,oi a matter of urgent public
importance and of recent occurrence. According to hi-m it was a
continuing process. Therefore, he ruled the motion out of order.

Senate Debates,
l4th Decembe\ 1973,
pp.277--282.
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15. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : DEATH OF A POLITICAL

DETENUE DUE TO LACK OF PROPER MEDICAL AID

IN JAIL: ALLEGATIONS DENIED BY TIIE MI\IISTER:

THE SI.JBJECT FELL IN THE PROVINCIAL SPTIERE :

RULED OUT :

On 14th December, 1973,atnembcr sought leave of the IIouS

to move for adjournment of the business of the House to discuss the

circumstanceslcading tothe death of Mohammad SiddiqKhan' General

S".."tury of the NWFP United Democratic Front and Finance

i".r"ory of Provincial NAP unattended and without proper medical

aid on 7th Decembet,1973'

Opposing the motion the Minister concerned said that as

Mr. Siddiq Khan had been detained under the orders of the NWFP

Govemment, the subject-matter of the motion was not the concern of

the Federal Government. The motion was' therefore' inadmissible

under rule 71 (0 of the Rules of Procedurc of the Senate' Giving the

facts, the lMinister stated that the late detenue had a severe hcart

attack onTth December to which he succumbed despite all possible

nredical ai.l given to him. He also read out a st'atement of the son of the

deceasc<l to prou" that despite every effot his father could not survive'

He contended that as the deceased rvas detained under the orders of

the Provincial Govemrnent, tlre aclminisration of prisons was a provincial

subject, antl death due to the lack of rnedical aid was denied' the

motion should be ruled out of order'

WhenaSenatorpointedoutthatavaluablelifehadbeenlost,
tlreChairmanobserieclthattheMinisterconcernedhaddcnied
thiit the death hacl occurred due to the lack of propcr medical. aid'

rhat thc dcnial was suPported by the son of the deceased detenue

and that thc motion rliated ro a provincial matter. He iuled the

motion out of order on these grounds'

Scnate l)cbates'
l4th Decernber, I97-i'
pp.282--'236.
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17. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : STATEMENT OF
GOVERNOR OF BALUCHISTAN ON BALCUHISTAN
SITUATION : TFIE MINISTER HAD CATEGORICALLY
DENIED ALLEGATION : THE MATTER WAS VERY
MINOR : TFIE QUESTION PRIMARILY CONCERNED
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT : TFIE ISSTIE WAS
NOT RECENT : MATTER A CONTINUING PROCESS :

RULED OUT:

On 20th December, 1973, amember sought leave of the House
to adjoum the business of the Senate to discuss the statement of
the Governor of Baluchistan, who, while talking to pressmen on his
arrival at Lahore, said that there was a situation like that of insurgency
in Baluchistan. This statement of the Governor of Baluchistan had
caused widespread alarm in the country.

The Minister concerned opposed the motion on the following
grounds :

(a) It was not a matter of recent occurrence. Even
according to the motion it was a continuing process.

(b) The issue did not raise a very important question.

(c) It was a question of law and order which was primarily
the concern of the Provincial Government.

(d) The allegation was not based on facts but on personal
opinion of an Ex-Governor of Baluchistan. Under the
Constitution the power to maintain law and order vested
in the Chief Minister and his Cabinet and the Chief
Minister had stated on l9th November, that there was
no state of insurgency in Baluchistan and it was an

exaggeration to describe a limited trouble as insurgency.

The mover rebutting the arguments advanced by the Minister
stated that the had based his adjournment motion on the
E-r-Governor's statement that the skirmishes with rebels which had
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stopped for some time had started again. So it was not a continuous

process but was of recent occurrence. The Governor was the agent

of the Federal Government and was as such much more important

than the Minister. The importance of the issue was not negligible as

it was a question of insurgency in a part of the country. It could not

be dismissed as a minor incident. The situation in Baluchistan could

not be held as merely a law and order situation because the Govemor

had stated that trained guerillas were in operation in the area' It was

thus too serious a matter to be brushed aside lightly.

The Chairman observed that the mover had referred to
'Nawa-i-Waqt" of 14th Decembet, 1973. The statement had also

been published in "The Sun" of Karachi, the version of which was

translated in Urdu by "Nawa-i-Waqt".

The Sun reported :-

"Nawab Mohammad Akbar Bugti, Governor of Baluchistan,

has said that a state of insurgency continues to exist in Baluchistan

where recently some persons had been killed in clashes with

miscreants."

"When pointed out that one of his Minister had recently said

that there was no insurgency in Baluchistan the Governor

said the insurgency was there."

The Chairman ruled :

'The Interior Minister who is directly concemed has made a

categorical s[atement on the floor of the House with full sense of
responsibility denying that there is a state of insurgency in

Baluchistan. It is a very minor matter, a matter of law and

order, which is primarily the concern of the Provincial
Government, and more over, it is a continuing process and this

even Mr. Bugti has said.
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Any how, in view of his statement which is not free
from doubt, and in view ofthe categorical denial by the Interior
Minister that there is no state of insurgency in Baluchistan
and also that it is not ofrecent occurrence, and it is a continuing
process, I rule the motion out of order.".

Senate Debates,
20th December, L973,
pp.322-328.

18. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: REFUSAL OF SUGARCANE
GROWERS TO SUPPLY SUGARCANE TO SUGAR
MILLS IN NWFP : MOVER DID NOT AVAIL OF TI{E
FIRST OR EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY : RULED OUT :

On December 20th, 1973, a Senate sought leave of the House
to move an adjoumment motion to discuss the situation arising outof
the refusal of the sugarcane growers to supply their sugarcane to the

sugar mills in NWFP, resulting in the stoppage of sugar mills.

The Leader of the House, opposing the motion, asserted that

it did not fulfil the condition laid down in rule 7I.He maintained that
the matter was neither of urgent public importance nor of recent
occurrence. Also he added, it did not primarily concem the Federal

Govemment.

The mover in reply maintained that he had raised an issue of
urgent public impoftance as it was a problem of the sugarcane
growers of NWFP who had unanimously demanded an increase in
the sugarcane price. The Chairman asked why he did not bring the

motion on lSth December, 1973, when according to his own
statement the strike was continuing for a week. The mover replied
that there was a joint sitting on the l8th and as the newspaper of
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that day reported that the negotiations were going on, he was hopeful

that the problem would be solved. He emphasised that the issue had

assumed national importance as the whole country would suffer

from sugar shortage in case the strike succeeded. The Chairman

observed that, on the other hand, negotiations between the sugarcane

growers and the Government were continuing. This showed that

there was no logic behind his adjournment motion . He added that

he could bring this motion on any of the dates from 14th to 18th. The

mover stated that negotiations were continuing during those days

but they had failed now and, therefore, the adjournment motion was

moved at the first opportunity.

The Chairman disagreed with the mover and observed that

according to his information the negotiations had not failed but had
just begun, and even if the negotiations had already failed the mover

ought tohavedeclared as such in his adjoumment motion. He, therefore,

held the motion inadmissible on the ground that the mover had not
availed of the earliest possible opportunity.

Senate Debates,

20thDecember, 1973,

pp.328-331.

19. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : SUPPLY OF KEROSINE
OIL TO CERTAIN DISTRICTS OF TTIE PUNJAB :

MOTION MAY BE AMENDED TO MAKE IT
ADMISSIBLE : CHAIR HAS DISCRETION TO FIX ANY
DAY FOR DISCUSSION:

On l6th January, 1974, a member sought leave of the House
to move a motion for adjournment of the business of the House to
discuss the failure of the Federal Government to make necessary

arrangements for the supply of Kerosine oil in the Punjab especially
in Sialkot, Gujranwala, Sheikhupura and Lahore District.
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Government' He argued that the matter was of recent occurrence
as the sh

national 
s rePorted dailY in the
ster without Portfolio,

agreed t mover amended the
motion by omitting reference to districts of the province. The mover
accepted the suggestion and sought reave of the House to move the
motion, as amended. Thereafter, the chair herd the motion in order
and asked the House whether the mover had leave of the House to
move the motion.

Leave having been granted, the Chair asked the House when
it would like to discuss the motion. The Minister for production,
Presidential Affairs and commerce wanted immediate discussion.
The mover suggested that the date and time for discussion of the
motion should be fixed with the consensus of the House. The Minister
for Production, Presidential Affairs and Commerce opposed
postponement of discussion of the motion to some other day.

After hearing both sides, the Deputy chairman observed that
under the rules [rule 73 (z)] it was his (chair's) discretion to fix the
date and time for discussion of the motion.

Senate Debates,
16th January,1974.
pp.6-14.
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BETWEEN TWO OTHER COUNTRIES NOT THE

CONCERN OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT :

of India.

N{Ir.AzizAhmad,theMinisterofStateforForeignAffairs

the projected induction of SAM-6, and had to act with very close

attention all the time. He assured the mover and the House that

there had been no inaction, neglect or dereliction by Government of

there was no inaction, negligence or indifference in respect of the vital

questionofproducingadeterrentforcetodefendthatterritorial
integrity and independence of the country'
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when the mover asked permission to speak on the admissib,ity
Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled:

" The Minister of state for Defence has said that the soviet
Union has agreed to supply India. with sophisticated arms as
reported in the pakistan Times of January 4, lgl4.Now the
agreement between the two other countries is not the concem
of the Federar Government of pakistan. Secondly, the Minister
has already said that they are conscious of the thing but they
cannot divulge so many things in the House in the public
interest. Therefore, I don't think that this adjournment motion
can be made."

The mover, however, insisted that if the Minister was allowed
to say something on beharf of the Government, he shourd arso be
allowed to say something about the reasons why he had brought
that adjournment motion before the House. He claimed that the
admissibility of his adjournment motion was not objected to and it
was consequently deemed to have been admitted by the House.

Thereupon the Minister without portfolio, stood on a point of
order and stressed that the motion had already been opposed not
only by a Senator but arso by the Minister-in-charge, and if the
mover sti[ insisted and was not prepared to withdraw his motion,
then the question could be put to the House, and the House courd
decide whether it was prepared to adjourn.

The Minister for Interior, States and Frontier Regions and
Kashmir Affairs, also suggested that as the motion had been opposed
the debate was absorutely uncared for and the procedu.e under
rule 73 had to be followed. He requested that the leave of the
House could be asked.
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Then the Deputy Chairman agreed to put the question'

However, when the motion was put to the House it was negatived'

Senate Debates,

17th January, 1974,

pp. 55--60.

2r. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : DEATH OF CERTAIN

PERSONS OF MARRI AREA IN THE ARMY

CONTROLLED PART OF QUETTA JAIL : MAITER A

PROVINCIAL CONCERN AND NOT RECENT : RULED

OUT:

On 24th Janu ary,l914,Senator Mir AMul Wahid sought leave

of the House to move an adjournment motion to discuss thb death

of certain persons belonging to Marri area who died in that part of

Quetta Jaii which was under the administration of army authorities.

These deaths, the mover alleged, were caused on account of inhuman

tortu€towhichtlreyweresubjectedduringinterrogationbytheArmy.
Thisincident,headded,wasareflectiononthebehaviourofthe
Army deployed in Baluchistan, and had caused deep resentment

amongst the Public of Pakistan'

In reply to the Deputy Chairman's query' the mover stated

that his .o*" of information was a telephonic message from Quetta

the day before the preceding day, and a press report published in '

Himmat.of8thJanuary.Moreover'theBaluchistanstudents
Organisation Association and National Awami Party' Quetta' took

oripro."srions and visited the jail as well as the graves where the

victims had been buried. Disclosing the source of the allegation that

the jail was under the administration of the Army authorities of

Quetta, the mover stated that he had visited the jail along with

Senator Mohammad Hashim Ghilzai, Irader of the opposition, and

certainotherpersons,butwasnotallowedtoenterthatparticular
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part of Quetta jail and the superintendent of the jail told him that the
said portion was under the Military Administration. The Leader of
the Opposition, produced some documents in support, which
Mr. Deputy Chairman examined and remarked that he did not find
any proof that the jail was under the administration of the Army.

The Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and Defence,
opposing the motion, stated the Senator's impression or information
that any of these persons had died as a result of torture by the
Army was totally incorrect. Similarly, his information that any jail
where these persons were kept, was under the administration of
the Army authorities also was incorrect. The procedure, explained
the Minister, normally was that whenever the Army wanted to
interrogate any of the suspects arrested, they took remand form
Courl and during the period of the remahd from the Court, an Army
Officer went to interrogate the suspect. The suspect was kept in
whateverjail was convenient and so far as treatment within the jail
was concerned, it came under the administration of the jail
authorities. The administration of jails was not a Central subject
and, therefore, that was a question which should be put to the
Provincial Government.

The Deputy Chairman observed that the Minister of State
had denied facts and, therefore, if the alleged incident had taken
place in Quetta jail, the matter concerned the Provincial Govemment
and the House had no jurisdiction to debate the adjoumment motion.
Moreover, the reference to ' Himmat ' of 8th January given by the
mover showed that the date of the alleged occurrence was very old
and, therefore, permission could not be granted to move the motion.

Senate Debates,

24th January, 197 4,
pp.27I-273.
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22. ADJOI-IRNMENT MOTION : ALLEGED DEATH OF A
FEW PERSONS OF MARRI AREA: DISCUSSION ON

A MATTER WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN
DISCUSSED, CANNOT BE REVIVED : RULED OUT
OF ORDER :

On 24th January, 1974 a member sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss the alleged death of a
few persons of Marri area in Loralai jail due to the inhuman torture

to which they had been subjected during interrogation by the Army.

The motion was disallowed as the allegations in this motion were of
the same nature as stated in another motion in respect of Quetta
jail, which had been denied by Government and on this ground the

other adjournment motions had been ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
24thJanuary,l974,
p.273.

23. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: INHUMAN TREATMENT
METED OUT TO A FEW PERSONS BY COASTAL
GUARDS : NOT BROUGHT AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITY : ALLEGATIONS DENIED:
MATER SUBJUDICE; RULED OUT :

On 5th February, 1974, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss the inhuman treatment meted

out to a few persons of Makran district by Coastal Guards persorurel.

The Minister of State for Defence and Foreign Affairs
explained the position of the Government and denied the allegation.
He stated that the said persons were criminals and smugglers. They
had an encounter with the Coastal Guards and murdered two of
them while they were performing their public duties. It was also
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stated that the case was pending investigation and that there was a
delay of four weeks in bringing up the adjournment motion. The
Chair referred to a pre-Independence ruling in which it had been
held that where Government denied the correctness of certain
allegations, the Government's version had to be accepted in preference
to the mover's.

The motion was disallowed on the following grounds :

(1) that the matter was Subjudice ;

(2) that there was delay of four weeks and the motion had
not been brought at the earliest possible opportunity ;

and

(3) that the allegations were denied by the Government.

Senate Debates,
5thFebruary,L974,
pp.304-308.

24. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : RAILWAY ACCIDENTS
IN QUETTA DIVISION : MOVER ABSENT : RTILED
OUT AS LAPSED :

On l2th February, 1974, the Chairman ruled out an
adjournment motion regarding railway accidents in euetta Division
of which notice was given by Senator Haji Sayed Hussain Shah.
Mr. Chairman called for the mover but finding him absent gave the
followingruling:

"The Senator Haji Sayed-Hussain Shah does not appear to be
present in the House. There is nobody to say anything on his
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behalf. Therefore, I rule the adjournment motion out of order,

not on merit, but because of the absence of the mover it lapses"'

Senate Debates.

12thFebruary,l974,
p.461.

25. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : DERAILMENT OF

PASSENGER AND GOODS TRAINS DUE TO LACK OF

SUPERVISION : RULINGS :

(1) RULES SAY THAT IF AN OCCURRENCE IS

RECENT MOTION CAN BE MOVED, OTHER-
WISE IT CANNOT BE MOVED.

(2) MOVER'S MOTION ON RETURN FROM LEAVE
CANNOT MAKE AN OCCURRENCE RECENT.

On 13th February, 1974, a member sought leave to move a

motion for adjournment of the business of the House to censure the

Pakistan Westem Railway for lack of supervision due to which

derailments of passenger and goods trains had became a daily
practice. In one day two passenger trains both bound for Quetta
went off the track, one near Chamman and the other near Galan

Railway Station. In both the accidents many passengers were injured

and railway traffic remained suspended for many hours. In order to

hush up the accidents the Divisional Superintendent, Quetta' in clear

violation of the Railway Act, did not alert the Garage and Loco

Shed staff by blowing alarm, sirens installed for this very purpose.

Instead, the staff was alerted through special messengers and thus

much precious time was wasted. These accidents have caused

great resentment and indignation amongst the public of Pakistan.

The Minister-in -charge stated that action against any individual

could not be justified without thorough inquiry. Explainingthe actual
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position, the Minister denied the allegation that the derailments had
become the daily practice. He declared that railway accidents were
rather very infrequent due to strict supervision and vigil maintained
at all levels by the officers and staff. The Minister gave facts and
figures to prove that all rescue measures had been taken on receipt
of report of the derailment, and deparlmental inquiries had already
been ordered, and as soon as responsibility was fixed, proper action
would be taken against defaulters. The Minister hoped that with
that explanation the mover wouldnotpress his adjoumment motion.

On Mr. Chairman's queries, the mover stated that the source of
his information was the daily ' Mashriq ' of 29th January, 1974,
which reported that the accident had occurred on 28th. The mover
gave notice on 9thFebruary,l974.In reply to Mr. Chairman,squestion
that if he gave notice on 9th February, 1974 andthe accident happened
on 28th January,, 1974, how the occurrence could be termed as
recent, the mover stated that he was on leave from 5th - When he
came in the evening on 8th, the session had commenced. Therefore
he gave notice on 9th February.

Mr. Chairman observed that he could not change the rules for
the sake of the mover. The rules said that an adjournment motion
could be moved only regarding a recent occurrence. An occurrence
could not possibly become recent on the mover's return from leave
for one or a halfyear. The accident occurred on 28th January but
nobody raised the question upto 9th February. Therefore, it could
not be held as recent. It would, therefore, be advisable for the Senator
to accept the explanation of the Minister that nothing particular had
happened.

The mover said that he was satisfied with the statement of
the Minister. The Chairman then ruled the motion as not pressed.

Senate Debates,
l3th February,l974,
pp.508-510.
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26. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : ESTABLISHMENT OF

RUSSIAN NAVAL BASES AROUND ARABIAN SEA :

RULED OUT AS NOT RECENT : ALSO RULED TH,df

(I) MATTER IS RECENT BECAUSE OF RECENT
OCCURRENCE AND NOT BECAUSE THE
MOVER LEARNT OF IT RECENTLY.

(2) MATTER IS URGENT ONLY IF ARISEN
SUDDENLY.

On 28th March, 1974, Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

sought leave to move an adjournment motion regarding the

establishment of Russian Naval Bases around Arabian Sea'

especially in Somalia, Aden and Persian Gulf.

The Minister without portfolio; made a brief statement and

requested the mover to withdraw his adjoumment motion as he had

made his point and the government had taken note of it which was

already aware of the situation.

The Minister forLaw and Parliamentary Affairs and Fducation

and Provincial Coordination, objected to the admissibility of the

adjoumment motion on the ground that under rule 71 an adjournment

motion should raise an issue of urgent public importance, should

relate substantially to one definite issue and should be restricted to

matter of recent occurrence. The international developments,

particularly in the Arabian Sea or in the Indian Ocean, were not

matters of urgent or recent occulrence. These developments took

years and could be discussed in a debate on foreign policy or the

defence policy of Pakistan.

Mr. Chairman directed the mover to confine himself to prove

firstly, that it was a matter of urgent public importance, secondly,

that it was a matter of recent occulrence, and thirdly, that it was

primarily the concern of the Pakistan Government.
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The mover stated that the matter was urgent as the country
with which Pakistan had unpleasant relations had set-up naval bases
so near to Pakistan's borders yet the Pakistan Government had
taken no steps in the matter. Regarding recent occurrence the mover
stated that the press note was published in the news papers on
23rd March, and he had no other source to trace the movement of
Russian Naval forces. The mover insisted that the matter was urgent.

Mr. Chairman observed that it was not urgent. The date of
the mover's information was not the determining and decisive factor.
The decisive and determining factor in an urgent motion for such a
matter is that it should be of recent occurrence, not because you
leamt it recently. He agreed that it was a matter of public importance
but did not agree to accept it as urgent as in his opinion a matter
was urgent only if it had arisen suddenly. This was not only his view
but it was the view of very eminent Speakers of the House of
Commons.

Mr. Chairman added that the fate of the adjournment motion
would be decided on the two objections raised by the Law Minister
under rule 7l (a) and (c). On the implication of urgency some
authentic dictionary or old rulings could be relied upon. He quoted a
ruling of the Speaker of the Lok Sabha Mr. Mavlankar as follows:

"What I think was contemplated was the occurrence of some
sudden emergency either in home or on foreign affairs or
both." The ruling of Speaker of the House of Commons was
as follows:-

"Now the crucial test always is as to whether the question
proposed to be raised has arisen quite suddenly and
created an emergent situation of such a character that
there is a prirua facie case of urgency and the House
must therefore, leave aside all other business and take
up cor,rsideration of the urgent matter at the appointed
hours."
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It meant that the occurrence should be so sudden and emergent

that there was no alternative but to adjourn the business of the

House to discuss it. Proceeding further the ruling said :

"The urgency must be of such a character that the matter

really brooks no delay and should be discussed on the same

day that notice has been given".

Mr. Chairman observed that the matter was no doubt of public

importance but it lacked urgency in the sense that it had not arisen

suddenly. The race of building Naval bases in Indian Ocean by

Super Powers was continuing since Iong and, therefore, the matter

was either urgent nor recent in that sense. He ruled ..... it out of
order, on these grounds.

Senate Debates,
28th March, 1974,
pp.3-9.
Z9thMarch,1974,
pp.4749.

27. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : REGARDING FAILURE OF
TTM GOVERNMENT TO GET THE KASHMIR ISSUE

INCLUDED IN THE AGENDA OF THE MUSLIM
SUMMIT CONFERENCE : RULED OI.JT OF ORDER AS

RULES DO NOT ALLOW RAISING OF DISCUSSION :

On 1st April, 1974, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought to move

an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal

Govemment to get Kashmir issue included in the agenda of the Musl im
Summit Conference held in Lahore. Opposing the motion the Minister
of State for Defence and Foreign Affairs stated that an identical
adjournment motion moved in the National Assembly had been ruled

out of order by the Speaker. He added that Islamic Summit had been
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convened for a specific and rimited purpose namely to get alr the Muslim
countries in the worrd to show their unity behind the Arab cause.
Kashmir was not intended to be brought before the Summit.

Agreeing with the mover of the motion , the chairman held that
the motion was not barred by reason of the fact that an armost
identical motion had been rured out of order by the Speaker. He
added that the motion apparently related to a matter which was not
primarily the concern of the Federal Government. He ruled that the
rules did not permit the matter to be discussed through an a-djoumment
motion.

Senate Debates,
lstApril,1974,
pp.9l-94.

28. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : FAILURE oF FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT TO HELP ABOUT 4OO PAKISTANIS
FORCED TO LEAD A MISERABLE LIFE IN PARIS :

WITT{DRAWN AFTER STAIEMENT BY TFIE MIMSTER
CONCERNED:

On 4th Apfl,1974, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar soughr leave
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal
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be provided with jobs, and an agency be set-up to look-after them.

The French Government considered this a blackmail and thinking

that it would create a bad precedent for other illegal entrants desired

that the Pakistanis should be repatriated. The Minister also stated

that it was not known how far the news report that the affected

persons went to France as a result of an advertisement in English

Press in Pakistan was correct.

On an assurance by the Minister that the matter has been

taken up with the Ambassador in France and a report awaited, the

mover withdrew his adjournment motion.

Senate Debates,
4thApril,1974,
pp.214-215.

29. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: INCREASE IN FARE ON

KARACHI JEDDAH ROUTE : RULED OUT OF ORDER

AS ALLEGATIONS DENIED BY GOVERNMENT :

On l Ith Aprll,lg74Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought leave

to move an adjoumment motion to discuss the increase of more

than 1007o in the passenger fare on Karachi-Jeddah route which

had disappointed intending Haj Pilgrims. The Government side

denied that the passenger fare for Haj pilgrims on the route had

been increased for this year and any increase in fare by N' S' C'

would only be made with the consent of the Government. The

chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground that allegations

had been denied bY the Government.

Senate Debates,
1lthApril,1974,
pp.348-350.
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30. ADJOURNMENT MOTTON : LIMITATION AND
POWERS OF THE MANAGING BOARD OF THE
PAKISTAN SHIPPING CORPORATION: IN
ADMISSIBLE AS MOTION RELATED TO A MATTER
WHICH CAN ONLY BE REMEDIED BY LEGISLA-
TION:

On l2th April, 1974. Khawaja Mohammad Safdar, sought
leave to move an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of ihe
Federal Government to define Iimitations and powers of the
Managing Board of, the pakistan Shipping corporaiion which had
resulted in a stand still of almost all the export activities of the
corporation. The motion was opposed on the grounds that it was
not well conceived and was contrary to facts. The chairman asked
the mover to state how the Government had failed to define the
limitations and powers of the Managing Board. The mover contended
that the motion was admissible and that the Government should
have brought some sort of regislation to define the powers of the
Board. The Chairman held the motion to be inadmissible as it related
to a matter which could only be remedied by legislation.

Senate Debates,
L2thApn[1974,
pp.407-416

31. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS
ALLEGED FAILURE TO PROTECT LIVES AND
PROPERTIES OF THE INHABITANTS OF DISTT.
SANGHAR FROM DACOITS FROM ACROSS THE
BORDER : MOTION WITHDRAWN : SPEECH NoT
ALLOWED AFTER MOTION WITHDRAWN :

On 12th Apil, 1974, a member sought leave of the House ro
move for adjournment of the business of the Senate to discuss the
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failure of the Federal Government to protect the lives and properties

of the inhabitants of village Megaro, District Sanghar, against dacoits

from across the border who entered Pakistan territory, injured two

villagers and looted valuables worth thousands of rupees, as reported

in the daily 'Jang' of the 9th April, 1974'

The Leader of the House opposed the motion on the ground

that it did nor satisfy the conditions prescribed by rule 71. He said

rhat the chief Minister of Sind was already doing his utmost to

check these incidents and hoped that the mover would not press

the adjoumment motion. The Minister without Portfolio, giving

details of the facts, disclosed that the Indian intruders were

apprehended and killed. Thereupon the mover said that he would not

press his motion.

At this stage a member rose to speak on the motion' The

Chairman addressing the member observed :

" You should have risen earlier. He has already withdrawn'"'

Senate Debates,

t1th Apil,1974,
pp.4A54O7.

32. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : PRESS RELEASE BY
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RELATING TO

BALUCHISTAN RULED OUT OF ORDER AS MOTION

RELATED TO MORE THAN ONE ISSUE :

On l6th April, 1974, Mr. Shazad Gul sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss that the press Release issued by the

Federal Govemment on l4th April, 1974 was, keeping in view the

r:ritical situation prevailing in Baluchistan, most unsatisfactory and

rllusory.
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The Minister for Interior opposed the motion on technical grounds
that the matter did not relate substantially to one definite issue. He
said that press rerease dealt with many points. (1) termination of
military action from l5th May, 1974,(2)continuance ofthe development
work by the A.my. (3) civil infrastructure in the province. 

14) tr4ititary
assistance to civil power made available on the request of trr" nouinliul
Govemment and (5) grant of amnesty. The Minister arso contended
that press release covered so many matters relating to Baluchistan
that it could not be the subject matter of an adjournment motion.
Moreover Baluchistan had already been debated in the National
Assembly forfull day. The chairman disagreeing with the contention
that it had been discussed in the Nationar Assembry stated that the
press release has been issued now and that it was not discussed in
the National Assembry. The chairman explained to the mover of the
motion that his motion related four matters, namely, (1) amnesty, (2)
invitation to retum, (3) deveropment work and (4) cessation ormiiitary
operation' The mover of the motion contended that he had referred to
only one press release in his adjournment motion. The chairman
ruled the adjoumment motion out of order on the ground that it did not
relate to one specific and definite issue.

Senate Debates,
16thApril,1974,
pp.490-500

33. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : PRESS STATEMENT oF
BALUCHISTAN GOVERNoR: ALLEGATION DENIED
RULED OUT:

On lSth April, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion regarding the statement of the Governor ofBaluchistan r Ghous Bakhsh Bezanjo,
Mr. Mengal had been dethined Uy tf,"Baluchistan their release *u, u *utt".
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between them and the Prime Minister. It was alleged in the motion-

that the Governor's statement went against the principles of

provincial autonomy as laid down in the Constitution'

be admitted.

The Minister for Labour and Works' stressed the point that

In reply to the questions put by the Leader of the Opposition

whether ih" Gou".nor of Baluchistan was not an agent or
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The Chairman observed that it was clear that those three
persons had been detained by the provincial Government. He
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continued that the second point was how they could be released

because the Prime Ministei had made a statement earlier giving

g"r".ul details of the decisions taken the other day' such as'

withdrawal of the army, continuation of development work' etc' So'

what the Governor wanted to convey probably by making this

statement was that before they were released' the Prime Minister

wouldbeconsultedorinformedofit.TheChairmanaddedthatthe
Prime Minister came into picture because the amnesty had been

granted by him, though detention had been ordered by the provincial

lou"rnrn"nr. He concluded that the amnesty could not be granted by

Ihe provincial govemment. The point at issue was how this could be

regarded as an encroachment on provincial autonomy'

The mover stated that if these under trial prisoners were going

to be released under the general amnesty, he would not have come

with the adjoumment *oiion. But he believed that the Govemor of

Baluchistan was passing on the powers of the provincial

gou".n.n"n, to the 
-Federui 

Go'"**ent' He observed that if the

f,rovincial govemment of Baluchistan had got the powers to release

irrem, ttrere would not have been need of making a specific motion of

the cases of these three gentlemen and that if they were going to

bereleasedundertheamnesty,thatwouldhavebeenallright'He
added that they were not political detenues as they had not been

arrested under preventive law, they had been under detention for the

last eight Inonih, without charge-sheet being framed and week after

week iemands had been extended. The mover remarked that those

gentlemen were being pressurized to yield. to the demands of the

Federal government and of the Agent of the Federal Government'

that is, the Governor. He contended that the case was not pending

before any court, and was not strb iurlice'

The Minister rebutting the point stated thai they have been

arrested under the substantive law and their cases were before the

courts of Law' and thus sttb iudice at the moment'

The time for consideration of admissibility of adjournment

motionsbeingover,theChainnanaskedtheMinisterforLabourand
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Works to get into touch with the Govemor of Baluchistan and
ascertain fiom him what he actually had said in his statement.

After further discussion the Chairman observed :

argument was that the statement ofthe Governor trntamounts
to interference in the provincial autonomy.
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' The matter of these three prisoners was between the provincial

govemment and the hime Minister's meaning thereby that he

(Prime Minister ) had to be consulted lt is the right' the privilege

or the prerogative of the provincial govemment to release

them-why the Prime Minister would be consulted ? This is

what actually led to the misunderstanding' The basis of your

the Prime, Minister be consulted before their release which

according to you, is an encroachrrent upon provincial autonomy?

Nou this has been denied by the Govemor, and the denial has

been conveyed through the honourable Minister' I am

supported, in this view by a decision of the Chair' No' 26 of

l92l lrgislative Assembly (Catral) 1921-1940' which I

quote,

..26. GOVERNMENT DISPUTES FAC STATED

THEREIN: PRESIDENT ACCEPTS GOVERN-

MENT'S VERSION OF FACTS UNLESS THERE

IS A PROOF TO T}IE CONTRARY

'A member desired to move for the adjournment of the

House to discuss the forcibte occupation by the military

of a Muslim Idgah in the Central Provinces' After

hearing the Government Member the President said that

the Govemment denied the Correctness of the facts

stated in the motion and he had to accept Government

Member's statement unless there was any proof to the

contrary. i
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Since the Governor has denied the allegation attribured to him
that he stated those words, I accept the version of the statement he
has made, and, therefore, rule the adjoumment motion out of order.,,.

Senate Debates,
l8th Aprit, 1974,
pp.555-556
l9th April, 1976,
pp. 579-586.

34. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : STOppAGE OF MILITIA
AND ROAD MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL OFDIR
SWAT FROM PROCEEDING TO ISLAMABAD:
RULED OUT: NOTICE NoT GIVEN IN TIME : ALSo
RULED THAT OBJECTION AGAINST CHAIR'S
RULING NOT PERMISSIBLE :

On the 25th April, 1974, a Senator sought leave ofthe House
to move an adjoumment motion to discuss the situation arising out
of stopping of Militia police and Road Maintenance personnel olDir
and Swat at Malakand by l-evy and Scouts from proceeding to
Islamabad for the redress of their gdevances, as a result of which
tension had been created in the area.

The Minister-in-charge opposed it and./stated that adjoumment
motions were brought to draw the attention of the Govemment ro a
particular fact. He informed the House that the matter was well in
hand. The deputation met the prime Minister. He, therefore,
requested the Senator to have some patience as the Govemment
was fully seized of the matter. The mover acknowledged the
correctness ofthe position explained by the Minister but remarked
that he could wait while the people concemed could not wait.
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Thereupon, the Chairman observed :

';irr" po.ition is that you are referring to an i1cjde1t-ylti.ctt

h"a o"Ju.ra f"tg b"fo*' The deputation nrt the-Prinre Minister

,tt" aoy U"f.t" Vesterday ' and the Prime Minister' to 
1ny

;;;;[G ". 
i"po't"d in the Pakistan Times' met the

i"pr"il"iit" *a assured rhem that he would meet them durihg

his^ next visit to Peshawar and took into their grievances On

ru. 
""t 

r"rl,ft" a"p'tatiorists tuve gure back You have refened

i" t"t*rr*g i, v.i* adjoumment motion which had preceded

,t i. .*,irJt",**" the Prime Minister and the deputationiss'

iir" .apprig.f ,hese people, the Long Marchers of Dir S-wat

urJ otrr"i pi"c". uy tay or Scouts had taken place about five'

tX * *""" a.yt U"ftre tl'" Pti"' Minitt"' 
"*t 

the deputationists'

disability with which this adjoumment

not give two hous' notice' The notice

m' and the meeting was schedule to

comrnenc€ at 9.30 a'm' I could not even lmk into it' On that

ground alone it could be ded out' Then it is not a rccent maser'

iii. 
"" "ra 

one. Nawa-i-Waqt has referred'to it' To my

knowledge it appeared in the press yesterday' It is not a matter

of recent @cunpnce""

The Senator contended that tension had increased recently and

that it was not a continuing process' The Minister-in-charge further

pointed out that whi
stopped, the fact was

and met the highest executive a

Minister told $em to go back

.o,inftft"tn 
"t 

e"shawar, and they had since gone back' The Senator

from S-wat, Mr. Sher Mohammad Khan' who met the Prtne Minlster

"r."g 
J[in" a"r"gatiqr alsoconoborated ttE stalerpnt of tlrMinister'

ff,"'-o"o ot*."i that he did not deny the information in possession

;iii"-; Minister' He added that he wanted to cut the matter

short. ThercuPon the Chairman ruled :

" Ifyou want to cut it short' then the motion isout of order on

the ground that sufficient notice was not given""
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The mover, however, claimed that sufficient notice was given.

The Chairman then finally observed :

" What I told you is that I could disallow this motion on morc

Senate Debates,
25th April, 1974,
pp.696499.

35. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : FAILURE oF FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT TO RTJN GOODS TRAINS ON KruSAT,
HARNAI AND SIBBI RAILWAY STATIONS IN
BALUCHISTAN :RULEDOUT: MATTER NEITHER
IJRGENT NOR RECENIT

On the 25th luly, 1974, a Senator sought to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the alleged failure of the Federal
Government to run goods trains on Khusat, Ilamai and Sibbi railway
stations on account of which transponation of coal_ the moit
imporrant mineral wealth of Baluchistan-had been stop@ resulting
in loss to business concems and wastage of national wealth.

The Minister Inchargs
due to sabotage activities di
trains on the line. However,
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had been and were running. He hoped that with further improvement

in the situation, which was getting better, goods trains would again

be on the tracks in the near future. He also appealed to the Opposition

to cooperate with the Govemment in discouraging the sabotage

activities.

The mover stressed that the mixed trains which were in

alleged, the Govemment had usurped. In reply to a query he stated

that the matter was eleven months old and was continuing since

then.

Mr. Chairman observed that an adjournment motion could be

moved only on an issue of urgent public importance which justified

adjoumment of the other business before the Senate. He added

that according to the mover himself the rnatter was about eleven

months old. Hence it was neither urgent nor recent and was hit by

Rule 71 of the Rules of Proceduie and Conduct of Business in the

Senate, 1973. He, therefore, ruled the motion out of order'

Senate Debates.
25rhluly,1974.
pp. 12-16.

:i. eorounNmxr MorIoN: ALLEGED NAKED
DANCE IN A DRAMA TELECAST BY KARACHI
TELEVISION STATION : ALLEGATIONS DENIED :

RULED OUT:

On the 29th July, 1974, a Senator sought leave ofthe House to

move an adjoumment motion regarding the alleged naked dance by a

TV artist in a drama telecast by the Karachi Television Station as

reported in " Elan" Karachi of 18th Jrtly,1914.
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The Minister-in-charge opposed it on the ground that the news
item referred to in the motion was inconect. The fact, he stated.
was that about a year ago Pakistan Television Corporation entered
into a contracr with renowned film Director for the preparation ofa
series of twelve films on the condition that if the first film so shot
proved to be below rhe mark, the contract would be cance ed. The
first such film was on Moenjodaro which also contained the dance
ofthe said artist. This filmhaving been found below the standard was
not telecast at all from any TV station and the conract with the film
Director was also cancelled. Moreover. the dance of the artist was
not naked as she was in dress.

The mover stated that as his adjoumment motion was based on
a newspaper report which has now been contradicted by the
Minister-in-charge, he would not press his motion. Thereupon the
Chairman observed :

" Since it has been denied by the Minister concemed, the
motion is ruled out of order".

Senate Debates,

29thJuly,l974,
pp. 100-102.

37 ADJOIIRNMENT MOTION : LAYING OF WREATH BY
PRIME MINISTER ON THE MONUMENTS OF
FREEDOM FIGHTERS OF BENGLADESH : RULED
OUT : THE ACTION wAS NOT MPORTANT ENOUGH
TO GIVE RISE TO AN ADJOURNMENT MOTION:

On the 29th July, 1974, a member sought leave to move a

motion for adjoumment of the business of the House to discuss the
news that during his official visit to Bengladesh, the hime Minister
of Pakistan went to Savar to lay wreath on the monument of so-
called freedom fighters of Bengladesh who were alleged to have
been killed by the Pakistan Army. This, he alleged, had sent a wave
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of resentment throughout the country and badly damaged the prestige

of Pakistan.

Speaking on behalf of the Cabinet Division and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Khurshid Hasan Meer, Minister Without

Portfolio, refuted the allegations. He stressed that laying of the

wreath on the monument was an essential part of the formal protocol

of the Prime Minister's visit to Bengla-Desh and that it did not

carry any other implications. He also opposed the motion on technical

grounds and argued that as required under rule 7l (a) it did not raise

an issue ofurgent public importance.

The mover stated that ifthe clarification now made was correct

it should have been given along with the news published after Prime

Minister's Bengladesh tour. At that time a Govemment announcement

indicated that the Prime Minister visited the monument under

pressure as otherwise the Bengladesh Government had threatened

to cancel all ceremonies/functions. The mover emphasised that the

details ofthe Prime Minister's tour ought to have been settled prior

to the visit and Savar ceremony should have been refused.

After some discussion the Chairman ruled the motion out of
order and observed :

" The National Assembly, the most representative body in the

country, had unanimously given a mandate to the Prime

Minister to recognise Bengladesh and the timing was left to

his discretion. In the context of this political situation he had

gone there on a goodwill mission to bring the two countries

closer, in order to give effect to that mandate of the National

Assembly,If during that stage ofourpolitical life, he thought it

expedient and wise to go to Bengladesh and, in order to

complete formalities ofprotocol, he laid a wreath on the national
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monument,I don't think it is such-an action on the part ofthe
Prime Minister that it should give rise to an adjoumment
motion. I don'r think, it is ofthat importance. I, therefore, rule
it out of order"

Senate Debates,
29thJuly, 1974,
pp.lD-fil.

38. ADJOURNMENT MOTION HEAVY BOMBING ON
BAMBORE RANGE BORDERING T}M DISTRICT OF
KACHI IN BALUCHISTAN : ALLEGATION DENIED BY
MIMSTER : RULED OUT:

On 30th July, 1974, a member sought leave of the House to
rhe Air
mainly
, 1974,

causing the death of innumerable men, women and children and
destruction of Marri settlements in the region. The motion alleged
that the atmck on unarmed and peaceful people of the Bambore
Range and the adjoining areas was reported to be continuing followed
by other repressive measures.

The MinisterWithour portfolio, making a statement on behalf
ofthe Govemment, categorically denied the alleged aerial bombing
on Bambore Range or on any other place in Baluchistan. He added
that the Prime Minister under-took an exEnsive tour ofBaluchistan,
and wherever he went he found that the conditions were peaceful.
According to the report of the prime Minister's tour ofthese areas
published in the Pakistan Times on 28th July, 1974, a large number
of the residents of the Marri area told the prime Minister ii Mawand
that there had been no bombing in the area. The army operations
were intended against certain miscreants who harassed the local
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population and tried
the local population
So the Federal Gove

the Constitution. But there is no Federal Administration in

Baluchistan. There was a legally constituted govemment in the

province. And in all these areas Pace was retuming' The mover

repeated the allegation and denied the Govemment version by saying

that there had be€n bombing in the areas.

The Chairman after hearing both sides ruled that as a

responsible Minister had denied the allegations and as he had no

proof that.there was aerial bombing on Bambore' he was left with

no option but to rule the motion out of order.

Senate Debates,

30th July, 1974,

pp. 120-130.

lg ADJOIIRNMENT MOTION : HEAW BOMB AffACK ON

CHAMALANG RANGE IN LORALAI DISTRICT OF

BALUCHISTAN : RULED OUT : ALLEGATION DENIED:

On 30th July, 1974, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjoumment motion rEgarding a bomb attack between l2th

and 20th June, 1974, by the Air Force on Chamalang Range in the

Loralai district ofBaluchistan inhabited by the Marri tribe' killing a

number of persons and cattle and razing to the ground several Marri

setdenents in the area.

The Minister without Portfolio, opposed the motion on the

grounds, firstly that all the allegations were denied, and secondly' the

motion could not be discussed under rule 7 I (d) as the same incident

had already been discussed in the National Assembly within the last

six months.
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The mover requested that a deputation be sent to the area to
make an inquiry and submit its report to the House, and secondly,
the Government should agree to hold a fult-fledged debate on the
Baluchistan situation. After hearing the arguments advanced by the
two sides of the House, the Chairman ruled :

" In view of the emphatic denial by the Govemment side of
the allegations, I have no altemative but to rule out the
adjoumment motion".

Senate Debates,
30ttr July, 1974,
pp. l3G-133.

40. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : FAILURE TO PROVIDE
MEDICAL AND OTHER FACILITIES TO SARDAR
ATTAULLAH MENGAL: THE CHAIRMAN
INSTRUCTED INTERIOR MINISTER TO NOTE THE
COMPLAINT AND LOOK INTO THE MATTER : oN
THIS ASSURANCE THE MOTION WAS NOT
PRESSED:

On 5th August, 1974, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjoumment motion to discuss that the Govemment has
neither provided Sardar Attaullah Mengal, who is a heart patient,
proper medical treatment nor was he being supplied with newspapers
or radio causing him physical and nrental dererioration.

The motion was opposed on several grounds, namely, that :

(a) It violated rule 7l (b) and did not relate substantially ro one
definite issue as it talks of two issues-radio and health;
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(b) the allegation ofthe failure of the Government to provide

medical and other facilities was categorically denied by the

Minister I and

(c) the matter referred toin the motion was not the concern

of the Federal Government but of the Provincial

Govemments.

During the course of discussion the Interior Minister stated that

Sardar Attaullah Mengal had already been examined by a medical

specialist. He was also being supplied with the newspaprs which

were on the approved list ofthejail. He could also be given a radio if
he asked for it.

It was contended in support ofthe motion that only the Federal

Govemment had the powers of ke€ping detenues of one province in

the custody of some other province and so the matter was the concem

of the Federal Govemment. As r€gards theallegation that Mr' Mengal

was a heart-patient and had not been provided with even the essential

facilities, the Chairman instructed the Interior Minister to note the

complaint and look into the matter The Minister gave the assurance

that he would inform the hovincial Govemment to allow Mr' Mengal

the best possible facilities including medical facilities'

The mover being satisfied with the assurance did not press the

maion.

senab Debates,

5th August, I 974,

pp. 187-195.
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41. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : BOMBING BY AIR FORCE
PLANES ON BHUTTER VTT T,AGE OF MARRI AREA:
ALLEGATION DENIED BY THE MINISTER : HELD NOT
IN ORDER:

On 5th August, 1974, a member sought leave [o move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the alleged bombing of Bhutter village
of Marri area by Air-Force planes between 5th and 2oth Jtly, 1974,
resulting in numerous deaths, loss of livestock and property.

The motion was opposed inter alia on the following grounds:

(a) That there had been a full-fledged debate in the National
Assembly on that issue on the 27th June and, therefore,
it could not be re-agitated in the Senate under rule 7l (d)
of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in
the Senate, 1973.

(b) That the allegation ofthe aerial bombing was categorically
denied by the Minister.

During the discussion the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
and Defence observed that no debate had taken place in the National
Assembly over the matter in issue. The Chairman, therefore, over-
ruled this objection raised from the Govemment side. The Minister
of State for Foreign Affairs and Defence observed that the motion
referred to a purely hypothetical situation and that the mover was

seriously mis-informed. The Chairman, however, ruled out the
motion on the ground of categorical denial of bombing by the Minister.

Senate Debates,
5th August, 1974,
pp. 195-201.
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42. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : CONTINUOUS FIRING IN

QUETTA ON 23RD JULX 1974 : LAW AND ORDER A

PROVINCIAL SUBJECT : RULED OUT OF ORDER :

On the 6th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the failure ofthe Government to fix
responsibility for the continuous firing in Quetta which took place

on 23rd July, 1974, during the Prime Minister's visit to Quetta.

The Minister for Interior opposed the motion on the ground

firstly that it related to a matter of law and order so the proper

forum to bring this motion was the Provincial Assembly of
Baluchistan which was in session and secondly, the Minister added.

the allegation that continuous firing took place on thatnight in Quetta

was absolutely wrong.

In support of the motion the l€ader of opposition contended

that as the Federal Security-Force which controlled law and order

was under the Federal Govemment, it was concemed with the matter

proposed to be discussed in the motion. Thereupon the Chairman

observed that the crux of the matter was that as the Provincial

Govemment was responsible for protection of life and property of the

people, it was a provincial subject. The motion was, therefore, ruled

out of order.

Senate Debates,

6th August, 1974,

pp.223-226.
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43, ADJOURNMENT MOTION : ARMY ATTACK IN
SHEERANI VILLAGE OF LORALAI DISTRICT:
MATTER ALREADY DEBATED IN THE NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY: RULED OUT:

On the 6th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the unwarranted attack by Army_
men on village Sheerani in the 3rd weekofJune, 1974, resulting in
several deaths and destruction of livestock, houses and crops.

The Minister of State for Defence opposed the matter saying
that the occurrence was alleged to have mken place between l6th and
2lst June, 1974, and there had been a full-fledged debate on the issue
in the National Assembly on the 27rh June, 1974, therefore, the motion
attracted rule 71 (d) and was not in order.

Thereupon the Chairrnan ruled that the matter has been discussed
in the National Assembly. If a matter is discussed in the Assembly
it cannot be discussed in the Senate during (he next six months. The
motion was, therefore, ruled out oforder.

Senate Debates,
6th Augtst, 1974,
pp.227-228.

44. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: REFUSAL OF PERMIS-
SION TO OPPOSMON LEADERS OF THE NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY TO VISIT CHAMALANG RANGE AND
ADJOINING AREAS: MOTION NOT MOVED AT THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE OPPORTTINTTY : RULED oUT:

On the 6th August, 1974, a member sought leave of the
House to move an adjoumment motion to discuss the refusal of
perrnission by the Governnrnt to Oppcition Leaders to visit Chamalang
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Range and the adjoining areas to make an assessment of the damage

caused by bombing.

The motion was opposed on the grounds that there had been

no bombing. The permission to visit the areas in question was

refused by the Government of Baluchistan as alleged by the

mover, the rnatter fell within the domain of the Provincial Govem-

ment.

It was contended in support of the motion that as the permission

was refused not only by the Provincial Govemment but also by ttre

Army, the matter, therefore, was the concern of the Federal

Govemment. The Chairman observed that the alleged occurrence tmk
place on 2nd July. The session commenced on 25th July, 1974, and the

motion was brought on the 26th July, 1974. As it was moved late it
could not be regarded as a matter of urgent public imponance and

was ruled out of order

Senate Debates,

6th August, 1974,
pp.229-234.

45. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : CUSTOMS GODOWN SET

ON FIRE BY T}IE CUSTOM STAFF DELIBERATELY:
}IELD NOT IN ORDER:

On the 7th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss buming down ofcustom godown at

Nokundi by the Customs Staff deliberately to prevent audit
inspection.

The admissibility ofthe motion was objected to on the grounds

that the officials concemed had been suspended, an enquiry into

the matter was being made and probably legal proceedings had
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been instituted. It was contended in support of the motion that its
discussion would nor prejudice the trial of the officials if legal
proceedings had not been instituted against them.

Mr. Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground that
its discussion would prejudice the trial of the accused.

Senate Debates,
7thAugust,1974,
pp.279-281.

46. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: STRIKE By RAILWAY_
MEN OF KARACHI DIVISION: IIELD IN ORDER : BUT
LEAVE REFUSED TO MOVE TIIE MOTION:

On the Sth August, 1974 Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought
leave to move an adjournment motion to discuss the strike of
Railwaymen of Karachi Division resulting in stoppage of Railway
traffic and ovbr-crowding of passengers at the Railway Station.

The Minister for Railway opposing the motion informed the
House that the Railway Labour Union, which was not a bargaining
agent under the Industrial Relations ordinance, 1969, instigated the
staffto go on snike. The strike was as such illegar. Also, it is incorrect
to say the Minister added, that the strike had caused stoppage of
the Railway traffic on the main line as well as on the Karachi
circular Railway. No train services were cancelled. The question of
overcrowding of passengers did not arise. The Minister, however,
expressed his regrets for the inconvenience caused to the public.
The mover then said that as the Minister had taken no objection to
the admissibility of the rnotion under the rules, it may be admitted.
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The chairholding the motion in orderaskedtheHouse whether

the member had the leave of the House to move the motion' On a

count, the Chair informed the member that he did not have the leave

of the House.

Senate Debates,

SthAugust,1974,
pp.300-303.

47, ADJOURNMENT MOTION: OFFICIAI INTERFERENCE

IN GUJRANWALA BYE-ELECTION: IF ELECTION

PETITION IS FILED, T}IE MATTER BECOMES SUB-

JUDICE AND IF NO PETITION IS FILED, TTMN IT IS

NOT A MATTER OF URGENT PIJBLIC IMPORTANCE:

INADMISSIBLE:

On the 8th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjoumment motion to discuss the alleged official interference and

malpractices in the bye-election to the Gujranwala National Assembly

seat, which led to a three-day strike and a procession as reported in

the daily "Nawa-e-Waqt" of 30th July,1974.

The Leader of the House opposed the motion and denied the

allegation. The Minister for Railways also opposed the motion on

the grounds that the defeated candidates have a legal remedy open

to them and, in the instant case, if they have filed an election petitions,

the matter would become sub-iudice. The Chair then asked the

mover why he did not table the motion on the 30th July when he

read about the alleged interference in the bye-election in the

newspaper because the Senate was in session on that day' The

mover stated in reply that the newspaper was received late. After

hearing the arguments for and against the motion, the chairman
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observed:

".......If the complainant has filed an election petition, then it
is sub-judice ; and, if he has not cared to file it, then it is not
a matter of urgent public importance. The motion is ruled out."

Senate Debates,

8thAugust,1974,

pp.303-308.

48. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: AIR-FORCE BOMBTNG ON
SHALDRA MOHALLAH QUETTA: ALLEGATIoN
DENIED BY THE MINISTER : RULED oUT:

On the Sth August, 1974,amember sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the alleged bornbing of shaldra
(Pashtoonabad) Mohallah of euetta city, without provocation on
2nd August, 1974, at about 9. 15 a.m. causing fright to all the citizens
of Quetta.

The allegations were categoricalry denied by the Minister of
State for Defence who stated that what might have been imagined
by the inhabitants of the area as bombing was not actual bombing.
In the month of August, PAF had their flying practice at the samungli
AirBase. In the course of the practice the pAF., Supersonic aircraft
on two occasions crossed the sound banier (Known as Cross Mark I)
and there was a tremendous explosion. Even windows can be
shattered and walls can develop cracks. This was exactly what
had happened on that particular day.
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The chairman observed that the Minister concerned had stated

that ttiere had been no bombing at all and had also explained what

actually happened. In view ofthe categorical denial ofthe allegation,

the motion was ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,
SthAugust,1974,
pp.30L-312.

49, ADJOURNMENT MOTION: BOMB BLAST OUTSIDE

TTM PLACE W}IERE PRIME MINISTER ADDRESSED

A PUBLIC MEETING IN QUETTA: LAW AND

ORNCIAL SUBJECT: RI.]LED OUT:

and injuries to two police constables'

The motion was opposed by the Interior Minister on the ground

that it related to a provincial subject. The Minister stated that it was

incorrect to say that the bomb blast occurred outside the public

meeting injuring two constables'
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directions to the Provincial Government in this regard particurarry
when the Prime Minister was present there. The Minister for the

Government, it would have failen within the purview of parliament.
But the motion, framed as it is, tantamounts to transgression of the
limits of provincial autonomy as laid down in the constitution.

The Chairman observed that the presence of the prime
Minister in any city or town did not make a matter the responsibility
of the Federal Government. He held the motion out of oider on thl
ground that it related to a provincial matter.

Senate Debates,
12th August,l974,
pp.35f-353.

50. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: pROVINCTAL MINISTER,S
oRDERS TO pOLrcE TO PUNISH QUAID_E_AWAM'S
CRITICS: MINISTER AND POLICE WERE PROVIN-
CIAL SUBJECTS: HELD INADMISSIBLE:
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they failed in it, he would snatch away theirblts and uniforms on his

next tour of that area.

TheMinisterforthelnterioropposedthemotionontheglound
that the Minister and the police in question belonged to the Provincial

Government.TheFederalGovernmenthadnoconcernwiththem.

Pakistan, appoints Provincial Ministers from amongst the members of

the Provincial Assembly. Therefore, this is clearly a Provincial matter'

The chairman observed that even if it was presumed that this

particular Minister had been appointed with the approval of the

Frime Minister, that would not make the matter a Federal Subject.

The Minister and the police were a Provincial Subject. The Motion

was ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,

13th August, 1974,

pp.397402.

51. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PILFERAGE OF HAND-

GRENADES ETC. FROM PAKISTAN ORDINANCE

FACTORY: TWO SEPARATE ISSUES MINGLED IN

ONE MOTION: HELD NOT IN ORDER:

On the 13th August ,1974,a member sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Government to

stop pilferage of hand-grenades and other explosives from the
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Pakistan ordnance Factory wah, and the failure of a police officer
to:urest the culpris when 24 hand grenades were found on 7th August,
197 4, on the road near Fawara Chowk, Rawalpindi.

The Chairman pointed out to the mover that he had mingled up
two different issues in one motion. The pilferage of hand-grenades
from the Pakistan ordnance Factory was the concern of the Federal
Government while the failure of the police to arrest the culprits
was a Provincial subject. Therefore, he ruled the motion out of
order.

Senate Debates,
l3thAugust, 1974,
pp.4O2-405.

52. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ARREST OF NAp AND ruI
WORKERS IN BALUCHISTAN TINDER DPR: MATTER
A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT AND SUB-JUDICE: NoT IN
ORDER:

On the l3th August, L974,a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the indiscriminate arrests of NAp
and JUI workers under the DPR by the Government of Baluchistan,
basing it on a telegram saying that the Zhob District Administration
arrested a number of JUI and NAp members on the instructions of
the Baluchistan Govemment.

The Motion was opposed on the ground that the matter, besides
being a provincial subject, was sub-judice. Themover argued that
the matter fell within the sphere of the Federal Government ii viewed
in the light of Article 149 (4) of the constitution under which the
executive authority of the Federation extends to the giving of direction
to a Province as to the manner in which the executive authority
thereofis to be exercised for the purpose ofpreventing uny gruu!
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menace to the peace or tranquility or economic life of Pakistan or

any part thereof. He contended that the Provincial Government

had failed to maintain law and order in the Province as bomb

explosions and mass arrests were the order of the day there'

The Chairman observed thatinthe motion there was nomention

of failure of the Provincial Government to maintain law and order

in the Province. Also the matter might be sub-iudice because they

had been arrested under the Defence of Pakistan Rules and, as

pointed out by the Minister for the Interior, their application for bail

had been refused. He further observed that a case became suD-

judice from the day the enquiry colnmences because nobody could

remain in the custody of the Police without the orders of a court. A
Magistrate was, however, competent to remand a person to Police

custody for more than twenty-four hours'

Summing up his observations the Chairman ruled :

" It is a provincial subject and it is sub-judice. Therefore, it
cannot be discussed here".

Senate Debates,

13th August, 1974,

pp.405--409.

53. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : FAILURE OF TI{E
GOVERNMENT TO APPREHEND PERSONS ENGAGED

FOR ESPIONAGE BY BHARATI GOVERNMENT:
MAITER SUB-JUDICE: RULED OUT:

On 23rd August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjoun[nent motion to discuss the alleged failure of the Govemment to

apprehend persons engaged for espionage by the Bharati Government

*hohud 
"orn-unicated 

important secrets and documents toBharati
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intelligence officers, as reported in the daily Nawa-e-Waqt of 2fth
Augusg 1974.

The Minister of State for Defence opposing the motion stated
that the persons engaged in espionage activities had, in fact, been
apprehended. Explaining the delay in their apprehension, he said
that in the matter of espionage it was neither possible nor sometimes
desirable to arrest a spy as soon as hi activities came to the notice
of the govemment. The mover contended that the government could
not keep a vigilant eye on the spies with the result that important
secrets had been divulged and the ring leader of the spies had fled to
Europe. Disagreeing with the Minister, he urged that as the Minister
had taken no technical objection to its admissibility, the motion may be
admitted.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground
that the matter was sub-judice.

Senate Debates,
23rd August,1974,
pp.59l-593.

54. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DISCRIMINATORY
TREATMENT METED OI]T TO SARDAR ATTAULLAH
MENGAL AND OTIIERS IN SAHIWAL JAIL: MATTER
NOT CONCERN OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RULED
OUT:

On 23rd August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the discriminatory treatment meted
out to Sardar Attaullah Mengal and other in Sahiwal jail under
instructions of the Federal Government.
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The motion was opposed by the Leader of the House on the

ground that the matter was not the concern of the Federal

Government.

It was contended in support of the motion that under the orders

of the Federal Govemment, the prisoners were transferred from

Baluchistan to the Sahiwal jail and so the matter of discriminatory

treatment in the jail was the concern of the Federal Government.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order with the remarks :

" I am not satisfied that the alleged treatment meted out to the

under-trial prisoners is done at the instance or under the

direction of the Federal Government' The treatment to

prisoners in jail is a provincial subject."

Senate Debates,

23rdAugust, L974,

pp. 593-598.

55. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: RAID BY INDIAN
DACOITS ON TWO BORDER VILLAGES: DAIE OF

OCCURRENCE NOT GIVEN: HELD INADMISSIBLE
BEING NEITHER SPECIFIC NOR OF RECENT
OCCURRENCE:

On 29th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the alleged failure of the Govemment

to protect the two Pakistan border villages Umar Kot and Naplo

from attack by Indian dacoits as reported in the Pakistan Times of
2Ist August,1974.
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On the Chairman's enquiry about the date of the alleged
occurrence the mover said that tlie news of the dacoity appeared in
the Pakistan Times on 21st August, 1974, bt the date of the
occurrence was not given in the Paper. The chairman held the
motion out of order on the ground that the matter was neither specific
nor of recent occurrence.

Senate Debates,
29th August,1974,
pp.708-711.

56. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FIRE ON RAILWAY
TRACK ON QUETTA RAILWAY STATIoN: MATTER
SUB-JUD I CE: RIILED OUT:

On 29th August, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the alleged failure of the pakistan
Railways to prevent incidents of sabotage within the Railway yard,
endangering life and property of d
that fire broke out in the Quetta t,
1974, resulting in the burning of o
another as reported in the daily " New Times .. of Rawalpindi, on
25th August,I974.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Works on the
ground that the matter was sub-judice as an immediate enquiry
had been ordered and, according to the statement of the Chief
Minister of Baluchistan, two culprits responsible for the incidents
had been arrested. The Chairman ruled out the motion on the ground
that the matter was sub-judice.

Senate Debates,
29th August,1974,
pp.7l2-713.
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57. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: WAPDA HOUSE
EXPLOSION: MATTER A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT:
RULED OUT:

On 5th September, 1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjoumment motion to discuss the WAPDA House explosion which

took place on 3rd September, 1974' killing two and injuring eight

persons.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for the Interior on

the ground that law and order, being a provincial subject. was not

primarily the concem of the Federal Govemment. Moreover the

matter was under investigation by the Police.

The mover contended in support of the motion that it did not

pertain to law and order. A 200 Ibs. Time-bomb was (reported to

have been planted in WAPDA House in an attempt to protect the

undesirable persons connected with Tarbela Dam by destroying

the WAPDA record. The allegation was refuted by the Minister

for the Interior. He observed that the Govemment bad no such

intention whatsoever.

The Chair remarked that if that plea was accepted it would

become a question of inference and the motion would be hit by rule

7l (g). After hearing the view-points expressed for and against the

motion, the Chairman held the motion out of order because it related

to a provincial subject.

Senate Debates,

5th September, 1974,

pp.790-792.
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. ::8. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: MURDEROUS ATTACK
ON SAHIBZADA AHMAD RAZA QASIJRI, MNA
RESULTING IN TI{E DEATH oF HIS FATHER: MATTER
NOT PRIMARY CONCERN . OF FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT AND SUB-JT]DICE: RULED oUT:

On l9th November, 1974, amember sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the alleged dastardly attack on
sahibzada Ahmad Raza easuri, MNA, with automatic weapons
between the ni ght of I Oth and I I th Novembe r, 197 4,which .".ult"d
in the murder of his father Nawab Mohammad Khan as reported in
the press.

The Minister of State for parriamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the grounds that the matter proposed to be discussed,
apart from being sub-judice, was a provincial concern as protection
of life and property of citizens including those of members of the
National Assembly was a provincial subject. Further the matter
appcared to involve a breach of privilege. If it did, he argued, a
motion for adjournment was not the proper procedure for raising
the question of privilege. He quoted precedents from the Decisions
of the chair ( L92l-1940) in support of his contention thar a quesrion
of privilege could not be raised through an adjournment moiion.

The mover contended that the nntter proposed to be discussed
was the responsibility of the Federal Government. He recalled that
during discussion on the Bill to constitute the Federal security Force,
the House was told that the purpose of the Force was to maintain
larv and order effectively. He added that no case regarding rhc
attack on sahibzada Ahmad Raza easuri, MNA, had till then been
registered and therefore the matter was not sub-judice. He saicl
tlrat Security Force men were seen patrolring the roads not far
f.om the Assembly Hall. FIe conclude<I that his motion was iu ortler
as it related to a matter of urgcnt public importance and of recent
occurrence and that it rvls primarily the concern of the Federal

.1- :ver,rnent. The chairman drawing [he attention of the mover to
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responsibility of the Federal Government'

Senate Debates,

lgth November,1974,
pp. 14-19.

59. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ENTRY OF THIRTY

THOUSAND AFGHAN NATIONALS IN PAKISTAN:

MATTER A CONTINUING PROCESS: RULED OUT:

On lgth November, l974,amember sought leave of the House

of lgth October. 1974.

The Chairrnan asked the mover to explain how it was an urgent

matter irr view of the fact that according to the Press Conference

the Afghan nationals had been entering Pakistan for the last six or

seven months.
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was a fresh disclosure which had come to right all of a sudden and
as such was a matter of urgent public importance. The Chair
ob191ed rhat he personally felt that the marrer was no doubt ofpublic importance but this had been continuing for the rast six or
seven months. Therefore, it was not urgent and had not created
any emergent situation to justify the adjournment of the House for
discussion. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
19th Novembr,1974,
pp.19-21.
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before the court or before any authoriry performing judicial or quasi-

judicial functions. According to him, only the police was investigating

and might have arrested certain persons.

The Chairman observed that the Minister had made a

categorical statement that certain persons had been arrested and

produced before the court and the court released them on bail. So

ihe motion related to a matter pending in a court and was ruled out

of order on the ground of being sub'iudice.

Senate Debates,

2lstNovember, 1974,

pp.53-59.

61. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DISRUPTION OF POWER

SUPPLY IN KARACHI: MATTER NOT OF URGENT

PUBLIC IMPORTANCE: RULED OUT:

On 2 I st November, 1974, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought

leave of the House to move an adjournment motion to discuss the

disruption of power supply in Karachi for 130 minutes due to short-

circuit by operational fault as reported in the Dawn of 12th

November,1974.

The motion was opposed by the Minister of State for
parliamentary Affairs on the ground that the matter was not of

urgent public importance. Electric fault had been repaired after

two or three hours. Referring to a decision from the Decisions of

the chair in support of his argument, the Minister contended that

the matter had lost the element of urgency because the fault had

been rectified within two or three hours.
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The mover referring to Decision No. 355 from the Decisions
of the Chait L94l-1945, (Indian Central Legislative Assembly)
contended that on 7th March, 194L, anadjournment motion regarding
the matters of every day jail and police administration was held in
order by the President of the former Central Legislative Assembly
of India. He argued that the matter of the instant adjournment motion
was also one of urgent public importance.

The Chairman observed that the facts of the decision referred
to by the mover were different from those of the instant motion. As
supply of electricity had been restored in a few hours, the matter
ceased to be urgent. If there was any urgency as a result of
breakdown of electricity about a few months ago, it ceased to exist
as soon as the fault was removed and the supply of electricity
restored. He agreed with the mover in principle that such an incident
would have been held to be of urgent public importance, but since
the fault was removed within a couple of hours the matter ceased
to be urgent. The motion was on that ground ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
2lstNovember, 1974,
pp.59-65.

62. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DEFECTIVE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY TO QUETTA: MOTION HELD IN ORDER:

OnZ3rdNovember, 1974,amember sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to Discuss the defective supply of electricity to
Quetta city on 9th November,l974, resulting in heavy financial loss
to industrial units, and public and private property such as electric
motors, TV Sets, etc.

The Minister of State for parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that it related to a matter which was .a

continuous wrong'. He referred to decision No. 32 reported in the
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'Decisions of the Chair' (1962-1965) and argued that the matter

had not occurred suddenly and was not of 'urgent' importance' He

added that the term 'urgent' used in rule 7l of the Rules of
Procedure has been defined in May's Parliamentary Practice as

something which 'emerges suddenly'. The motion, he contended

was, therefore, inadmissible. The mover insisted that the motion

related to a specific matter of failure of electricity in Quetta city on

9th November,1974, as reported in newspaper.

The Chairman observed that the decision quoted by the

Minister was not applicable to the point at issue because the then

Home Minister happened to make statements in reply to the

statements of Maulana Maudoodi made over many months' He

added that in the present case the complaint was that on the 9th

November, 1974, failure of electric supply in Quetta had caused

damage to television and radio sets, etc' This damage which was

there and had not been repaired was a specific issue. Mr. Chairman

held that the motion was in order.

Senate Debates,
23rdNovembet 1974,

pp.114-117.

63. ADJOURNMENTMOTION: INCOMPLETE RECIATION
OF SURA BAQR OF THE HOLY QURAN BY TV
CORPORATION: MOTION VAGUE: HELD
INADMISSIBLE:

On 23rd November, 1974, a member sought to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the incomplete recitation of Surat

Baqr of the Holy Quran by TV Corporation, Lahore on 26th

September, 1974. On enquiry by the Chair, the mover could not

point out the words allegedly omitted in the recitation of Ayat No'

185 of Sura Baqrto show that the entire meaning had been changed'
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Thereafter the Chairman observed :-

" The mover could not point out the specific words allegedly
omitted in the recitation of ^Sura Baqr The motion is vague. So
disallowed.".

Senate Debates,
23rd November,1974,
pp.Il9-122.

&. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: CLASH BETWEEN SIBBI
SCOUTS AND MARRI TRIBESMEN: RULED oUT FoR
LACK OF PROOF:

On 25th November, lgT4Mr.Zamumrd Hussain sought leave
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the clash between Sibbi
Scouts and Marri rribesmen on the 4th November,l974,at Tartani
Nallah, resulting in the death of seven and injuries to four Scouts.
The Mini ster of State for Parliamentary Affairs, opposing the motion
observed that as it is evident from the last four lines of the motion,
the member wanted to discuss the policy of the Government which
he could do through a motion under rule 187, and not through an
adjournment motion. He added that the motion, if admitted, would
automatically raise discussion on the Baluchistan situation which
was now under control and it would not be in the public interest to
discuss it on the floor of the House. The chair then asked the
Minister of state if he denied or admitted the allegation thar seven
sibbi scouts were killed and four wounded as a result of this clash.
The Minister replied that he would have to ask for a report from the
Interior Division. The mover remarked that he had got this information
through a reliable source. Mr. Rafi Raza Minister for production
rose on a point of order and remarked that what was at issue in the
motion was contained in the last four lines, that is, the policy of the
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Government and not the facts' In his view the motion sought to

discuss the policy of the Government in keeping the clash concealed

and as the Minister of State had pointed out' this matter could' net

be discussed in the form of an adjoumment motion' The Chair could'

therefore, give a ruling on this point' The Chairman then observed

that the question of poiicy emerged from the concealment of certain

allegations. At this stage the Minister for Law and Parliamentary

Rffiirs Malik Meraj Khalid took objection ro the admission of the

motion on the ground that as the Sibbi Scouts were the concern of

the Provincial Government, this matter could not be discussed in

this House. Also, the alleged clash between the Sibbi Scouts and

theMarriTribesmenrelatedtotheLawandordersituation'which
was a provincial matter, it was for the Provincial Government to

conceal or not to conceal this matter' The mover had produced

nothing to establish the correctness of his information about the

allegeJ clash. The Chair then remarked that it seemed that there

was"no proof furnished by the mover that this occurrence had

actually iaken place. It was not for the Government to prove its

incorrectness. The Chairman observed :

"Here you have alleged that a clash had taken place resulting in

the death of seven Scouts and four wounded' Well' I am not

personally convinced that the occulrence has taken place' Ifthe

occulrence has taken place and when you lack proof or you

havenotbeenabletofumishproofthatthisincidenthasdefuritely
taken place, the question of concealment does not arise' The

question of Government policy does not come in' So I do not

hold it in order for lack of Proof''

Senate Debates,

25th November, 1974,

pp. 140-148.
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65. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ENTRY OF THIRTY
THOUSAND AFGHAN NATIONALS IN BALUCHISTAN:
A SIMILAR ADJOI'RNMENT MOTION DISALLOWED
EARLIER IN THE SAME SESSION: HELD
INADMISSIBLE:

On26thNovember, 19i4. Amember sought leave to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal Government
to guard against illegal entry of thirty rhousand Afghan nationals in
Baluchistan during the last six months who were engaged in anti-
state activities.

The motion was opposed by the Minister of State for
Parliamentary Affairs on the ground that an identicar motion had been
ruled out earlier in the same session of the Senate, and that the matter
proposed to be discussed was a continuous process and not of recent
occurrence. The Chairman disallowed the motion on the ground that
a similar motion had been ruled out by him previously.

Senate Debates,

26th November,1974,
pp. 189.

6, ADJOURNMENT MOTION: MISAPPROPRIATION oF
RAILWAY EARNING IN GUJRANWALA: MATTER
SUBJUDICE: RULED OUT:

On 26th November, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the failure of the Railway Authorities
to trace the culpris responsible for misappropriation of Railway eamings
in Gujranwala District, as reported by daily Nawa-e-Waqt, Lahore
dated 30th October, 1974.
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The Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs opposing the

motion stated that 13 persons had been arrested and cases against

them registered ; as such, the matter was sub'judice. The motion

could not, therefore, be entertained. A member remarked that as

the Minister had given a reply to the question posed by the mover of

the motion, the question of the matter being sub-judice did not arise.

A matter became sub-judice only when the investigating agency put

in the challan in the court of law. According to him the motion was in

order and the matter ended with the reply given by the Minister'

The Chairman observed that once the remand was taken by

the police with the orders of the court, the case became sub-judice'

For 24 hours the accused remains in the custody of the police and

after 24 hours he must be produced before the court. That was

"Katcha" Challan and on that the remand was given'

After hearing the opposition's viewpoint on the subject, the

Chairman ruled that in view of the Minister's statement that the

Govemment had done its duty by anesting thirteen persons who were

the culprits, and registering cases against them, the case became

sub-judice. Therefore, the motion could not be entertained.

Senate Debates,

26thNovember,1974.
pp. 193-196.

67. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF RAILWAY
AUTHORITIES TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS: AN
IDENTICAL MOTION DISALLOWED EARLIER: RULED

OUT:

On 26th November, 197 4, a member sought leave to move arl

adjoumment motion to discuss the failure of the Pakistan Railways to

prevent an accident on a manned level-crossing situated between
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Spezand and Sariab Railway
and injuries to five others as
on 7th November, l974.On
of state for Parliamentary Affairs stated that a motion about the
same incident was moved by another member and disallowed on the
22nd November,1974. The Minister for Railways then stated that
two persons had already been arrested and the action was being
taken against them. In view of this position, he said the mover of th!
earliermotion had not pressed his motion. The chairman remarked
that a motion withdrawn or not pressed or disailowed meant the same
thing. ns an identical motion had been disallowed earlier, the motion
was ruled out of order by the Chairman.

Senate Debates,
26th Novembr,1974,
pp. 196-197.

68. ADJOURNMENT MOTIoN: INADEQUATE
ARRANGEMENT OF FRESH AIR IN COAL MINES
LEASE NO. 8 OF SINDJI QUETTA: MATTER A
PROVINCIAL CONCERN: RULED oUT:

On 26th November, 1974, amember sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Government to
make adequate arrangements of fresh air in coal Mines Lease No.
8 of Sindji, Quetta, resulting in the death of two workers, as reported
in the daily "Mashriq", Quetta, of 7th November,l974.

The motion was opposed by the Minister of State for
Parliamentary Affairs on the ground that coal mines were the
concern of the Provincial Government and not of the Federal
Government, vide entry 30, concurrent Legislative List read with
Section 3 (aa) of the Mines Act, L923. The Federal Government
was concemed with mines of nuclear substances, oil and gas fields,
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while the rest were governed by the Provincial Governments

concerned under the Mines Act,1923'

The mover contended in support of the motion that the

responsibility of labour welfare in mines devolved on the Federal

Government. The Coal Mines were under P'I'D'C' The labourers

in mines died because of the stoppage of electricity which was the

responsibility of wAPDA. This matter was, therefore, the concern

of the Federal Government'

Disagreeing with the mover the Minister observed that although

the regulation of labour and safety in mines were on the concurrent

Legislative List, under the Mines Act of 1923 Coal Mines were a

Provincial subject. The chief Inspector, who was the supervising

authority was also under the control of the Provincial Government.

The Chairman ruled :

..The statutory provision clearly lays down that the matter is a

provincial subject. The Provincial Government should be held

responsible for the alleged failure and the matter may be

agitated in the Provincial Assembly. Ruled out"'

Senate Debates,

26th November,1974,
pp.189-193.

69. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: EIGHTH ASIAN GAMES

AT ISLAMABAD: ALLEGAIIONS DENIED: MATTER

NOT DEFINITE: IN ADMISSIBLE:

On 27th November, 1974, amember sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Government to

stop the Pakistan sports Board to hold the Eighth Asian games at
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Islamabad involving an expenditure of millions of rupees, a colossal
waste of money which a poor nation like Pakistan can ill-afford.
The Law Minister opposing the motion denied the allegations made
in the motion. The Minister added that the decision to hold the Asian
Games had been taken by the Government to further some of the
cardinal objectives of the present Government which were, intended
in brief, to further international goodwill, project national image and
provide a boost to enkindle interest in the health and physical culture
at the national level. Thus the money to be spent on the holding of
the Asian Games will not go waste. The financial burden will not be
allowed to fall exclusively on the national exchequer as the peoples
Republic of China has come forward to share the burden in a big
way. The mover of the motion then remarked, that the motion may
be admitted for discussion as the Minister did not oppose it but
simply stated the objectives in furtherance of which the decision to
hold the Games had been taken by the Government. The Minister
replying to the remarks of the member observed that he did oppose
the motion on the grounds that the allegations made in the motion
had been denied by him and the member has produced no document
to prove it to the contrary. Secondly he added, the motion sought to
raise discussion of a wide question of policy of the Government
which can be done through a motion or a resolution, and not through
an adjournment motion (Ruling No. 393-Decisions of the Chair-
Legi slati ve Assembly (Central )- I 9 4 I to 1945).

The Chairman observed that even the approximate amount of
money likely to be spent on the Asian Games has not been mentioned
by the member. The matter proposed to be discussed in the motion
is, therefore, not definite. Secondly, in the opinion of the member
this expenditure is extravagance while in the opinion of the Minister
it is not so. It is, therefore, a matter of opinion. Had it been a waste
of money to hold such games, no country would have been anxious
to press for the holding of these games. The Chariman then ruled:

"No country has so far, to my knowledge, alleged that it is
waste of money and sheer extravagance. So, I don't think it is
matter which should be discussed by this House on an
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adjournment motion. There are many other remedies oPen to

you (the member) to bring this matter under discussion of this

House. I don't think it is definite matter of public importance

to that extent. Therefore, it is reluctantly ruled out of order"'

Senate Debates,

27th November,l974,
pp.20*2Ll

70. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: HANDING OVER OF

POWER DISTRIBUTION TO PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENTS OF THE PUNJAB AND SINDH:
COMMITTEE ACTED STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE
wffH TI{E CONSTILIION: INADMISSIBLE:

On 27th November, 1974, Khawaja Mohamrnad Safdar sought

leave to move an adjournment motion to discuss the decision of the

Inter-Provincial Co-ordination Committee to hand over power

distribution to the Provincial Government of the Punjab and Sind

ttrcreby oeating manifold techincal and administrative difficulties. Malik

Mohammad Akhtar, Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs,

opposing the motion drew the attention of the Chair to the provisions

of Article 157 of the Constitution and stated that the Inter-Provincial

Coordination Committee has simply acted in accordance with the

provisions of the Constitution in this resPect and has implemented

the mandatory provisions of Article 157 (z)of the Constitution. The

mover of the motion then remarked that he took objection to the

decision of the Inter-Provincial coordination committee for fear of
its creating manifold technical and administrative difficulties in the

distribution ofpower.

The Chairman intervening in the debate observed that a Provincial

Government is entitled to ask the Federal Government underArticle

157 (2) of the Constitution to hand over the distribution and
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adminisnation of powers to it, and the Federal Government acting in
accordance with the provisions of the constitution has agreed to do
so. Thereafter the Chair ruling the motion out of order observed :

" so far as ttre decision taken by the Inter-provincial coordination
committee is concemed, it is stictly in accordance with the provisions
of the Constitution. They have not exceeded their powers. The
Provincial Government is entitled to ask the Federal Govemment to
hand over the distribution and administration of power to it. The
Inter-Provincial coordination committee has given those powers to
them (Provincial Govemments of the punjab and Sind) in compliance
with the provisions of the Constitution strictly. In, other words, they
are simply implementing the provisions of the Constitution."

Senate Debates,
27th November, 1974,

pp.2tl-213.

71. ADJOIIRNMENT MOTION: INCREASE IN PRICES OF
CIGARETTES, MATTER BEING A CONTINUOUS
PROCESS-RULED OUT:

On 28th November, 1974, amember sought leave to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the alleged failure of the Federal
Govemment to put a stop to the arbitrary increase in the prices of
cigarettes by the Pakistan Tobacco Company which had added
paisas seventy five to the price of a packet of twenty cigarettes.
This, he alleged, had greatly penurbed the public.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs objectd on
technical grounds. He stated that the matter was a continuing
process. Thereupon Mr. Chairman ruled :
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" I am constrained to hold it out of order on the ground that

this complaint of yours commenced since May last' There

was an increase in May, then in August, and then the third

time. So it is a continuous process and not recent'"

Senate Debates,

28th November,l974,
pp.25r--253.

72. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: EXTERNMENT OF AN
MPA FROM NWFP: MOTION NOT RAISED AT THE

EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY: RIILED OUT:

On 29th November, 1974, amember sought leave to move an

adjoumment motion to discuss the illegal order of the Government

served on 15th November, 1974 directing Major General (Rtd) M'G'-

Jilani, MPA of NWFP to leave NWFP within three days and

requiring him to proceed to Lahore and not to move out of the limits

of Municipal Corporation l:hore, without prior permission .The mover

alleged that his time and again detention, intemment and externment

had deprived his electorate ofttreir constitutional right to be represented

through an elected member in the Assembly.

The motion was opposed by the Minister of State for
Parliamentary Affairs on the ground that the matter was neither

specific nor one of urgent public importance. His alleged time and

again detention had been debated in the Provincial Assembly and

so could not be re-agitated there. He added that the movement of
Mr. M. G. Jilani had been restricted to the Municipal limits of Lahore

under lawful order passed under Rule 32 of the Defence of Pakistan

Rules by a competent authority in the public interest and that the

remedy lay in a court of law. The mover urged that the impugned

order of arrest was in contravention of Article l0 of the Constitution.

The Chairman observed that the remedy lay with the court, if the
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order was illegal or unconstitutional. Another member argued that
Mr. Jilani, MPA had been arrested under a particular and not a
general law. His detention, therefore, could be discussed through
an adjounrment motion as is evident from Decision No. 35t,
Decisions of the Chair (1941- 1945).

The Chariman ruled that the order was passed on l5th but the
motion was not presented on lSth. The member had not availed of
the earliest possible opportunity. The motion was, therefore, ruled
out of order.

Senate Debates,
29th November, L974,
pp.267-278.

73. ADJOURNMENT
ACCIDENTS IN
KARACHI KOTRI
ORDER:

MOTION: THREE RAILWAY
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS ON
RAILWAY STATION: HELD IN

On l2th December, 1974, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the three train accidents on account
of derailment within twenty-four hours.

The Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that it related to three issues and came within
the The Chair asked
the vent and an issue.
to rved that relying
matter" used in rule 7l (b), his objection was thai the motion related
to three separate issues and not to one definite issue. The chair
then asked Khawaja Mohammad Safdar to enlighten the House as
to whether it was an issue or an event, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar
stated that there were rulings in which many things had been brought
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together in one adjournment motion and that motion had been held

toL in order. He added that there were other rulings where each

incident had been held to be a separate issue for a separate

adjournment motion. To his knowledge there was no hard and fast

*i" o, this point. But he was of the view that some latitude should

be given to the members to bring to the notice of the House an

imfortant event which occurred due to the negligence of the

government emPloYees.

The Minister remarked that there were other ways of criticising

the actions of the Government. He said that if it was a general case

of negligence, it could be moved through a substantive motion, but

the motion under consideration was hit by the rules as it involved

more than one matter. The Deputy chairman holding the motion in

order observed :

" I hold that this is a matter of recent occurrence' It
issue of urgent public importance' It relates to one

although there are various events because I do not want to

restrict the scope of the issue. Although the events are

altogether different but the issue is one-that due to the

negligence of the Railways this incident has occurred'"

Senate Debates,
l2thDecember. 1974,

pp.239-243.

74. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : BAN FOR TWO MONTHS

ON DESPATCH OF COAL TO ANY PLACE OUTSIDE

BALUCHISTAN: ORDER PASSED BY DISTRICT
MAGISTRATE WAS A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT :

RULED CUT:

On December 12th,1974, a member sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the ban imposed by he District

ls an

issue
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Megistrate, Quetta, on the despatch of coal from euetta for two
months to any place outside Baruchistan, as reported in the ..Dairy
Imroz," Lahore dated the lTth December, 1974.

The motion was.opposed on the ground that the impugned
order had been passed by rhe )istrict Magistrate, euetta, l,i tt"ordinary course of administration of raw and *u. noi the conce.n
of the Federal Government. The Minister contended that the
exec.utive authority of the Federal Government in respect of the
distribution of coar did not extend to the province. He arso objected
that an order passed in the course of the ordina.y uaministr#on or
law could not be made the subject of an adjoumment motion. He
referred to decision No. 3o-Decisions of tire Chair-hdsratiue
Assembly (central)-r 9zr to 1940 in support of his argumJnt. The
mover argued that the order had no doubt, been passed by the
Deputy Commissioner, euetta, but it concemea the Raitwuy., *t i.t
was a Federal subject. Khawaja Mohammad Safdar inviting the
attention of the Chair ro decision No. 363 from the Decisions Jf the
chair-Legislative Assembly (cer trarFlg4r-1945 stated that an
adjournment motion relating to a similar order in similar
circumstances had been held in order. The hesident ortne registatiue
Assembly (central) holding the motion in order had observad=:

* 
The Railways ar: l Central subject ; and I think it is competent

for a Member of this House to raise a question of this character
in the Assembly."

The Chair holding the morion out of order held :

" I am not satisfied that this is a direction which brings in the
Railways. This is an order of the District Magistrati which
has been passed under a law and he is comp--etent to issue
such orders. Secondly, this is a matter *hi"t basically
concerns the Provincial Government. Therefore, *" .urrot
discuss such matters.',

Senate Debates,
l2th December,l974,
pp.243-249.
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75. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: TIIEFT OF WffiAT FROM

GOVERNMENT GODOWNS: MATTER WAS NOT A

PRIMARILY CONCERN OF FEDERAL GOVERN MFNT:

RULED OUT:

On 17th December, 1974, amember sought leave to move an

adjournment motion to discuss the theft and smuggling of wheat

worth mo.e than two lakhs of Rupees form Government Godowns'

MalikMohammadAktrtar,MinisterofStateforParliamentaryAffairs'
denying the allegations opposed the motion on the rounds that apart

from being vague, the matter was neither urgent nor did it primarily

concern the Federal Government. Alter hearing the arguments for

and against the motion, the Chair ruled :

" It is not primarily the concern of the Federal Government;

therefore, I rule it out'"'

Senate Debates,

lTth December, 1974,

pp.MG45r.

T6.ADJOURNMENTMOTION:ALLEGEDDETENTIONOf
AIR MARSHAL (RTD') ASGHAR KHAN IN
HYDERABAD BY F.S.F. AND THE POLICE : MATTER

NOT PRIMARILY THE CONCERN OF TFM FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT: RULED OUT:

On the 17th December,1974, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

soughtleavetomoveanadjournmentmotiontodiscussdetention
of Air Marshal (Rtd.) Asghar Khan and 33 other persons in Hyderabad

by F. S. F. and Police since 13th December, 1974'and the in human'
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callous, illegal and unrawfur restrictions on the Air Marshar Rta.;.
Malik Mohammad Akhtar, Minister of State for parriamentary
Affairs, opposed the motion on the grounds that the motion rerated
to a provincial matter. It was also defamatory, ironicar and inferential.
The chairman observed that detention of AirMarshal (Rtd.) Asghar
Khan was an act of the provincial Government and ruled :

" Since it is not a matter directry concerned with the Federar
Government and it is a law and order issue which is a provinciar
matter: therefore, I have no alternative but to rure it out."

Senate Debates,

lTth December,l974,
pp.45l--455.

77. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: BAN ON A PUBLIC
MEETING OF AIR MARSIIAL (RTD.) ASGHAR
KHAN: ALLEGATION DENIED: MATTER NoT
CONCERN OF FEDERAL GoVERNMENT: RULED
OUT:

On the lTth January, 1975, a member sought leave of the
House to move an adjournmgnt motion to discuss the use of the
Federal Security Force by the punjab Government to prevent Air
Marshal (Rtd.) Asghar Khan from holding a public meeting at Mochi
Gate, Lahore, on l2th January, 1975, as repofted in the Daily Nawa_
i-waqt of l3th January, 1975. He furrher alreged rhat the failure of
the Federal Government in dissuading the punjab Government from
using the Federal Security Force for curbing the civil liberties and
fundamental rights of the pubric, had sent a wave of resentment
throughout the country.
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The Minister for Interior opposed the motion on the ground

that it did not primarily concern the Federal Government and denied

the allegation aboot the use of Federal Security Force' He pointed

out thaias confirmed by the Provincial Government' a contingent

of FSF was kept in reserve but was not used against Mr' Asghar

Khan. He further observed that under the FSF Employment Rules

1974, the Federal Security Force, when requisitioned by the

Provincial Government, acted under the orders of the Magistrate

who was a provincial officer' He added that the law and order was

a provincial subject and the Federal Government had no power

under the Constitution to give directions or orders to provincial

governments in this resPect.

The mover contended that the situation in Lahore was not

such as to indicate the inadequacy or ineffectiveness of the Police

to handle it and the Federal Government could have refused to lend

the services of the Federal Security Force as it did when the help of

Central Levies was sought by the Mengal Government in

Baluchistan. The Minister stated that under the law a Magistrate

could call upon a military commander as well as the Federal Security

Force to help him in maintaining law and order. Hence the Federal

Government did not come in the picture'

TheDeputyChairmanruledthemotionoutoforderonthe
ground of denial of allegation by the Minister. He further ruled that

it did not lie within the domain of the Federal Government to interfere

in matters of law and order.

Senate Debates,

17th January,l975,
pp.28--42.
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78. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ACCIDENT BETWEEN 25
UP-SIND EXPNESS AND A LOCAL TRAIN: MOTION
ANTICIPATORY: RULED oUT:

On 28rh January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move; an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal
Covemment and negligence of the Railway Department in stopping
the accidents like the Railway accident between 25 up_Sind Express
and a Iocal train, as a result of which 3 persons were killed and
many injured.

The motion was opposed on the grounds that four or five
adjoumment motions with regard to inefficiency of the Railwavs
were pending for consideration of the House. The instant motion
was, therefore, anticipatory and may be disallowed.

Another member supporting the motion said that the matter
proposed to be discussed in the instant motion could not be treated
as anticipatory because the inefficiency of the Railways was going
to be discussed in the House. But this motion related a particular
accident which resulted in the death of four persons. This matter
was, therefore, of urgent importance and could not be treated as
anticipatory.

Having heard the argumenE for and against the motion, the
Acting Chairman observed that the motion was anticipatory as a
date had already been fixed to discuss the inefficiencv of the
Railways. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
28th January, 1975,
pp. 190-193.
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79. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT IN GUARDING RAILWAY TRACKS

AND BRIDGES IN BALUCHISTAN FROM DAMAGE

AND BOMB BLASTS: MATTER NOT CONCERN OF

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: RI-]LED OUT:

On 28th January, 1975, amember sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal

Government in guarding railway tracks and bridges in Baluchistan

from damag" urd f.o- bomb blasts' He further alleged that the

trackandbridgenearHamidSayedRailwayStationbetweenQuetta
and Chaman was badty damaged by a bomb blast on 27th December'

1974.

The Minister concerned opposed the motion on the ground

that the matter fell within the provincial sphere as the Railway Police

was under the charge of the Provincial Government' Secondly' the

Minister added, the matter was not of such urgent importance as to be

discussed by the House leaving aside its normal business' The number

ofsuchblastshadnowbeenreduced.Themovercontendedthatthe
death of persons in the accident was of urgent as well as of public

importance. Besides carrying the passengers from one place to

unoth"r, he added, Railway Department was also responsible for

the security of life and property of the passengers' The matter was'

as such, the concem of the Federal Government'

The chairman ruled that the matter was a Provincial subject

and not primarily the concern of the Federal Government' The

motion was ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,

28th January, 1975,

pp. 193-196.
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80. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DERAILMENT OF GOODS
TRAIN AT KOTRI RAILWAY STATIoN: MoTIoN
ANTICIPATORY: RULED oUT:

On 28th January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the derailment of a Goods
Train at Kotri Railway junction causing heavy financiar ross to the
public money as the diesel engine railway and 6 wagons had been
damaged.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Law and

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground of
it being anticipatory.

Senate Debates,
28th January,1975,
pp. t96-197.

81. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: IRREGULARITIES oF
RAILWAYS BTOWARDS DRY PORT AT LAHORE;
MOTION ANTICIPATORY: RULED oUT;

On 28th January, 1975, amember sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss the state of affairs in the
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The Chairman ruled out the motion on the ground of it being

anticipatory.

Senate Debates,

28th JanuarY, 1975,

PP. 197-199.

82, ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FIRE IN A PASSENGER

TRAIN NEAR SIBBI RESULTING IN DEATH OF

TWO PASSENGERS: MOTION ANTICIPATORY RULED

OUT:

The motion was opPosed by the Minister for Law and

Parliamentary Affairs on the ground of it being anticipatory as it

related to the inefficiency of the Railways with respect to which

four or five adjoumment motions were fixed for consideration of

the Senate.

The Chairman observed that the motion was anticipatory as a

date had already been fixed to discuss the inefficiency of the

Railways. The motion was ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,

28th JanuarY, 1975,

P. 196.
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83. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FATAL ACCIDENT AT
RAILWAY CROSSING IN RAWALPINDI: ALLEGA-
TIONS DENIED BY THE MINISTER: MOTION ALSO
ANTICTPATORY: RULED OUT:

On 28th January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the fatal accident
between Awami Express and a motor taxi on 6th December,lgj4
at an unmanned railway crossing near Rawalpindi resulting in the
death ofone person and serious injuries to two others as reported in
the Daily 'Nawa-e-Waqt', Lahore onZTthDecember, 1974.

The Minister for Railways categorically denied the allegation
that a railway accident occurred on 26th December, 1975. The
chairman remarked that there was already a substantive resolution
on the inefficiency of the Railways pending consideration by the
Senate. After some discussion the Chairman ruled the motion out
of order on the grounds that the allegations of the case had been
denied and that the motion had anticipated a matter for the
consideration of which a date had been previously fixed.

Senate Debates,
28th January,1975,
pp.199-202.

84. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DETENTION OF AIR
MARSHAL (RTD.) ASGHAR KHAN AT JHELUM
BRIDGE: MATTER A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT AND
NOT CONCERN OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
RULED OUT:

On 29th January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the
Government in the implementation of the Constitution in the country
in respect of freedom of speech, freedom of movement and freedom
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of holding public meetings. The mover alleged that Air Marshal

(Rtd.) Asghar Khan had not been allowed to proceed to Lahore to

address a public meeting under the auspices of "Mukhtar Rana

Release Committee" and was detained at the Jhelum Bridge on his

way to Lahore from Abbottabad as reported in the daily 'Nawa-e-

Waqt', Lahore on 29th December, 1974.

The Motion was deferred to 30th January, 1975. In the meeting

of the Senate on 30th January, 1975, the motion was opposed by

the Minister for Interior on the grounds of the matter being a

provincial subject and not one ofrecent occurrence. He stated that

the District Magistrate Jhelum, had prohibited carrying of Arms

under section 144, Criminal Procedure Code. In this connection,

checking was being carried out by the Police at Jhelum Bridge. Air
Marshal (Rtd.) Asghar Khan was requested, while travelling by

car, to allow the checking of his car, which was resisted by him and

he turned back instead of proceeding onward to Lahore.

The mover referring to Article 15 of the Constitution said that

the Federal Government had failed to implement the fundamental

rights guaranteed by the Constitution as was evident from this

incident.

The Chairman observed that in case of the violation of the

Constitution the aggrieved person had to seek remedy in a court of
law. He ruled the motion out of order on the ground of the matter

being a provincial subject and not the concern of the Federal

Government.

Senate Debates,

30th January,l975,
pp.289-J93.
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85. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: BREAK-DOWN OF
ELECTRIC SL]PPLY IN JACOBABAD: MATTER NoT oF
URGENT PIIBLIC IMPORTANCE AND ALSO NOT OF
RECENT OCCTIRRENCE: RULED OUT:

On 29th January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss the financial loss and
inconvenience to the public due to the break-downs in the supply of
electricity in Jaccobabad as reported in the Daily *Zamana,, 

euetta,
7th January, I975.

The Minister concerned opposed the motion on the ground of
not being of recent occurrence. He further stated that in the month
of January, there was always shortage of water in Sukkur Barrage
and they had to do load shedding in the areas adjacent the Sukkur
Thermal Power Station. The matter was, therefore, a continuing
process and not of recent occurrence.

The acting Chairman pointed out that as rhe electric supply
was restored to the public in Jaccobabad after 2 or 3 hours, the
matter had lost urgency. After some discussion he ruled the motion
out of order on the grounds that the matter was neither urgent nor
of recent occurrence.

Senate Debates,
29th January,1975,
pp.244-246.

86. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ACCIDENT BETWEEN A
PASSENGER TRAIN AND A TRUCK NEAR MAILSI
RAILWAY CROSSING: MOTION ANTICIPAToRY:
RULED OUT:

On 29th January, 1975, a member sought leave of the House
to move an adjournment motion to discuss that due to the negligence
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of Railway Administration an accident between a passenger trarn

and a ftu;k took place at a railway crossing between Mailsi and

AshrafShahstationonthenightofgthJanuary,lgT5'resultingin
the death of two persons and injuries to three others as reported in

the daily 'Jang' Quetta of 1lth January, 1975'

The motion was opposed by the Leader of the House on the

ground of the motion being anticipatory and therefore could not be

discussed under rule 71 (e) of the Rules'

TheChairmanruledthemotionoutoforderontheground
that the motion anticipated a matter for the consideration of which

a date had been PreviouslY fixed'

Senate Debates,

29th January,1975,
p.242.

87. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ILLEGAL AND UNJUST

ORDER OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR

SUPPRESSING TT{E NEWS OF FIRING IN TAJPURA,

LAHORE ON t5TH OCTOBER, 1975: MOTION NOT

SPECIFIC AND COVERED MORE THAN ONE

DEFINITE ISSUE: RULED OUT:

Onl2thNovember,lgT5,amembersoughtleaveoftheHouse
tomoveanadjoummentmotiontodiscusstheillegalandunjust
order of the Federal Government for suppressing the news of the

indiscriminate and unprovoked firing on the public meeting in Tajpura,

facts.
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The motion was opposed on the ground that the Federal
Security Force was placed at the disposal of the Provincial
Government on their request to assist the provincial civil
administration. The matter was therefore, a provincial subject.
Secondly, the Government of the Punjab had issued a press note
about the incident published in various newspapers. [t was, therefore,
evident that the news of the incident was not suppressed by the
Government. He, therefore, denied the allegation that any orders in
this respect were issued by the Federal Government. Thirdly, he

added, the motion related to more than one issue. The mover
contended that the Federal Government had issued an order directing
that no news should be published with regard to the incident of
Tajpura. The same order was challenged in the High Court and the

Court held it illegal and void. He argued that the motion as such

pertained to the orders of the Federal Government and the Senate

was, therefore, the proper forum to discuss it. He also referred to
the decision No. 363 of the Decisions of the Chair, l94l-I945
(Indian Central Assembly) in support of his contention that the matter
was the concern of the Federal Government and also related to one

specific issue.

The Chairman observed that the ruling quoted by the member
was not applicable to this case as there was no objection by the

Government spokesman that that the motion related to more than

one issue. But in the instant motion the objection was that the motion
related to more than one definite issue. Concluding his observations,
the Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground that it
covered more than one issue.

Senate Debates,

l2thNovember, 1975,

pp.33-44.
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88. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: INACTION OF PRIME
MINISTER ON THE COMPLAINT AGAINST THE
MNA'S MISBEHA\:/ING WITH PRESIDING OFFICERS
DURING BYE-ELECTION POLLING IN LAHORE:
LAW AND ORDER A PROVINCIAL STIBJECT: RULED
OUT:

On l3th November, 1975, a member sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss the indifference on the

part of the Prime Minister on the complaint against Mian Hamid
Yaseen, MNA, for misbehaving with and manhandling of the six

members of the staff of the Lahore College for Women, who were

acting as Presiding Officers during the polling for bye-election on

the lgth October, 1975. The complaint of the stalf of the Women's

College, Lahore, was forwarded to the Prime Minister for necessary

action as revealed to them by the Provincial Education Minister.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs stated that
the complaint forwarded by the staff concerned had been withdrawn
and the matter had as such lost urgency.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground

that the matter pertained to law and order which was a provincial
subject.

Senates Debates,

l3th November, 1975,
pp.112-121.

89. ADJOI]RNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED HUMILIATING
TREATMENT METED OUT TO HAJIS BY CUSTOMS
OFFICIALS AT KARACHI PORT: MOTION NOT
SPECIFIC: ALLEGATION DENIED BY TIIE GOVERN-
MENT OFFICIALS ACTED IN TI{E DISCHARGE OF
TIIEIR OFFICIAL DI-ITIES RULED OUT :

On27thFebruary, 1976,amember sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss a specific matter of recent
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occurrence and great public importance, i.e.,the statement made
by the Secretary-General, Jamiat-ulema-i-pakistan. Karachi
Division, alleging humiliating treatment meted out to Hajis by the
Customs officials at the Karachi port.

The Minister forFinance, Planning and Development opposed
the motion on the ground that it did not relate substantially to one
definite issue of urgent public importance. He contended that the
allegation of bad treatment was based on a statement made by a
particular individual which might or might not be correct because it
did not refer to any specific incident.

The mover argued that as the alleged treatment was meted
out to all the Hajis, it constituted one specific issue. Secondly, he
added, Hajis gave vent to their grievances in this respect through
the press and various organisations protested against the treatment
of Hajis by the Customs authorities who were accordingly directed
by the Government to treat Hajis in a proper manner according to
the Law And the Religious Affairs Ministry admitted rhis fact. All
this underscored the importance of the matter for discussion on the
floor of the House.

The Minister for Finance, Planning and Development
disagreeing with the member argued that twelve ships carrying more
than eighteen thousand Hajis could not be considered as one specific
issue. Secondly, he added, only those articles carried by Hajis on
various ships were seized which were banned under the Law. So
the seizure ofgoods on various shops was effected in accordance
with the Law. Thirdly, the statement referred to in the motion did
not specify any one incident or the case of any one of the Hajis
which should be discussed here. Lastly, denying the allegation, he
stated that bad treatment was not meted out to the Hajis.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground
that the Minister concerned had denied the allegation in the motion.
Also, he observed, the Customs officials had acted in the discharge
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oftheirofficialduties;therefore,itcouldnotformthebasisofan
adjournment motion.

Senate Debates,

2TthFebruarY 1976,

pp. 13-25.

90. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FEDERAL MINISTER'S

STATEMENT ON THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT

BEING RUN UNDER BI.'REAUCRACY AND NOT BY

TIIE PEOPLES REPRESENTATIVES: MATTER NOT OF

RECENT OCCURRENCE: RULED OUT :

OnnhFebruary, 1976, a member sought leave to move an

adjogrnment motion to discuss the statement of ttre Federal Minister

for communications published in the daily 'Jang' dated the 23rd

December, 1975, alleging that ttre Government was not being run as

the People's Government but as a Govemment under the bureaucracy.

The Minister for communications opposed that motion on the

ground that ue of

urgent publi g out

that the moti enate

in December subsequent to the publication of the statement in the

press, Mr. Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground

that it did not relate to a matter of recent occurrence'

Senate Debates,

27thFebruary,1976,
pp.25-29.
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91. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED ARREST OF 20
PERSONNEL OF PAKISTAN AIR FORCE AND
RECOVERY OF 35 KILOGRAMMES OF HASHISH
FROM THEIR PERSONS: MATTER SUBJUDICE:
RI]LED OUT:

On lst March, 1976, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the alleged arrest of 20 personnel of
the Pakistan Air Force and the recovery of 35 kilogrammes of
Hashish from their persons as stated in a press release of the Inter-
Services published in Daily 'Jang' dated lgth January; 1976.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs denying the
allegations of the case opposed the motion saying that it not only
referred to the conduct of the PAF personnel in their personal
capacity but also related to a matter pending before a court. He
added that only one officer was arrested who was being tried in a
foreign land by a Tribunal.

After some discussion on the admissibility of the motion the
Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground that discussion
of the motion would prejudice the case of the personnel pending
trial by a Tribunal in a foreign land.

Senate Debates,
lstMarch, 1976,
pp.54-44.

92. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALI.EGED DISAPPEARANCE
OF DR. ABDUL HAYEE BALUCH MNA: MAITER
INFERENTIAL: RT]LED OUT:

On lst March, 1976, a member sought leave to move an
adjoumment motion to discuss the alleged disappearance of Dr.
Abdul Hayee Baluch, MNA, as reported in daily 'Hurriyat', of 5th
February,l976.
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The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion on the ground that the matter proposed to be discussed was

not specific but vague. Also, he added, it was not urgent' Further,

the allegations stated in the motion were denied by him'

After some discussion the Chairman ruled the motion out of

order on the ground that it was based on an inference'

Senate Debates,
lstMarch, 1976,

pp.&-47.

93. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: MISTAKES IN TELE-
PHONE BILLS: MATTER NOT SPECIFIC; RULED OUT:

On 3rd March, 1976, a member sought to move an adjournment

motion to discuss mistakes in telephone bills in Karachi inspite of
the fact that the telephone department was paying Rs. one lakh

every month to the State Bank as computer charges as reported in

the daily 'Hurriayat' of 11th January, 1976.

The Minister for Communication opposed the motion on the

ground that it was not specific. He also denied the'allegation stated

in the motion.

The Chairman addressing the member observed that the

complaint did not specify the period of time and particulars of the

bills. The mover replied that, it was a general complaint and was a

matter of recent occurrence and was also specific because it
concerned the Telephone Department.

The Chairman observed that since the allegation in the motion

was denied, the motion was ruled out.
Senate Debates,
3rdMarch,1976,
pp. 149-159.
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94. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: GUARANTEE OF
PROTECTION OF THE MUSLIMS OF PHILIPPINES:
NOT OF RECENT OCCIIRRENCE: RULED oUT:

On 5th March, 1976, amember sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss the resolution of the
Motamar Alam-e-Isrami calring upon the Isramic nations to force
the Government of the philippines to guarantee protection to the
Muslims of that counrry.

The Minister for Law and parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that the matter was not primarily the conc"m
of the Government as it was an internal affair of a foreign country.
The policy of the Government was not to interfere in the internal
affairs of other countries. He argued that if the mover wished to
discuss the foreign policy of the Government he could move a motion
under rule 187. The chairman observed that the mover wanted the
Government to guarantee the protection of the Muslims of the
Philippines by approaching that Government or by putting pressure
on it.

After some discussion the Chairman agreed with the mover
that it was a matter of public importance but rured it out of order on
the ground that it was not a matter of recent occurrerce as the
matter had been continuing since long.

Senate Debates,
5thMarch,l976,
pp.28l-288.
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AN ADJOURNMENT MOTION:

country.

through .an adjournment motion'

The chairman observed that a resolution on the subject would

have been more appropriate and a step in the right direction as

Senate Debates,

5thMarch,1976,
pp.281-288.
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96. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DEATH OF A FRENCH
PROFESSOR FIGHTING WITH THE BALUCH
REVOLUTIONARIES : ALLEGAIION DENIED : RULED
OUT:

On March 5th, 1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss the report published in the
daily'Jang' dated l st February r97 6, regarding death of a French
Professor fighting with the Baluch revolutionaries.

The Minister for Interior opposed the motion on the ground
that the matter was neither of urgent public importance nor of recent
occurrence. He arso denied the facts aneged in the press report on
the grounds that as the French professoinever came to pakistan,
there was no question of his fighting arong with the rebels because
his entry into Baluchistan was banned under the orders of the
Government dated 13th March, 1974.

The chairman observed that the Minister concerned had
categorically stated that the French professor never entered pakistan
and that he did not die there while fighting arongwith the rebels
against Pakistan's Forces. There was no prooflo the contrary
furnished by the other side. Therefore, the motion was rured ort or
order.

Senate Debates,
5thMarch, 1976,
pp.288-289.

97. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : SHOOTING OF FILM ,,,t86,,

IN PAKISTAN: MOVER ABSENT: No RE-QTIEST FoR
POSTPONEMENT: FELL THRoUGH:

On March 8th,l976,when the
shooting of film '786' rabled by
consideration of its admissibility, t
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intimation. Nor was there any request by him for postponement of

consideration of his motion' The Chairman then observed :

"This is another adjournment motion No' 13' tabled by

Senator Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani' Unfortunately'

he is not present' He has made no request for

postponement. It falls through' Well' I must make one

it iog.t"ut. There should be no misunderstanding about

the lecisions. Whenever there is a request from any

gentleman, it is always considered favourably after taking

Ih" ,"n." of the House' But if there is no request' rt

borders on discourtesy too' It may not be intentional ; it

may be inadvertent. But it does not take much labour to

*riie to the Chairman to postpone it' And I always do

so as far as possible. In the case of this motion there is

no such request.".

Senate Debates,

8th March, 1976,

p.303.

98. ADJOURNMENT MOTION : REGARDING ACCORD OF

TRANSIT FACILITIES BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

FOR TRADE BETWEEN IRAN AND BHARAT: FELL

THROUGH:

On 9th March, 1976, amember sought to move a motion for

an adjournment of the business of the House to discuss the overland

transitfacilitiesaccordedbytheFederalGovernmentfortrade
between Iran and Bharat and consequent passing of hundreds of

goods trucks through Pakistan'

The Chairman ruled :

" The same objection is there' Question of notice again

arose. This was also received at9'45 a'm' This is on



99. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ROTTING OF FORTY
EIGHT THOUSAND TONS OF WHEAT AT KARACHI
DOCK: MATTER NoT oF RECENT oCCURRENCE:
ALLEGATIONS DENIED BY THE GOVERNMENT
SPOKESMAN: RULED oUT:

On 9th March, 1976, amember sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss a news item that appeared
in the daily 'Hurriyat'on 27th February, 1976, in whichlt *u,
reponed that Forty Eight thousand tons of wheat was rotting at
Karachi docks.

The Minister for Law and parliamentary Affairs opposed the
admissibility of the motion on the ground that the matter was neither
of recent occrrrence not of urgentpublic importance. He arso denied
the allegation that wheat was rotting due to the negligence of the
Government.

The mover contended that the matter was of recent
occurrence.

The Chairman observed :

"Apart from giving any ruling on the term .recent, 
I rule

it out of order because it is denied clearly, emphatically
and forcefully by the honourable Minister.,,.
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record. This was not received two hours before the
commencement of the sitting. It falls through.,,.

Senate Debates,
9th March, 1976,
p.340.

Senate Debates,
9thMarch,l976,
pp.340-354.
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100. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: APPOINTMENT'OF
MEMBERS OF DISMISSED CABINET AS ADVISERS

TO THE GOVERNOR OF BALUCHISTAN: FELL

THROUGH:

On 9th March, 1976, a member sought leave to move a motion

for adjournment of the business of the House to discuss the

uppoint-"nt of four members of the dismissed cabinet of

Baiuchistan as advisers to the Govemor of Baluchistan' by the

Federal Government.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs, opposed

the motion :

The Chairman observed:

..Itfallsthroughonthistechnicalgroundthatitsnotice

was not givenlwo hours before the commencement of

the sitting."'

Senate Debates,

9thMarch,1976,
pp.338-340.

101. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: APPOINTMENT OF

DISMISSED MINISTERS AS ADVISERS TO THE

GOVERNOR OF BALUCHISTAN: ACTION TAKEN BY

LAWFULLY CONSTITUTED AUTHORITY IN THE

ADMINISTRATION OF LAW CANNOT CONSTITUTE

GOOD GROUND FOR ADJOURNMENT MOTION:

RULED OUT OF ORDER:

On l6th March, 1976,amember sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the
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alleged appointment of dismissed Ministers as Advisers to the
Governor of Baluchistan by the Federar Government as reported in
'Pakistan Times' dated lst January,l976.

Advisers. Secondly, in the near future, also this matter was going to
be debated again through the discussion of an ordinance wh]ch
allowed the members to be appointed as Advisers. He further stated
that the proclamation of emergency under Rule 234 was necessary
because the funds allocated to_the Baruchistan Government couli
not be spent in time and it was found that the provincial Government
could not keep up the pace of development. He added that nobody
was removed on charges of malpractices. In fact, some of them
who were considered senior enough and were able to deliver the
goods had been taken as Advisers.

After some discussion the Chairman ruled :

"It is a well established parliamentary practice_
repeatedly upheld by many Speakers of the Assemblies
and Parliaments everywhgls-n very long practice that
an action taken by a lawfully constituted authority in due
course of the administration of law cannot constitute a
good ground for an adjournment motion. That is the only
thing. Now the action, good or bad, whatever it is, has
been taken under the Constitution. Under the Constitution
the authority concerned was quite competent to appoint
these very persons as Advisers who had been removed
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as Ministers. There is no bar to that' Therefore, I will

rule it out of order.".

Senate Debates,
16thMarch,1976,
pp.39G403.

102. ADJOIIRNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED INCREASE BY

PAKISTAN RAILWAYS IN FARE FOR CARRIAGE OF

GOODS: ALLEGATION OF RESULTANT HIKE IN
PRICES NOT SUBSTANTIATED BY MOVER: RULED

OUT:

On March 16th, 1976, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discussthe matter arising out of
the alleged increase by 30 per cent in the rate offare for the carriage

of goods by the Railways from the lst January, 1976, causing a

further hike in the prices of consumer goods.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion on the ground that the subject matter of the motion related

to the policy of the Railways and could be discussed under Rule

187 of the Senate Rules reproduced below.

" A motion that the policy or situation or statement or

any other matterbe taken into consideration shall not be

put to the vote of the Senate but the Senate should

proceed to discuss such matter .......'.....".

He added that the matter was not one of urgent public

importance. Increase in the prices of fuel and the acceptance of a

number of demands of the Labour Unions necessitated this increase

in the goods fare by the Pakistan Railways'

After some discussion the Chairman asked the mover if he

could substantiate and prove some authentic facts and figures that
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this increase in the freight rate by the pakistan Rairways had actually
caused a hike in prices of consumer goods. Not satisfied with the
reply of the mover, the Chairman held the motion out of order.

Senate Debates,
l6thMarch, 1976,
pp.403407.

103. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: LARGE ENTOURAGE OF
PRIME MINTSTER OF PAKISTAN: MATTER NoT
SPECIFIC: NOT RECENT: RULED OUT OF oRDER:

On March 17th,1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discusss the alleged adverse criticism
of the extraordinarily large entourage of the prime Minister of
Pakistan in his foreign tour as reported in the foreign press.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion and denied the facts. He added that there was no criticism
in the foreign press and read out the relevant portion of a press

cutting.

Thereupon the Chairman observed that it was not a specific
matter nor of recent occurrence and also the mover did not attach
the necessary documents alongwith his adjournment motion. The
motion was ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,

lTth March, 1976,
pp.434-438.
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IO4. ADJOURNMENT MOTION:
PAKISTANI FISHERMEN
MATTER NOT OF RECENT
OUT OF ORDER:

ALLEGED ARREST OF
BY BHARATI NAVY

OCCURRENCE: RULED

On March L7th,1976, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the

alleged arrest of Pakistani fishermen by the Bharati Navy in the

open sea and their internment in Gujrat Jails as reported in Nawa-

i-Waqt, dated the lst March, 1976.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion on the ground that the facts mentioned in the paper were

incorrect and explained the correct facts.

Thereupon the Chairman observed that the matter was a
continuous thing. There are other remedies open to the mover but
adjournment motion was not the appropriate remedy. It was not of
recent occurrence. The motion was ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
lTth March, 1976,
pp.439-443.

105. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED FAILURE OF
CHIEF MINISTER SIND TO PRODUCE CH. ZAHUR
ILLAHI, MNA BEFORE HIGH COURT LAHORE
MOVER EAILED TO PRODUCE ENOUGH EVIDENCE
RULED OUT:

On March 18th, 1976, a member sought leave to move a
motion for the adjoumment of the business of the House to discuss

a definite matter of recent and urgent public impofiance, namely,
non production of Ch. Zahw lllahi, MNA before the Lahore High
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Court resulting from the order of the Chief Minister Sind not to
comply with the direction of the court that the MNA be produced

before it.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion contending that (i) it related to a provincial matter ; and (ii)
the matter was sub-judice. He also added that according to the

information received by him the alleged order had not been passed

by the Chief Minister. The mover and certain other members argued

that the matter was neither sub-judice nor was it provincial. It was

emphasised by them that what was sub-iudice was the detention

of Ch. Zahtx Illahi and not the alleged order of the Chief Minister.

It was also asserted by them that as the Advocate-General Punjab

after seeking several adjournments from the High Court for the

production of Ch. Zahur Illahi, had at last put in an affidavit that the

Home Secretary, Government of Sind had ordered that the orders

of the Lahore High Court be not complied with. The matter had

recorded publicity in the press and had not been denied it was alleged.

The Chairman said that failure to deny a press report did not

necessarily mean that the report was correct. He added that the

matter was very serious and the burden of establishing that the

alleged order had been passed by the Chief Minister lay on the

Mover. He announced his ruling in the following words.

" . . . . . since there is not enough evidence produced by

the Mover and his supporters to the effect that the Sind

Chief Minister has actually issued any order to his Home

Secretary not to comply with the orders of the High
Court, I rule it out of order."

Senate Debates,
18thMarch,1976,
pp.472487.
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106. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DEPORTATION OF
KHAWAJA KHAIRUDDIN FROM PAKISTAN:
PROVINCIAL MATTER: RULED OUT OF ORDER:

On March lgth, 1976, a member sought leave of the Hcuse to
move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the

publication of a news in ' Nawa-e-Waqt' about the alleged deportation

from Pakistan of Khawaja Khairuddin, Senior Vice President of the

Muslim League. It was alleged that the Police went to his house and

took him to the Airport where he was put in a plane.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that the subject matter of the motion was not
primarily the concern of the Federal Government as it was a
provincial matter. He added that the SDM, Central, Karachi, had
issued search warrants against the gentleman under section 98 of
Cr. P.C. read with Maintenance of Public Order ordinance, 1960.

His house was searched and some prejudicial material which was
against the integrity and solidarity of Pakistan was found in his
house. He further said that under the Defence of Pakistan Rules
the Provincial Government was competent to make an order
requiring a foreigner to vacate the country. In this case the
Govemment of Sind made an order under the Defence of Pakistan
Rules (Rule 39 read with rule 213) requiring Khawaja Khairuddin,
a foreigner, to leave the country.

The mover argued that Khawaja Khairuddin was a Pakistani,
and a Pakistani passport was issued to him. He was not a foreign
national. The Minister did not agree with the mover and said that he
was carrying a forged passport.

The Chairman observed that whether he was a Pakistani or a
foreigner, this issue could not be decided by the Senate. This did not
constitute a subject matter for an adjournment motion.
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The Chairman ruled the adjournment motion out of order on
the ground that this was a provincial matter.

Senate Debates,
l9thMarch, 1976,
pp.528-539.

107. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: RAIL CAR-TRACTOR
ACCIDENT: NOT URGENT: NOTICE GIVEN LATE:
RULED OUT:

On March 4th,1976, a member sought leave to move a motion
for adjournment of the business of the House to discuss the rail
cartractor accident as reported in the daily 'Nawa-e-waqt' dated
l3thMarch, 1976.

The Minister concerned opposed the motion on the ground
that the accident took place due to the fault of the tractor driver and
not due to the negligence of the railway authorities. The motion
was, therefore, out of order. The Deputy Chairman told the mover
that he had not given notice of the motion as required by rule 69 in
time and, also, it was not clear how it was a matter of urgent
importance. Another member replying to the query of the Chair
said that rule 70 provided that the notice should be delivered two
hours before the commencement of the sitting. He said that in this
case notice had been given two hours before the commencement
of the sitting. The Minister disagreeing stated that the Senate was
supposed to sit at the time which had been set down in the orders
of the Day and notice had to be given two hours before that time.
The Deputy chairman observed that this view which was shared
by the Chairman also was supported by a number of rulings.
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The Deputy Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the

ground that the notice was not given within two hours of the stipulated

time under rule 70, and, the Senator had failed to satisfy the House

that there was an urgency in the matter.

Senate Debates,

24thMarch.l976,
pp.33-37.

108. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: TEAR GAS AND LAIHI
CHARGE ON STUDENTS OF JEHAN ZEB COLLEGE

HOSTEL, SAIDU SHARIF: LAW AND ORDER

PROVINCIAL MATTER: CONSENT TO THE MOVING

OF THE MOTION WITH FIELD:

On March 9th,1976, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the

report published in the Daily 'Nawa-i-Waqt', Rawalpindi, dated 20th

March, 1976, alleging the excesses committed by the police by using

tear gas and lathi charge on the students of Jehan Zeb College'

Saidu Sharif, in their hostel and the arrests of a number of students.

The Chairman observed that tear-gasing, lathi-charge and

arrest of students by the Police fell within the provincial sphere.

The -Federal Govemment was not primarily concemed with this

matter. He, therefore, withheld his consent to the moving of the

motion.

Senate Debates,

Z9thMarch,l976,
pp.75-77.
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109. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: POLICE LATHr CHARGE
ON A PEACEFTIL STUDENT PROCESSION IN
MIRPUR, AZAD KASHMIR: NOT PRIMARY
CONCERN OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
RULED OUT:

On the 2nd April, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar soughr
leave to move a motion for adjournment of the business of the
House to discuss the police lathi-charge on a peaceful student
procession.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the grounds that it was not specific, as there was no
mention of the place where the police lathi charge actually occurred.
Secondly, the paper referred to by the mover said that it was in
Azad Kashmir. But Azad Kashmir did not form part of pakistan.

The mover replying to the objections of the Minister said that the
matter was specific as the students of Mirpur had been lathi-charged.
As for the other objection of the Minister, he added it carried no
weight as the Prime Minister of Pakistan was the Chairman of the
Azad Jammu and Kashmir council, six members of National
Assembiy were its members and one Federal Minister was its Vice-
Chairman. Therefore, he argued, the Government of Pakistan was
concerned with the happenings there.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs stated that
under the Constitution the status of the State of Jammu and Kashmir
was to be determined in due course and that the existence of the
Council could not override the provision of the Constitution in this
behalf. The mover then referring to Article 257 of the Constitution
said that the Constitution provided that relationship between pakistan

and the State of Jammu and Kashmir as a whole and not the present
Azad Kashmir which was only a part of the State.

The Chairman then observed :

"So far the people of the state of Jammu and Kashmir
have not decided to accede to Pakistan or to India. That
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has yet to be determined by means of referendum' Since

it is not constitutionally a part of Pakistan, lathi charging

and tear-gasing occurring there cannot be primarily the

concern of the Federal Government. It is a law and order

question. They (Azad Jafilmu and Kashmir Government)

have their own laws, their own administration and their

own constitutional set-up. Azad Kashmir is neither a

province within Pakistan nor it is a territory having
acceded to Pakistan. Strictly speaking, it is not the

primary concern of the Federal Government. Since the

Federal Govemment constitutionally is not concerned in
the matter and since it is not a Province, the adjournment
motion is out of order.

Senate Debates,
2ndApil,1976,
pp.3lG-322.

110. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: APATHY OF GOVERN-
MENT TOWARDS TEXTILE INDUSTRY WHICH HAD
RUN INTO CRISIS: MATTER NOT OF URGENT
IMPORTANCE: RULED OUT:

On 5th April, 1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss a news item published in
the daily 'Dawn' dated 2nd April,1976, regarding textile industry
crisis.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion on the ground that the matter wa.s not of recent occulrence.

The Chairman asked the mover to satisfy him whether the

motion related to a matter of recent occurrence.

The mover reiterated his earlier stand and said that it was a
recent matter because the Government had increased the prices of
furnace oil, gas and cement recently leading to this crisis.
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After some discussion the chairman ruled the motio, out of
order on the ground that the matter was not of urgent importance
as it was a continuing process.

Senate Debates,
5thApril,l976,
pp.367-371.

111. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: POOR eUALrTy
BASMATI RICE EXPORTED TO ABU DTIABI: RULED
OUT DUE TO INORDINAIE DELAY IN MOVING TI{E
MOTION: THE EMERGENCY ELEMENT oF THE
ST]BJECT MATTER OF AN ADJOTJRNMENT MOTION
WEAKENS IF MOVED AFTER 48 HOURS OF THE
OCCURRENCE:

On 8th April, 1976, two members jointiy sougnt leave of the
House to move an adjournment motion to discuss a press report
published in the daily. 'Jang' of Karachi dated 8th April, 1976,
regarding poor quality rice exported to Abu Dhabi.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Commerce and
Tourism on the ground that this was not a matter of recenr
occurrence.

The Chairman observed that the news appeared in the daily
Jang, Rawalpindi, on 6th April, 1976. Butthe motion was tabled in
the evening on the 7th April, although the Senatehad met the same
day in the morning. The motion was ruled out of order on the ground
of inordinate delay in giving its notice.

Senate Debates,
8thApril,1976,
pp.489-506
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II2. ADJOI.IRNMENT MOTION : INCREASE IN PRICES OF

GAS, CEMENT, OIL, POWER TARIFF' PIA AND
RAILWAY FARES AND FREIGHTS: MOTION UNDER

RULE 187: INCREASE IN PRICES OF CONSUMER

GOODS AMENDED TO COVER THE SUBJECT MATTER

OF THE ADJOURNMENT MOTION: MOTION NOT

MOVED:

On 12th April, 1976, four adjournment motions relating to the

increase in prices of gas, cement, oil, power tariff PIA and Railway

fares and freights were moved but deferred till Friday, the 16th of
April, on the suggestion of the Finance Minister, who said that the

same adjournment motions had also been moved in the National

Assembly and a date for discussion there had already been fixed'

The Leader of the House in the Senate has made a proposal that

we should wait till the discussion takes place in the National

Assembly. The Finance Minister explained that the subject matter

of the adjournment motions and the subject matter of the motion

under rule 187 were more or less the same because once we started

discussing the increase in prices of certain items, naturally we had

to discuss all these things. That would save lot of time if we took

them together as these were related matters.

The Chairman observed that there was another way to get

out of the dilemma in which we found ourselves. Let this motion be

amended. lnstead of saying 'consumer goods' you could say 'prices

of articles and fare'. It would cover all the adjournment motions as

well as this motion because consumer goods would not include

obviously the 'increase in the PIA and Railway Fares and other

things'. You could amend it. It would read like this 'Khawaja Safdar

to move that the situation arising out of spiralling prices of the

consumer goods and other articles, or fares'. If the House agreed,

it could be amended so as to cover all the adjournment motions as

well as this motion.

On this proposal both the sides of the House agreed' The

Chairman again observed that when its turn came, any gentleman
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could move an amendment and the House may agree to it. Then
we would fix a day for that. It may be l6th as suggested by the
Finance Minister. Then this motion would become a substantive
motion and it would cover all the adjoumment motions. The members
approved the suggestion. Thereupon the Chairman observed that
the motion under Rule 187 in the name of Khawaja Mohammad
Safdar set down for today as item No. 42 in the Orders of the Day,
would be amended in such a way as to cover all the adjournment
motions pertaining to the increase in prices of consumer goods and
other articles and fares and 16th, would be fixed for its discussion.

None of such adjournment motion was moved in view of the
agreement and accord reached between the two sides of the House.

Senate Debates,
12thApril,1976,
pp- 5-9.

ll3. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED ARREST OF
SENATORS: NORMAL COURSE ADOPTED: No
REPRESSTVE MEASURE: MOTION BASED PARTLY oN
ARGITMENTS AND INFERENCES: RULED OUT:

On April l4th, 1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the
alleged arrest of two Senators (including the Leader of the
Opposition) from the MNAs, Hostel, Islamabad, on the t4th April,
I976,in connection with some cooked up cases.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that the matter was sub-judice.Themembers
had been arrested for specific offences and not in connection with
some cooked up cases as alleged, Case No. 8l of 1975 was
registered on 7th August, I975,by the Deputy Secretary, Ministry
of Interior, Government of Pakistan. The offences were under
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Section 121 to wage war against Pakistan'

Section I2t- toffences' section22-collecting

arms etc. wi ar, Section L23-Acondemning

the creation of the state etc., and Section 2 of the High Treason

(Punishment) Act. He further said that the court was going to

assemble day after tomorrow to hear their cases :

TheChairmanobservedthattheywerearrestedintheordinary
course of law. He added that this was not a repressive measure

ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
14thApril,1976,
pp.95-109.

114. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED MISUSE OF

FUNDS ALLOCATED BY THE GOVERNMENT FOR

NORTMRN AREA: MATTER VAGUE: A CONTINUING

PROCESS: NOT OF RECENT OCCURRENCE: RULED

OUT:

each year for Northern Areas are not being utilised properly' as

repofted in Nawa-e-Waqt of April 18th, 1976'

TheLeaderoftheHouseopposingthemotionstatedthatthe
matter was not of recent occurrence' Also, he added' it was

hypothetical and vague.
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The Minister for Interior observed that there was an erected
Council in the Northern Areas and Mr. eurban Ali was an elected
member of that Council. The Senate is not, therefore, the proper
forum where this matter could be taken up. Also, he aOaea, itre
area was not even a province.

The chairman agreeing with the Minister asked the mover to
reply to the main objection to the admissibility of the motion that it
was vague. He enquired how much amount was misappropriated
and when. The mover said that according to the statement of
Mr. Qurban Ali, this happened during this very year. Thereupon the
Chairmanruled:

"So far as admissibility is concerned, I rule it out of order
because it is vague and a continuing process and it is not
of recent occulTence.".

Senate Debates,
26thApil,1976,
pp.228-231.

ll5. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED IMPRISON_
MENT OF PAKISTAMS IN MUSCAT JAIL VIOLATION
OF LAW OF A FOREIGN LAND FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT NOT COMPETENT TO INTERFERE: RULED oUT
OF ORDER:

On April 16th,1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion to discuss a matter arising out of the
alleged imprisonment of more than one thousand pakistanis in Muscat
jail as reported in 'Nawa+-Waqt', dated the lgth April, 1976.

The Minister for Interior opposing the motion exprained the
facts as well as the steps taken by the Federal Government with a
view to exercising strict control over the situation and assured that
Federal Government was doing all that was possible.
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The Chairman observed that "Muscat has its own laws and

regulations to regulate the conduct of their own citizens as well as

thJ foreigners who go there, and if they break the law or violate the

law of th-at country, then they have to suffer' I do not understand

howthisGovernmentcomesintothepicture.Similarly,ifthereis
any foreigner from any other country who comes here and who

has no passport, or visa, or other document, then he is arrested'

tried ani imirisoned. How can any other country interfere? Similarly'

if a Pakistani goes to another country and violates the law of that

country, how can our Govemment interfere ?

Theyseemtohaveviolatedthelawoftheland.TheFederal
Government is not competent to interfere. The motion is ruled out

of order on that ground.".

Senate Debates,
26th April, 1976

pp.23r-233.

116 ADJOURNMENT MOTION: ALLEGED FAILURE OF

GOVERNMENT FOR NOT DECLARING PUBLIC
HOLIDAY ON 21ST APRIL 1976. THE DEATH

ANNIVERSARY OF ALLAMA IQBAL: MATTER OF

POLICY CANNOT FORM GOOD BASIS OF

ADJOURNMENT MOTION: RI-TLED OUT:

On April 26th, L976, a member sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss the alleged failure of the

Federal Government to declare 21st April, 1976 the death

anniversary of Allama Iqbal, as national public holiday'

The chairman enquired whether public holiday on account of

the death anniversary of Allama lqbal was observed lastyeard and

it has not been done this Year.
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The Minister for Interior, States and Frontier Regions state
that the Government had declared, from the year 1975, the 9th
November as public holiday on account of birth day of Allama Iqbal.
His death anniversary, has not been declared as public holiday.
However, in some provinces it has been declared a public holiday.
concluding, the Minister said that the motion related to a matter
which was neither of public importance nor of recent occurrence.

The Chairman observed:

"The Interior Minister has made a categorical statement
that the death anniversary has never been declared a
closed holiday by the Federal Government : certain
provincial governments have been doing it. But so far as
the Central Governmentis concemed, as amatterofpolicy
they only declared his birthday as a closed holiday but not
his day of death. The motion involves a question of policy.
As a matter of policy it cannot form a good basis for an
adjournment motion. You can move a motion under Rule
187 or you can bring in a resolution but, being a question
of policy, it cannot form the subject matter for an
adjournment motion. The motion is ruled out of order.".

Senate Debates,
26thApil,1976,
pp.225---227.

ll7. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FORCED STERILIZATION
OF MUSLIMS LIVING IN INDIA: THE MATTER WAS
NOT THE CONCERN OF THE GOVERNMENT OF
PAKISTAN: RULED OUT:

On 4th May, 1976, a member sought leave to move an
adjournment motion to discuss the forced sterilization of Muslims
Minority in lndia against their basic religious beliefs resulting in
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tragic clash between the police and Muslims in the areas of old

Delhi as reported in daily 'Jang' dated 22nd April,1976.

The motion was opposed on the ground of not being the concem

of the Government of Pakistan. The Minister-incharge maintained

that the matter alleged in the motion related to the internal jurisdiction

of India and it would not be proper for the Senate to discuss it.

The mover contended that the matter concerned the Muslin
Minority in India. Pakistan was created to safeguard the interests

of Muslims, wherever they might be living and that they could discuss

the matter in view of the Liaqat Nehru Pact arrived at between

India and Pakistan.

The Presiding Officer ruled out the motion on the ground of
not being the concern of the Government of Pakistan.

Senate Debates,
4thMay,l976,
pp.465-469.

118. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENTS'S UNCONSTITUTIONAL ORDER OF
SUSPENDING BALUCHISTAN GOVERNMENT AND
OF DIRECTING BALUCHISTAN GOVERNOR TO
ASSUME ALL POWERS IN THE PROVINCE ON
BEHALF OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: THE
SENATEWAS NOT TI{E PROPER FORI'M TO DISCUSS
THE MATTER: CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE
ORDER TO BE DECIDED BY A HIGH COURT OR THE
SUPREME COURT: RULED OUT:

On 5th July, 1976, a member sought to move an adjournment
motion to discuss the alleged unconstitutional order dated I st July,

1976, of suspending the Baluchistan Government and directing the
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Baluchistan Governorto assume all powers on behalf of the Federal
Government.

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Law and
Parliamentary Affairs on the ground that it related to a matter which

again' There was a bar to reviving discussion on a matter which
had been discussed in the senate or Assembly within the last six
months. He said that the order of the Federal Government was in
accordance with Article s 232 and 280 of the Constitution.

The mover disagreeing with the Minister contended that Article
232 did not empower the Federal Government to dismiss the chief
Minister and other Minister of a province if a chief Minister, is to
be dismissed a procedure laid down for this purpose is to be followed
by passing a vote of no confidence against the chief Minister
concerned. Secondly, he added, the provincial Government of
Baluchistan cannot be suspended for more than six months under
Article 234 of the Constitution. The order of the Federal Govemmenr
was as such unconstitutional.

The Chairman observed that the previous order by which the
hovincial Government and the provincial Assembly of Baluchistan
were suspended expired on the night between the 2gth and 30th
June' A fresh order was issued on 30th June. Under this order the
Provincial Government has been suspended and its power has been
given to the Governor. But the provincial Assembly has been
revived. So it could not be contended that this order had been
continuing for more than six months. He was, therefore, of the
view that this adjournment motion should go to the provincial
Assembly.

The mover contended that unless there was a Government of
the Province, the Provincial Assembly could not be convened.
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Thereupon that such a comPlicated

constitutionaipoi him. If there was anythrrg

unconstitutional sed by the President' that

could be challenged only in a High court or in the Supreme coutt.

He could not sit in judgement over it. In his view, he added, the

Senate was not the proper forum to raise discussion over this

question. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,

" sthJuly,1976,
pp. 145-158.

119. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT TO ABOLISH TOLL TAX ON

VEHICLES CARRYING GOODS AND MERCHANDISE

FROM PUNJAB TO SIND: RULED OUT:

On 4th August, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought

leave of the House to move an adjournment motion to discuss the

failure of the Federal Government to abolish toll tax on vehicles

carrying goods and merchandise from Punjab to Sind. It was alleged

rhat rhe discriminatory orders of the Prime Minister abolishing toll

tax on the carriage of goods between the provinces of Sind and

Baluchistan appeared in the press on lst July' 1976.

The motion was opposed on the ground that the matter was a

provincial subject and that the Prime Minister could pass such orders

under article 149 of the Constitution: The mover maintained that he

was not challenging the oompetancy but the indiscriminate policy

between provinces adopted through the directive by the Prime

Minister. He avered that such directives should have been issued in

respect of other provinces as well.

The Chairman ruled out the motion on the grounds that there

was no Constitutional or'Legal Provision under which the Prime
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Minister was bound and had failed to pass such orders in respect of
other provinces and that no representation had been made to him
by people of other provinces.

Senate Debates,
4thAugust,1976,
pp. IG-27.

120. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT TO GET KASHMIR ISSUE RESOLVED
ON THE BASIS OF UNO RESOLUTIONS BEFORE RE-
ESTABLISHING RAIL-LINK WITH BFIARAI: MATTER
NOT RECENT: SOLUTION OF KASHMIR ISST]E NoT
CONDITIONAL ON THE RESUMPTION OF RAIL-
LINK WITH BHARAT RULED OUT:

On 5th August, 1976, a member sought leave of the House to
move an adjournment motion todiscuss the failure of the govemment
to get the Kashmir issue resolved on the basis of the UNo resorutions
before re-establishing rail-link with Bharat onZ}ndJuly, 1976, as
reported in the Pakistan Times of 23rd July, 1976.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the
motion on the ground that the matter proposed to be discussed was
not of recent occurrence. The joint statement in respect of restoration
ofcivil aviation and passenger and goods traffic by rail was placed
before the Senate on 7th July, 1976 in reply to starred question No.
22.Blut the member did not table the motion about it then.

The mover replying to the Minister's objection stated that the
joint statement placed before the Senate only said that rail-link
between the two countries would be restored in future. He argued
that the joint statement only anticipated the restoration of rail-link in
future.'Since the occurrence did not come about on that date there
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was no justification for him to agitate the matter. And if he had

tabled the motion. it would have been treated as anticipatory and

thrown out on that ground'

The chairman then asked the Minister to readout the relevant

portions of the statement. After the relevant paragraphs of the

itatement had been read out by the Minister, the Chairman observed

that the solution of Kashmir issue was not conditional on the

resumption of rail-link between India and Pakistan. The Chairman

held that in view of the statement made by the Law Minister, the

mover had failed to establish that the Government had not been

able to solve the Kashmir issue because in his opinion the solution

of Kashmir issue was not conditional on the resumption of rail-link

between the two countries. Also he added, the matter was not of
recent occulrence. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,
5th August, 1976,

pp.79-82.

121. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: SIGNING OF AIR-LINK
AGREEMENT WITH BHARAT WITHOUT GETTING
THE KASHMIR ISSUE RESOLVED ON THE BASIS OF

THE UNO RESOLUTIONS: MAITER NOT RECENT:

RULED OUT:

On 5th August, l976,amember sought leave of the House to

move an adjournment motion to discuss the signing of agreement

with Bharat for running air services between the two countries (as

reported-in Nawa-e-Waqt of 14th July, 1976) without getting the

Kashmir issue resolved on the basis of the UNO resolutions.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposing

the motion stated that the joint statement regarding railJink and

civil aviation was placed before the House on 7th July in reply to a
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question regarding resumption of overflights and restoration of air-
link between Pakistan and Bharat. The mover had thus been
informed of this agreement on 7th July, 1976. He should have
therefore, taken the earliest available opportunity to table the motion.

The moverreplying to the objection of the Minister stated that
as the agreement had not been signed by that date, there was no
specific matter to be taken up through an adjournment motion on
the floor of the House.

The Chairman disagreeing with mover observed that actual
signing of the agreement was immaterial. He added that the joint
statement regarding agreement of the delegations of the two
countries to the resumption of overflights and air-link between the
two countries was placed before the House on 7th July, 1976. The
member did not avail of the earliest available opportunity to table
the motion. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,
5thAugust,1976,
pp.83-87.

122. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF GOVERN-
MENT TO RENEW THE PASSPORT OF MALIK
MOHAMMAD QASIM, SECRETARY GENERAL
PAKISTAN MUSLIM LEAGT]E: RULED OUT:

In the meeting of the Senate on lgth August, 1976, amember
sought leave of the House to move an adjournment motion to discuss
the failure of the Government to renew the passport of Malik
Mohammad Qasim, Secretary General, Pakistan Muslim League,
thus preventing him from proceeding to England.

The Law Minister opposed the motion on the ground that the
rerewal of passport was still under consideration. The motion,
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therefore, dealt with a hypothetical case' He argued that even if it

was rejected, it did not make the matter urgent'

The Chairman observed that it had not been proved that it

was obligatory on the Federal Government to renew the passport'

The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,

19th August,1976,
pp.2O5-214.

123. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: INADEQUACY OF

MEASURES TAKEN BY PAKISTAN RAILWAYS TO

PROTECT RAILWAY LINE FROM FLOODS WHICH

BROUGHT TRAFFIC TO AND FROM KARACHI TO

A DEAD STOP: ALLEGATION NOT SUBSTANTIATED:

RULED OUT:

On 19th August, 1976, a member sought leave of the House

to move an adjournment motion to discuss the inadequacy of

measures taken by the Railways Department to protect the railway

line from the flood resulting in the stoppage of all traffic to and from

Karachi as reported in the Pakistan Times of 16th August, 1976.

The motion was oPposed by the Minister concemed on the

Affairs made a statement on the floods.

on2TthAugust,lgT6whenthediscussiononadmissibilityof
the motion was resumed, the Minister concerned stated that

inadequacy of the measures adopted by the Railways Department

could be iudged only after the floods were over and water had

receded.
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The Chairman observed that the Minister for Law and
Parliamentary Affairs in a statement made the other day listed
various measures taken by the Government and the Railways
Department for protection of the railway lines. In view of the
statement he held that the allegation of inadequacy of measures
taken by the Railways Department to protect the railway lines from
the ravages of floods had not been substantiated. The motion in its
present form was therefore. inadmissible.

Senate Debates,
19th August, 1976,
p.214. t

24th August,1976,
pp.4r-45.
27th August,l976,
pp.129-130.

TA. ADJOI-IRNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION To DISCUSS
THE INADEQUACY OF MEASURES BY THE
RAILWAY TO PROTECT RAIL\ryAY LINES FROM
FLOODS: STAIEMENT BY TI{E MIMSTER FoR LAw
IN REGARD TO THE MEASURES TAKEN BY THE
GOVERNMENT: ALLEGATION NOT SIIB STANTIAIED:
RULED OT]T AS INADMISSIBLE:

On27th August, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought

v
v
c

to and from Karachi to a dead stop. The motion was opposed. The
Law Minister, read out a detailed statement in this regard discussing
the measures taken by the Government to protect the lives and
properties of the flood affected people. He said that under the orders
of the Prime Minister the existing plans and flood warning system
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were reviewed to lay down long term policy measures to combat

floods. The Provincial Government submitted the flood protection

plans which was estimated to cost about Rs. 500 crores, out of

which Rs. 310 crore were intended for flood protection works in

Sind, Rs. 116 crores in Punjab, Rs. 15 crore in NWFP and Rs' 9'50

crore in Baluchistan. In addition, about Rs. 52 crore were estimated

for implementing the flood protection plan of the Railways throughout

the country. He said that the Highway Departments and the

Railways were making efforts to restore normal traffic in the shonest

possible time. Khawaja Mohammad Safdar said that there was no

Railway line on which any train was running Sheikh Mohammad

Rashid said that losses were still being assessed and, therefore' the

final figures were not available and that after the floods were oYer

the measures adopted by the Govemment could be discussed'

The Chairman ruled as under :-

" The Minister forLaw and Parliamentary Affairs made

a statement the other day on the flood, situation in the

country including the alleged damage caused to the

Railway line by the flood. He had listed the various

measures taken by the Govemment and the Railway

Department for the protection of the Railway line. In

view of that statement I hold that the allegation of the

mover on the adjoumment motion of inadequacy of
measures taken by the Railway to protect the Railway

line from damage caused by flood has not been

substantiated. Therefore, the adjoumment motion in its

present form is held inadmissible".

Senate Debates,

27th August, 1976,

pp. 129-130.
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125. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS
THE FAILURE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO
CONVINCE TI{E CANADIAN GOVERNMENT THAT
PAKISTAN WOULD USE ATOMIC REPROCESSING
PLANT FOR PEACEFTJL PURPOSES: ALLEGAIIONS
DENIED BY TIIE MINISTER CONCERNED AND TIIAI
NEGOTIATIONS WERE GOING ON AND TI{EREFORE,
M WAS PREMAIURE EITIIER TO ENTERIAIN ANY
APPREI{ENSIONS OR EXPRESS ANY OPINION IN
TIIE MATTER: RULED OUT oF oRDER:

On27th August, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought
permission to move an adjournment motion to discuss the tailure of
the Federal Government to convince the canadian Government
that Pakistan would use the Atomic Reprocessing plant to be
obtained from France, only for peaceful purposes and not for making
an atomic bomb. The motion was opposed by Mr. Aziz Ahmed,
Minister for state for Defence and Foreign Affairs. He denied the
allegation that the Government of pakistan had failed to convince
the canadian Government of its peaceful intentions with regard to
the reprocessing plant and that the canadian Government had
threatened to close down the Karachi reactor. He added that canada
was not directly concerned with the Reprocessing plant and it had
only to supply fuel for the Karachi power prant for which the supply
was continuing and discussions for its continuance were tating ptace.
The mover enquired as to why the need for further discussions
about the continuance of the fuel supply had arisen. The Minister
gsryered that it was premature to discuss the matter at this stage.
The Minister for Fuel, Power and Natural Resources observed tf,at
the mover was taking an untenable position inasmuch as he was
trying to blame the Pakistan Government, for the acts of another
government. Pakistan Government was not responsible for the
attitudes of other governments.

After hearing both sides, the Chairman ruled as under :

"My ruling is that both the allegations made have been
denied by the Minister concerned. Therefore. on these
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grounds alone the adjoumment motion can be tkown

Iut as inadmissible. Further, it has been categorically

stated by the Minister concemed that the negotiations

are still continuing between the two Governments

concemed. Therefore' it will be premature to entertain

any apprehensions or express any opinion in the matter'

In view ofthese grounds the adjoumment motion is held

inadmissible " 
senate, Debates,

27th August, 1976,

pp.126-129.

126. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: FAILURE OF FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT TO GET URANIUM FROM

GOVERNMENTS OF CANADA, BELGIUM OR

AMERICA: ALLEGATION DENIED: RULED OUT:

On-27th August, 1876, a member-sought leave of the House

to discuss the failure of the Federal Govemment to persuade the

Govemments of Canada, Belgium and America to supply Uranium

to Pakistan, although USA, was supplying Uranium to Bharat as

reported in Nawa-e-Waqt dated 3l st July, 1976'

The Minister concemed denied the allegation and opposed

the motion saying that Pakistan was not getting Uranium either

from America or Belgium so, the question of the alleged failure of

the Govemment ofPakistan to persuade them to give us Uranium

did not arise. The supplies of Uranium to Pakistan from Canada

were still continuing.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground of

denial of allegation by the Minister.

Senate Debates'
27th August, 1976'

PP.126-129
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127. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS
TI{E FAILURE OF GOVERNMENT TO IMPLEMENT
TI{E AWARD OF WAGE COMMISSION IN RESPECT
OF TIIE EMPLOYEES OFDAILY TA MIR: STATEMENT
GIVEN BY THE MINISTER CONCERNED THAT
GOVERNMENT WOULD DO EVERY THING
POSSIBLE TO IIELP IN IMPLEMENTING TTIE AWARD:
MOTION NOT PRESSED:

On 7th September, 1976, amember sought permission to move
an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the Federal
Government to enforce the Wage Board award in respect of working
joumalists and other employees of the Daily Ta'mir Rawalpindi.
The motion which came up on the Sth September stated that the
award had been given sometime back by the Wage Board appointed
by the Federal Govemment but had not been implemented by the
management of the Daily Ta'mir. The Minister for information and
Broadcasting gave an assurance that the Government will do
whatever it can to redress the grievances of the workers- of the
Daily Ta' mir and so the mover did not press the motion, which was
ruledout.

Senate Debates,
7th September,1976,
pp.422423.

128. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS
INADEQUATE SUPPLY OF CEMENT TO PUNJAB,
ELABORATE STAIEMENT GIVEN BY TI{E MINISTER
INCHARGE GIVING THE FACTS AND FIGURES:
MOTION NOT PRESSED:

On 10th November, 1976, a member sought leave to move: an
adjournment motion to discusss the failure of the Federal
Government to make adequate supply of cement to the punjab.
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not pressed and withdrawn.

Senate Debates,
10th November,l976,
pp.2U-22.

129. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DISCUSSION ON STEEP

RISE IN TIM PRICES OF CONSUN{ER GOODS MATTER

OF CONTINUING PHENOMENON AND NOT OF

RECENT OCCURRENCE: RULED OUT OF ORDER:

On 10th November, 1976, a member sought permission to

move an adjournment motion on the steep rise in the prices of

.on.urn", goods notwithstanding warning issued by the ministers to

profiteers ind hoarder and instructions given in this behalf to various
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concerned agencies. The Minister for Law and parliamentary
Affairs opposed the motion on the ground that it related to a matter
which was neither specific nor of recent occurrence. Moreover
thernatter was a continuing process and had been repeatedly debated
in the National Assembly and the Senate. The Minister foiFinance
argued that the motion was of a general nature as it did not
specifically mention the items ofwhich the prices had gone up. He
added that prices fluctuate according to the national and intemational
situation and do not remain static. Mr. Chairman asked the mover
to restrict his reply to the objections on the point whether the motion
related to a specific and definite issue. The mover said that the
term 'consumer good' was specihc and included all the essential
items of daily use. The Chairman ruled as follows :

"Since the alleged steep rise in the prices of consumer
goods is a continuing phenomenon and is not of recent
occurrence therefore, it would notjustifo the adjoumment
ofthe normal business oIthe House to have a discussion
on this motion. Hence it is ruled out of order.".

Senarc Debates,
10th November, 1976.
pp. l0-I9.

130. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: pERMISSION TO DISCLSS
TI{E FAILURE OF TI{E FEDERAL CIOVERNMENT TO
PROVIDE PROTECTION TO OPPOSMION LEADERS
MATTER PRIMARILY THE CONCERN OF THE
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT: RULED oUT oF
ORDER:

On llth November, 1976, a member sought permission to
adjoum the business of the house to discuss the faiiure of the Federal
Government to provide protection to the Opposition Leaders
notwithstanding creation of numerous Federal Civil Forces for
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of the doors and windows of his baungalow'

The motion was opposed by Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan'

Minister for Interior, on the ground that the question of Law and

Order was the concem of the Province u"d there was no occasion

for the Federal Civil Forces going into operati;n' The Law Minister

Malik Mohammad Akhtar referred to ruling No 10 page 9 of the

Decisions ofthe Chair 1962--55 to support the objection raised by

Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan. The mover of the motion Khawaja

Mohammad Safdu said that at the time of the pronouncement of

the said ruling, the Federal Security Force was not in existence'

According to the mover the matter could not be said to be within

the exclusive jurisdiction of the Province'

After hearing the arguments advanced by the Govemment

and the Opposition, the Chairman ruled as follows :

'This motion seeks to raise discussion on the subject of

law and order and protection of life and property of the

citizens. As is evident from the discussion and law on

the
pro
the
the Federal Govemment' On these grounds alone, I rule

the motion out of order.".

Senate Debates,
llth November, 1976,

pp.34-37.
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131. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS
ACUTE SHORTAGE OF VEGETABLE GIIEE IN THE
PUNJAB: ALLEGATION DENIED BY TIIE MINISTER
CONCERNED AND THERE BEING NOTHING TO
REBIJT TI{E SAME MOTION RULED OUT:

On 1lth November, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar for
sought permission to move a motion to discuss the failure of the
Federal Government to make adequate supply of vegetable ghee to
the Punjab.

The motion was opposed. Syed Qaim Ali Shah, Minisrer for
Industries denied that there was any shortage of ghee in the punjab.

He contended that the matter was not of urgent public importance
and that the allegation was vague and of a sweeping nature. He
added that the production had increased not only in the punjab but
throughout Pakistan and there was a rise of 20Vo in ghee production.
The Ministerdisclosed that Government had already given topunjab
more than the prescribed quota. According to him, 2042,2624.636
and 1419 tons had been given over and above the quota during the
months of July, August, Septemberand Octoberrespectively, inspite
of some bottlenecks in the distribution.

The mover replied that he had seen people standing in queues
from morning till evening before the ghee agencies but they could
not get any ghee.

After hearing both sides, Mr. Chairman ruled as under:

"All right. Now, the allegation that the Government had
failed to make available to Punjab adequate supplies of
vegetable ghee and as a result of failure of the
Government there is acute shortage of the commodity is
categorically denied by the Minister concerned and he
has actually quoted facts and figures from his record ;

So, in view of his statement and there being no evidence
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to rebut his statement I am unable to hold that the

Government has actually failed in making the supplies

available to Punjab or there is actually acute shonage of
ghee. Therefore. the motion is ruled out of order.".

Senate Debates.
I I th November, I 976,
pp.28-34.

132 ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS

SHORTAGE OF CIGARETTES: MATTER NOT OF

RECENT OCCURRENCE: RULED OUT OF ORDER:

On 12th November, 1976, a member sought permission to

move an adjoumment motion to discuss the acute shortage of
cigarettes not withstanding stem waming by the Federal Finance

Minister to the producers and distributors of cigarettes.

The Minister concerned opposed the motion on the grounds

that it was not based on facts as there was no shortage ofcigarettes'

He said that due to floods, when the communications had been

disrupted, there was some shortage but the Govemment had taken

effective steps and there was no shortage whatsoever at the

moment. It was also contended that smoking was a matrcr neither

of general, public importance nor of recent occulrence. The mover

replied that there were crores ofcitizens who smoke and the matter

as such, was of general public importance. He added that there had

been shonage of cigarettes for the last 2 or 2- l/2 months' Thereupon

the Chairman ruled as under :

"I hold the motion out of order on the ground that it is not

of recent occurrence. According to mover's own
admission, the alleged trouble is continuing since about 2-

l/2 months. So he could have brought this motion during

the last session. We met last on 8th SePtember' 1976. You

cannot say that it is a hardship caused to the people because
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of a recent occurrence. The matter is not of recent
occurrence. So on that ground alone it is ruled oforder',.

Senate Debates,
l2th November, 1976,
pp.43-48.

133. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: pERMISSION TO DISCUSS
TI{E INORDINAIE DELAY IN TT{E FINALIZATION OF
T}IE PAY COMMISSION REPORT: S,IA:TEMENT GIVEN
BY T}IE MINISTER CONCERNED JUSTIFYING THE
DELAY AND ASSURING ITS EARLY RECEIPT:
MOTION NOT PRESSED:

On l2th November, 1976, a member sought permission to
move an adjourment motion to discuss the under delay in the
finalization of the report of the Pay Commission for Banks and
Financial Institutions. Opposing the motion, the Minister for Law
and Parliamentary Affairs said that the pay Commission was first
appointed on 28th May, 1974 and its rerms ofreference covered all
categories of employees of the nationalised banks and financial
institution. When the Commission had done the initial spade, work,
a Wage Commission comprising the same members ai of the pay
Commission was appointed on 7th November, 1974, due to the
serious unrest among the clerical and lower staff of the n Laionalized
banks and financial institutions. The Wage Commission was
appointed under the Industrial Relations Ordinance 1969 to give its
decision on the rate of wages and other.terms and conditi,ons ot
service ofsuch employees ofthe banks and financial institutions as
were covered by the definition of .worker' in the Ordinance : all
clerical and all non-clerical staff were covered by the definition.
The Wage Commission submitted its report in May, 1975, which
was notified on 9th June, 1975. Consequently the pay Commission
was reconstituted on 2nd December, 1975 with clerical and lower
slaff taken out from its terms of rcference. The Federal Govemment
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onal PaY Commission to formulate
arding emoluments and other terms and

f the Govt. Servants' The President and the

members of the Executive Boards of the Banks fell within the

purview of this Commission' This necessitated some arrangement

ior coordination between the two commissions'

The motion was opposed on the grounds that it related to a

rnatter which was neither of recent occurrence nor was of urgent

that it would receive more attention. The Minister assured the mover

that the rcport would be finalized without loss of time. The Chairman

declared that the motion was not pressed.

Senate Debates,

I 2th November, I 976,
pp.52-54.

134. ADJOURNMENT MOTIAN: FAILURE OF GOVERN-

MENT TO PRESCRIBE OBSCENE LITERATI]RE AND

PHOTOS APPEARING IN TT{E MAGAZNE (NAMOOD)

PUBLISIIED BY T}IE COLT.EGE OF ARTS' LAHORE:

MATTER NOT THE CONCERN OF THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT: RULED OUT OF ORDER:

Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani Siddiqi sought permission to

move an adjournment motion to discuss the failure of the
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Govemment to prescribe obscene literature and photos appearing
in the college Magazine (Namood) of the National College of Ans,
Lahore, in the issue of March, 1976. The motion was opposed. To
the Chairman's enquiry as to which Government had failed to
prescribe the magazine, the member replied that it was the Federal
Govemment. The Chairman did not agree and remarked that it was
not necessarily the Federal Government. The member argued that
if the Provincial Govemment was acting on behalf of the Federal
Govemment, the latter government would be responsible. The
Chairman said that the Prcss and Publications Ordinance was
administered by the Provincial Govemment and asked specifically
whether the complaint was against the Provincial Govemment or
the Federal Government. The member re-iterated that he blamed
the Federal Govemment because the Arts College was directly
under its control. The law Minister Malik Mohammed Akhtar
objected that since the obscene photos were contained in the March
issue, the matter was not of recent occurrence.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the ground
that the Federal Govemment did not become responsible for the
subject matter of the motion due to the mere fact that the obscene
literature and photos were published in the college magazine.

Senate Debates,
I 5th November, I 976,
pp.7114.

135. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: DISCUSSION ON THE
REJECTION OF HAJ APPLICATIONS: ALLEGATION
DENIED BY TIIE MINISTER CONCERNED: HELD OUT
OF ORDER:

A member sought permission to move an adjoumment motion
to discuss the rejection ofseveral thousand applications ofincending
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Hajj pilgrims. The motion was opposed. Malik Mohammad Akhtar

stated that the principle of hrstcome first served was being observed

and that some applications had to be rejected for want of capacity

He added that the govemment had been trying to accommodate

the maximum number of pilgrims.Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani

said that the main grievance was that the applications rvere rejected

without giving any reason' only the word " rejected " was endorsed

on the unsuccessful applications. Maulana Kausar Niazi said that

the applicants were duly informed that there was no shipping space

and added that 34,000 persons were being sent to Hejaz that year

and that the unsuccessful candidates had been informed that they

had the option either to take back their deposit or take priority next

year: The Chariman ruled as under :

"Now since the allegations are denied by the Minister

concemed and there is no evidence to the contrary, this

is held out of order.".

Senate Debates,

l5th November, 1976,

pp.'74-79.

136. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: TIIE DISTURBANCE AND

RESOLTANT LOSSES IN DISTRICT DIR NWFP.

MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER IN DIR WAS

A PROVINCIAL SUBJECT: RULED OUT:

On l6th November, 1976, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar sought

permission to move an adjoumment motion to discuss the grave

iisturbance and the resultant loss oflife in Dir and the failure ofthe

Federal Government to pacify the pubtic. The motion was opposed

by Khan AMul Qaiyum Khan, Minister for Interior on the ground

that the law and order was a provincial subject' He added that ifa
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Provincial Government calls the army for maintaining law and order,
responsibility in the sphere does not shift to the Federal Government
and the subject remains the concern of the provincial Government.
Khawaja Mohammad Safdar said that Dir was one of the Districts
of Malakand Division; under Articl ez47 (6) of the Constitutio:. the
President had detribalized Dir. Mr. Kamran Khan submitted that
the President had not done so and that Dir was stilr a provincially
administered tribal area. He however added that the Federal
Government had a great say in the provincial by administered tribal
areas and no Provincial law could apply to such areas without the
approval of the Federal Government. He contended that the Federal
Government was responsible for the situation of law and order in
Dir. Mr. Shahzad Gul said that there was emergency in the country
during which the law and order becomes a subject of the Federal
Government under Article 232of the Constitution.

The Chairman ruled out the motion on the ground that Dir
though a district, is still a provincially administered tribal area and
as such the maintenance of law and order there is primarily ihe
responsibility of the Provincial Government.

Senate Debates,
16th November,l976,
pp.84-98.

137. ADJOURNMENT MOTION: PERMISSION TO DISCUSS
FAILURE OF GOVERNMENT TO PERSUADE THE
INDIAN GOVERNMENT TO STOP CONSTRUCTION
OF SALAL DAM: STATEMENT GIVEN BY THE
MINISTER CONCERNED THAT INDIA HAD NOT
BEEN VIOLATING ANY TERM OF THE INDUS
WATERS TREATY: MOTION NOT PRESSED:

On 22nd November, L976 a member sought leave of the
House to discuss the failure of the pakistan Government to persuade
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Minister informed the House that negotiadons the matter were still

in progress and that they had led to a better understanding on both

sid'es 
-of 

each other's point of view. He added that Pakistan's

technicians had been in contact With the Indian technicians about

the design of the Dam but 'still there were certain points which

needed to be resolved. He denied the allegation made in the Motion'

The mover expressed apprehensions that the design of the Dam

may permit use of waters of the river for consumPtive purposes

atd saia that this should be guarded against' He did not press the

motion. The Deputy Chairman ruled that the motion was not pressed'

Senate Debates,
22nd November, I 976.

pp. 198-203.
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I38. AMENDMENTS: AMENDMENTS TO REMOVE
CLERICAL ERRORS TO BE LEFT TO THE SECRETARY
FOR CORRECTION:

On 10th September, 1973, aSenator proposed an amendment
to clause 3 of the Federar public Service commission Bilr, r973 to
recti fy a clerical omission.

The Minister wi thout portfori o submitted that under the normal
rules the general principle was that ail the crerical amendments

The chairman accepted the Minister's suggestion and directed
that it should be left to the senate Secretariailo make necessary
clerical corrections.

Senate Debates,
lOth September,1973,
pp.29-30.

139. AMENDMENTS; AN AMENDMENT MAY BE
ALLOWED BY CHAIRMAN TO BE MOVED WITH-
OUT NOTICE:

On 13th September, 1973, when the Service Tribunals Bill,
1973, was under consideration, some senators wanted to refer it to
the Standing Committee concerned. The Minister concerned had
no objection to Biil being referred to the Standing committee. The
question whether oral amendment without notice could be moved
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was raised. The Chairman read out rule l89--"Notice of an

amendment to a motion shall be given one day before the day on

which the motion is to be considered, unless the Chairman allows

the amendment to be a moved without such nodce"-to the House

and allowed the amendment that the Bitl be referred to the Standing

Committee concemed to be moved without notice by a member'

Senate Debates,

l3th December, 1973,

pp.63-64.

I4O. AMENDMENT: BILL ORIGINATINC IN THE

NAUONEL NSSEMBLY AND TRANSMITTED TO THE

SENATE: MOTION TO ELICIT OPINION MAY BE

MOVED UNDER 106 READ WITH RI.JLES 83 AND 84.

On I lth December, 1973, the Minister for Works, Labour arid

Local Bodies, moved for the consideration of the Displaced Persons

Compensat as

reported b an

amendment bY

lst January, 1974. Another Senator objected to the amendment on

the grcund that unlike the rules relating to the Bills originating irl the

Senite, the rules pertaining to the Bills originathg in tlre Natlbnal

Assembly and uansmitted to the Senate have no provision for a

motion for circulation of such Bills for the purpose of eliciting public

opinion. He cited rules 102, 103, lM, and 105 in support of his

contention which was supported by the Minister.

Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled that the amendment was in order

under rule 106 read with rules 83, 84 and E6. Under rule 106' the

rules regarding Bills originating in the Senate and refened to Standing

Committee became applicable to Bills received from the National

Assembly on reference of such Bills to the Standing Committee
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and rule 83 read with rules g4 and g6 permit an amendment for
circulation of Bill foreliciting public opinion.

I4I. AMENDMENT: MINISTER,S OBJECTION UNDER
RLrLE S9(l)_O\fER RULED.

On l9th January, 1974 the Minister for the Interior who was
piloting the Prevenrion ofAnti-National Activities Bill, 1973 in the
Senate, raising on a under Rule g9(l) to
three amendments to ch were to be moved
by Senator Khawaja Minister maintained
that the amendments were contrary to Rule g9(I). Mr Deputy
Chairman said thar the Chairman had the discretion to allow the
amendments to be moved. The Minister stated that was not a case
where that power might be exercised, because the Bill was
introduced during the last session and there was ample time for
honourable members to move amendments.

Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled:

"With all respect to your opinion in regard to rule g9 I
will allow the member to move the amendments,,.

Senate Debates,
llth December, 1973,
pp. 190-19s.

Senate Debates.
l9th January, 1Q74,
p. 166.
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142. AMENDMENT: MINOR AMENDMENTS NEED NOT

BE MOVED: CAN BE CORRECTED IN THE THIRD

READING BY THE SECRETARIAT'

On 12th February, l974,Mr' Deputy Chairman ruled that a

minor amendment to rlmove typographical mistake should not be

formallymovedasitcouldbecorrectedinthethirdreadingbythe
Secretariat.

An amendment to delete the word 'of ' occurring in the second

lineofsub-clause(l)ofclause28oftheMarketingofPetroleum
Products (Federal Control) Bill, 1974, was moved by Senator

ShahzadGul.TheSenatorreadoutthetextoftheclausewhichran
thus:

"No court shall call in question or permit to be called in

question, any provision of this Act or of any order made

or anything done or may action taken thereunder'"

Hemaintainedthattheword.of,betweenthewords.or'and
'any' was totally redundant and should be deleted'

The Minister who was piloting the Bill agreed to omit the

word'of'.

Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled as follows:

"But do not move it formally because this is not such a

major amendment. It is a minor amendment and can be

correctedinthethirdreadingandtheSecretariatwill
correctit.So,inviewofthesubmissionsbytheMinister
Incharge, I direct that the Secretariat may look into this

and may correct the typographical mistake of
'of'occurring in the second line, in sub-clause (1) of

clause (28)".

Senate Debates,
I2th February,l974,
pp.498-499
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143. AMENDMENT TO A CLAUSE:
SION: POLITICAL THINKING
NECTED:

SCOPE OF DISCUS-
CANNOT BE CON.

11o:*"r than on the general principles of the Bill. The Deputy
Chairman directed the member to speak on the amendment and
observed that the member could not connect other pc litical thinking
with it.

Senate Debates,
28th March, t974,
p.28.

lzl4. AMENDMENTS: CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT)
BIr I : 5669pp READING : AMENDMENT OF CLAUSE
HAVING EFFECT OF AMENDING THE ORIGINAL
ARTICLE OF T}IE CONSTITTITION: RULED oUT,

On 25th April, 1974, during the second reading of rhe
Constitution (First Amendmen| Bill. 1974, Senator ihawaja
Mohammad Safdar sought to move an amendment to substitute
clause (3) ofthe Bill by the tollowing :

"3. Amendment of Article g of the Constitution._In
the Constitution, in Article g, in clause 3, paragraph (b)
be deleted."
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The Minister for Law took objection to the amendment on the

ground that it was outside the scope of the Bilt because- it sought.to

ielete the existing clause 3, as passed by the National Assembly'

and substitute it bY a new clause.

The Minister for Production opposing the amendment said

that as the proposed amendment amounted to an amendment* of

the Constitution, it could originate in the National Assembly only

and not in the Senate. Supporting this view, the Law Minister stated

that this amendment actually sought to rmend Article 8 of the

Constitution. It could not, therefore originate in the Senate Also' he

contended that as the member wanted to substitute the existing

clause 3 by a new clause, he could not do so without suspension of

Rule 90 (i). He added that the proposed amendment had the effect

of a negative voe and was as such also hit by rute 188 (2) and (3)

of the Rules of Procedure.

The Minister for Production fufther stated that the object of the

amending Bill was the addition of the words " or as amended by any

of the laws specified in that schedule," to paragraph (b) ofclause (3)

of Article 8. of the Constitution The amendment should, therefore,

be relevant to this only. Put, conversely, the amendment proposed

total deletion ofpamgraph (b) ofclause (3) of Article 8, without any

substitution, addition or subtraction. So this was not the subject matter

here and the amendment could not be admissible here'

The member replying to the objection said that ifthe arguments

of the Minister for Law and the Minister for Production were

accepted as valid, then all the amendments including those proposing

the substitution ofsixty days by ninety days would be deemed to be

an amendment to the Constitution and would on that ground not be

allowed to be moved in the Senate.

The Chairman observed that clause (3) of the Bill sought

addition of the words " or as amended by any of the laws specified

in that schedute," to paragraph (3) clause (b) of Arti"ie 8 of the
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Senate Debates,
25.h Apil,1974,
pp.746-755.

145. BILLS: THE CHAIR REVISED HIS oRDER
DISPENSING WITH TTM REQUIREMENT OF TWO
DAYS NOTICE I]NDER RTJLE 104.

On lst December, 1973, when motion for consideration ofthe
Dsplaced Persons (Compensation and Rehabilitation) (funendmen$
Bill, t973, was made a member raised a point of order that as the
requircment of rule lM of the Rules of procedure and Conduct of
Business in the senate, 1973 had not been complied with, the Bi
could not be taken up for consideration. He said that the Bill was
passed by the National Assembly the day before and even if it is
assumed that the Minister had given notice of consideration of the
Bill the same &y, two days had not intervened betwe€n the day of
the notice and the day ofconsideration of the Bill.

the
Bill ted
in hi the
Bill be taken up without waiting for the lapse of two days from the
date the Minisrer gave notice-of the motion.

Several members said that they should be given sufficient
time.to study the Bill. The Chairman asked the Minister whether he
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agreed to the consideration cf the Bill being postponed d Yo
d-ays being given to the members as required by rule 104' The

Minister agreed.

The Chairman, in deference to the wishes of the House'

directed that two days be allowed to the members to study the Bill

and deferred consideration of the Bill'

Senate Debates,

Ist December,1973,
pp.28-33.

Senate Debates,

13th December,1973
p.259.

1,16. BILLS: SPEECHES MUST BE CONFINED TO POINTS

WITHIN TI{E SCOPE OF THE BILL:

On 13th December, 1973, a Senator while speaking on the

Employees (Cost of Living Reliefl Bill, 1973, criticizes the political

poticies and conditions in the country such as law and order, political

atmosphere, confrontation and the rule of Law' Senator Sardar

Mohammed Alsam rising on point of order asked whether the member

was discussing the political situation in the country or the Bill.

The Deputy Chairman referred the speaker to rule 197 of the

Rules of Procedure and warned him not to be irrelevant or indulge

in repetition.

The Senator persisted that the point he as making had not

been brought to the notice of this House. The chairman upheld the

point of order and said that that was not within the Scope of this Bill.
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147. BILLS: BILL BROUGI{T ON TI{E ORDERS OF THE DAy
HELD THAT CHAIRMAN HAD SUSPENDED TWO
DAYS CONDITION UNDER RULE 104

On 13th December, 1973, when Mr. Ghulam Mustafa Khan
Jatoi Minister for Political Affairs and Communications moved the
Post Office (Amendment) Bill, 1973 for consideration: Senator
Khawaja Mohammad Safdar raised a point of order that two clear
days had not yet intervened between the day ofsupply ofcopies of
the Bill to the members and the day on which consideration motion
was being moved, and therefore, the Bill should be postponed. He
complained that the Bill was received by him at I I O'clock at night,
he and his colleagues had not had rhe time to study it. He requested
that the tradition of hasty legislation should not be set up when
there was no cause to hurry up. Under rule 83 (2) even halfa day
had not passed since rhe receipt of the Bill, he added. He, rherefore,
strongly objected to its being taken up rhat day.

The Deputy Chairman ruled as follows :

"The Bill has been set down in the Orders of the Day.
Rule 104 says that it shall, unless the Chairman otherwise
directs-and the Chairman has made a direction-be not
Iess than two days from the receipt of the notice, the
Minister, or as the case be, the member giving notice
may move that the Bill be taken into consideration. The
Chairman has already suspended the operation of rule
104 and it has been put in the Orders of the Day,'.

Senate Debates,
l3th December, 1973,
pp.273-274.
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148. BILL: MINISTER'S NOTICE BEFORE CIRCULATION

OF BILL: HELD VALID.

On l6th January, 1974, the Chair ruled that notice under rule

103 of intention to move a Bill was necessaly, but it was not

mandatory to give a second notice after the circulation of the Bill
on receipt from the National Assembly. The facts are that when

the Minister incharge of the Bill moved that the Prevention of Anti-

National Activities Bill, 1973, as passed by the National Assembly,

be taken into consideration, Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

raised a point of order that the Bill could not be taken into

consideration as rules 102, 103, and 104 of the Rules of Procedure

in the Senate had not been complied with. He had received the Bill
only tast Dight, while the notice under rule 103 of intention to move

the Bill for consideration had been given earlier' Under rule 103 the

said notice should have been given by the Minister after the

circulation ofthe Bill and not before. The Minister concerned replied

that the Bill had already been circulated and he could now be allowed

to give a fresh verbal notice that the Bill be taken into consideration.

Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled :

"In this case the notice. was given by the Minister on,

the day when the Bill was passed by the National
Assembly on 26th, the notice was therefore., taken into

account. and the Bill was fixed in the Orders of the Day.

It is valid notice, and the objection is over ruled".

Senate Debates,
l6th January, 1973,
pp. 15-20.
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I49, BILL: THIRD READING: EXPRESSION .THIRD READ.
ING" MISSING IN RULE 89: "HELD IT" IMPLIES
THIRD READING:

On 2lst January 1974, when the Prevendon of Anti-National
Activities Bill, 1973 entered thq third reading stage and Senator
Shahzad Gul began a detailed analysis of rhe Bill the Minisrer
concemed raised a point of order saying that the Senator, taking
advantage of the fact that there was no rule about the third reading
ofthe Bill in the Rules ofProcedure and Conduct ofBusiness in the
Senate, was going into details and was commenting upon the
amendments which had been moved and discussed threadbare during
the second reading. He said there was an omission in rule 98.

Mr Deputy Chairman read out rule 98 which was to the effect
that when a motion was made that the Bill be passed, speeches of
a general character could be made. Although the expression 'third
reading' was not used in the rule, it gave the same meaning.

Senate Debates,
21st lanuary,I974,
pp. 186-187.

I5O. BILL: THIRD READING: SCOPE DEFINED:

I. DEBATE ON GENERAL PRINCIPLES:

2. ALLOWED-REPETITION OF ARGUMENTS, AD.
VANCED IN FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

3. NOT ALLOWED.DISCUSSION ON AMEND-
MENTS:

4. NOT ALLOWED-REFERENCE TO SECTION UN-
LESS ESSENTIAL NOT ALLOWED:

On 2lst January 1974, in the third reading of the prevention
of Anti-National Activities Bill, 1973, a Senator began to discuss
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the amendments and clauses of the Bill in detail. The Minister

concemed raising on a point of order objected by saying, "Advantage

is being taken of the fact that probably there is no rule about the

third reading of the Bilts in the Rules of Procedure for the Senate"'

He pointed out that rule 98 suffered from the omission of the

expression "third reading," yet the meaning was quite clear. He

complained that the Senator was going into all the amendments,

which was not in consonance with rule 98. He requested the Senator

through the Chair " to confine himself to the main Points."

Mr. Deputy Chairman hetd that he would not allow repetition

of arguments advanced by other Senators during the first and second

rcadings. Itre would also not allow going into the amendments a.lready

discussed during the second reading nor would he allow referring

to sections unless it becomes very necessary. Mr.' Deputy Chairman

further ruled that discussion on general principles would, however,

be allowed within the scope indicated.

Senate Debates,
2lst January, 1974,
pp. 186-187.

I5I. BILL: REPETITION OF EARLIER ARGUMENTS IN
THIRD READING: RULED OUT:

On 2lst January, 1974, Mr. Abdul Qaiyum Khan, Minister for
Interior, States and Frontier Regions and Kashmir Affairs moved

the motion for third reading and passage of the Prevention of Anti-
National Activities Bill, 1973. Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

raising on a point of order drew the attention of the Cha to the

question as to what should be the nature ofdiscussion during the

third reading and for that purpose wanted to produce some

authorities before the House. The Minister objecting to the point of
order stated that authorities would only be relevant ifthere was any

ambiguity in the rules.
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Mr. Deputy Chairman read out rule 98 which required that
discussion on motion for passage should be of general character
confined to arguments in support or rejection of the Bill without
unnecessary debate in details. He asked the Senator to speak within
the scope of that rule according to which discussion should be
restricted to general principles. The Senator quoted a passage from
book "Parliament" by Jenning that repetition was allowed in third
reading.

On third reading only verbal amendments may be moved and
the third reading is in substance a repetition of the second reading.

Mr. Deputy Chairman observed that it meant repetition of the
Bill and not the repetition of the arguments. The Senator insisted
that it meant repetition of arguments. Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled
that discussion could be made on the modified nature assumed by
the Bill after incorporation of the amendments and quoted the
followingruling:

"Speaking during the third reading of the Bombay Papers,
Bill, a memberproceeded to go into great detail when the president
intervened and ruled that the honourable member has to speak on
the motion that the Bill be passed. All these details have been fully
thrashed out during the discussion which took place at earlier stages.
The honourable member must now confine himself to supporting or
opposing the Bill."

Mr. Deputy Chairman ruled that it was clearly provided in the
rule that only the general principles could be discussed without
repetition.

Senate Debates,
2lst January,l9'14,
pp. 183-184.
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152. PILLS: DISCUSSION:

(I) FIRST READING: TO BE CONFINED TO MAIN
PRINCIPLES:

(2) SECOND READING: TO EXTEND TO DETAILS

WHEN AMENDMENTS ARE MOVED:

On 12th February, I974,1\/b. Chairman gave a ruling when

Senator Shahzad Gul declared his intention to opPose the motion

for consideration of the Marketing of Petroleum Products (Federal

Control ) Bill, 1974, moved by Mr. Hayat Mohammad Khan Sherpao,

the Minister for Fuel, Power and Natural Resources.

Addressing the Minister, Mr. Chairman observed:

"Your motion that it should be taken into consideration

at-once is opposed by Mr. Shahzad Gul. You can now

say anything in support ofyour stand' You need not go

into the details of the Bill at this stage. You may only

explain the main principles of the Bill' That is all. Details

will be discussed when the amendments are moved, that

is in clause by clause discussion."

Senate Debates,
12thFebruary,I9'74,
pp.468469.

153. BILLS: FIRST READING: CLAUSES MAY BE
REFERRED TO IN SUPPORT OF POINTS ON
PRINCIPLES:

On 28th March, 1974, in the course of first reading of the

Centres of Excellence Bill, 1974, a member while discussing the
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broad principles underlying the Bill criticised ir with reference to a
particular clause. The Minister for Law
raising on a point of order said that the
details or refer to the clauses of the Bil
that while discussing principles ofthe Bill, the Senator could refer a
certain clause of the Bill in order to support his point on principle_.

Senate Debates,
28th March, 1974,
p. 16.

19. BILLS: MOTION FOR DELETION CANNOT BE
MOVED AS AN AMENDMENT:

On 28th March, 1974, when an amendment given notice of by
a member proposing deletion of clause 6 of the Centres of
Excellence Bill, 1974 was called by the Deputy Chairman, the Law
Minister raising on a point of order stated that a requesr for deletion
could not be moved as an amendment. It was meant to enable a
member to speak on the clause. The Law Minister added thar
"deletion", meant no amendment, if a member wanted deletion, it
meant he was opposing the clause.

The Deputy Chairman quoted rule 188 (3) which says ,.An

amendment shall not be moved which has merely the effect of a
negative vote" and observed that the member could exercise this
vote when the question is put before the House, but deletion could
not be sought by a motion for amendment.

Senate Debates,
28th March, 1974,

w.3l-32.
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155. BILLS: THIRD READING: SENATOR COMMENTS
UPON CLAUSES: RULED THAT ARGUMENTS
SHOULD BE OF GENERAL CHARACTER:

On 2nd APri
while speaking in
(AmendmenO Bill,

Mr. Chairman observed:

The senator quoted Jarrings from his book 'Parliament' that

the .third reading ii the repetition of the second reading' and began

to repeat his arguments'

Mr.,Chairman asked him not to repeat and to confine his

discussion to the general principles. He observed :

"If you again during the course of third reading rack up those

complaints or objections, technical or otherwise, you see, then you

will te reverting to the debate again in the first reading'"

Senate Debates, 2nd
Apil,L974,
pp.165-166.
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156. BILLS: FIRST READING: PRINCIPLES oF THE BILL

AND NOT INDIVIDUAL CASES TO BE DISCUSSED:

_ On lOth April, 1974, a member while supporting the Land
Reforms (Amendment) Bill, r974,inthe first reading citel paricular
cases to prove how injustice was done to the people of Swat under
the Regulation which was being amended.

The Chairman remarked that the member was discussing,
individual cases' To say that a certain person was a rightful owner
of land and the other was not, was not relevant to the Bill. He
advised the member to discuss the principles of the Bill.

The Minister for Hearth and social welfare stated that the
member was citing a few instances. He was justified in discussing
the principles of the Bill.

The Chairman observed that if he was allowed to go beyond
the principles of the Birl, then some one else might g"t up ani set
another example. This wourd be beyond the scope of the present bilr.

Senate Debates,
lOth April, 1974,
pp.328-329.

I57. BILLS: POINT OF ORDER: AMENDMENT AFFECTING
LAWS IN THE SIXTH SCI{EDULE OF THE CONSTI-
TUTION WITHOUT PREVIOUS SANCTION OF THE
PRESIDENT: SANCTION oF TIIE PRESIDENT MAY
BE OBTAINED ANY TIME BEFORE THE BILL IS
ENACTED: OVER RULED:

On llrh Apil,l974, when Mr. Rao Abdus Sarter, Leader of
the House moved an amendment to clause (3) of the Land Reforms
(Amendmen0 Bill, l974,Khawaja Mohammad Safdar raised a point
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of order that the said amendment could not be moved without

p."riou. sanction of the President as required by clause (2) of Article

)OS of the constitution. He argued that the Chair was pleased to

rule on his earlier point of ordlr the other day that the consent of

the President could be obtained at any time before the Bill was

fu.."a . Quoting a few rulings from other parliaments the member

.ont"od"d that the amendment in c uestion amounted to amending a

lawspecifiedinthesixthscheduleandrequiredthepreviousconsent
of the President before it could be considered by the House'

The Minister for Health and social welfare opposing the point

oforderstatedthattheChairhadalreadyruledthatthesanctionof
the President was required only before any of the laws specified in

the sixth schedule was passed which did not mean that such an

amendment or Bill could not be discussed on the floor of the House

without the previous sanction of the President. The Minister added

that when thl amending Bill did not require previous sanction of the

president in the manni. u, *u, required for the introduction of a

moneybillunderArticleT4,anamendmentlikethepresentone
also did not require the previous sanction of the President'

The Chairman observed that his earlier ruling was not quoted

by the member colrectly. What he has stated in his ruling yesterday

was that there were certain laws with regard to which no motion

couldbemovedintheHousewithoutprevioussanctionofthe
President. But there were other laws with regard to which there

was no constitutional requirement for obtaining the previous sanction

of the President. The constitutional requirement in the case of such

laws was that these could not be altered, repealed or amended

without the previous sanction of the President. But this did not mean

that motioni with regard to such Bills could not be discussed on the

flooroftheHouse.Headdedthatanythingobjectionable
unconstitutional or illegal could also be cured under AticleT5 of

the constitution.

TheChairmanfinallyruledthatalthoughitwouldhavebeen
advisable for the mover of this amendment to obtain the previous
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sanction of the President to the Bill, he did not think that discussion
thereon could be stopped. The consent of the president could be
secured at any time before the Bill was actually enacted.

Senate Debates,
llthApril,1974,
pp.359-370.

I58. BILL: IN A BILL IN ENGLISH NATIONAL oR
REGIONAL LANGUAGEWORD NOT TO BE INSERTED
UNLESS NECESSARY

_ On the 22nd Apil, 1974. during the second reading of the
People's open university Bill, r9i4, aSenator moved an amendment
to sub-clause (l) of clause (3) to substitute the word 'Awami' for
the word 'People's.'

The Minister Incharge opposed the amendment and stated
that the word 'People's' was quite suitable and fair enough.

Thereupon Mr. Chairman observed :

"Io me there does not seem to be any specific differ_
ence betwegn these two uzslds-.pgoplels' in English
and 'Awami' in Urdu. 'Awu mi'*eani.people,s'IBut
you cannot, unless it is necessary insert Urdu, punjabi,
Pushto, Sindhi in a Bill which is in English.,'

Senate Debates,
22ndApiI,I974,
pp.656-657.
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159. GOVERNMENT BILL: CONSIDERATION MOTION

CAN BE MOVED BY ANY MINISTER:

On the 22nd April,1974' when at the first reading stage' the

People's Open University Bill, 1974, was under consideration Senator

tvtoirum*aa Hashim Ghilzai Leader of the Opposition, objected to

the way the Bill was brought in the House which, he alleged' was

not according to the rules' He refqrred to rule 103 of the Rules of
procedure whereby the motion for consideration in case of a

Government Bill should be moved by a Minister. He stated that in

this case as the motion was moved by the Leader of the House, it

could not be discussed.

The Leader of the House replied that the Bill had been

originated and moved by the concerned Minister and could,

therefore, be discussed in the House. Every one had a right to

speak on its aims and objects and there was no restriction on

discussion, he added.

Over ruling the objection Mr. Chairman observed :

" The rule lays down that any Minister in case of a

GovemmentBill may give notice of his intention to move

that the Bill be taken into consideration. That has been

done. A notice of his intention to move was given by the

Minister Mr. AMul Qaiyum Khan and the motion for

consideration was also made by him. You cannot prevent

the members from speaking on it. The motion was never

moved by the Leader of the House. He only made a

speech. Mr. Ghilzai, you will recall that I told the Irader
of the House that motion for cctnsideration need not be

moved because it had already been moved by Mr' Abdul

Qaiyum Khan. He wanted to make a speech and he made

a speech. You cannot prevent him from doing that' You

cannot prevent him from making a speech".

Senate Debates,
22ndApil,l974,
pp.646-647.
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160. DECORUM: A MEMBER MUST SPEAK FROM HIS
OWN SEAT:

On 7th September, 1973, when the Federal public Service
Commission Bill, 1973, was being explained by the Minister Without
Portfolio, Senator Qamaruz Zaman Shah rose on a point of order
from a seat other than his own. The Deputy Chairman asked the
member to speak from his own seat.

Senate Debates,
7th September, 1973
p.22.

16l. DECORUM: NO MEMBERS CAN KEEP ON READING
NEWSPAPER, SPEAK WHILE SITTING AND
WTTHOI]T PERMISSION:

On llth December, 1973, while the admissibility of the
adjoumment motion moved by Senator Khawaia Mohammad Safdar
regarding the smuggling of Banaspati was being considercd, the
member began to read out the newspaper. The Minister Without
Portfolio raised a point of order to the effect that no member could
keep on reading what he had already said. The mover maintained
that it was the Govemment newspaper which gave the news.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs, criticised
the violation of dignity and decorum of the House by the Mover,
who kept on muttering to himself while he was sitting down.
Emphatically protesting against interference and non observance
of rules by the mover, the Law Minister declared

"If we have to participate in the discussion in the House which
is our constitutional right, we shall not allow the House to see
butchering of all these rules. Mr. Chairman. kindly see that
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honourable Member from the Opposition observes the rules and

stops interference by speaking while sitting Continuing the Law

Minister pointed out that noMy was permitted to speak in the

House while sitting and without leave."

The Chairman observed :

"I have already told him."

Senate Debates,
llth December, 1973,

pp.lE6-187.

162 DECORUM: RULING OF THE CHAIR MUST BE

RESPECTED:

On l3th December, 1973, Senator Khawaja Mohammad

Safdar sought leave of the House to move an adjoumment motion

to discuss the Baluchistan situation.

The Minister without portfolio, stated that he opposed the motion

but had no objection against its admissibility.

This statement of the Minister led to arguments on the

procedure to be followed in case the admissibility of the motion

was not opposed.

Mr. Chairman ruled in such a case that the motion must be held

to be in order. He was therefore going to put the motion according to

rule 73. When the Minister insisted that the mover should make a

short statement, so that he could oppose the motion, the Deputy

Chairman raised a point of order that the mover should be given a

chance to make a short statement, before the House or Chair could

make up is mind whether the motion was in order or not.
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When Mr. Chairman had decided to ask for the leave of the
House, Senator Niamatullah Khan stood up to say that under rule
7l (b) he wanted to oppose the motion on rhe ground that it was not
a matter ofurgent public importance, and suggested thar the Leader
ofOpposition be allowed to speak on that point so rhat the Minister
could reply. To this a Senator objected by saying:

"We must respect the ruling of the Chair and I strongly object
to this".

The Chairman then ruled :

"I have already given may ruling that in view of no ob-
jection from the other side, the leave of the Hose be
obtained".

Senate Debates,
l3th December, 1973.
pp.243.

163. DECORUM: MEMBER CANNOT READ A WRITTEN
STATEMENT:

On l3th December, 1973, when consideration of the
Employees (Cost ofLiving) Relief Bill, 1973 was in progress, Senator
Haji Sayed Hussain Shah was given the floor. He began to read
from a written statement. Senator Ch. Mohammad Aslam raised a
point oforder that the honourable member was reading a statement-

The Chairman observed :

"Under the rules, he cannot read a written statement.
He is just refening to his written notes."
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Subsequently Senator Tahir Mohammad Khan, the Deputy

Chairman rising on a point of order, repeated Ch. Mohammad

Aslam's objection.

The Chairman directed the Senator not to read but to take

help from his written statement.

Senate Debates,
l3th December. 1973,

pp.253.

164. MOTION: RI]LE 59 DOES NOT PREVENT SENDING
OF NOTICES OF ANY NUMBER OF MOTIONS BUT
BARS TTIE RAISING OF MORE THAN ONE QTIESTION
BY T}M SAME MEMBER AT TI{E SAME SITTING:

On lst Decembet 1973, a Senator raised a question involving
breach of privilege arising out of his arrest and detention for three

hours and release without intimation to Chairman as required under

rute 64 and 65 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business

in the Senate, 1973.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs, raised a

legal objection claiming that the motion was hit by rule 59 (l).

The Minister maintained that the mover of the privilege motion
had tabled another privilege motion as well.

He suggested that the Senator should, in the first instance,

withdraw both the motions and give one privilege motion at one sitting.

Mr. Chairman observed that the rule did not prevent the sending

of more than one notice, but prevents the raising of more than one

question ofprivilege.
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On the Law Minister's proposal that the mover should give a
commitment that he would not move the other motion.

Mr. Chairman ruled: .

"He can raise discussion on one privilege motion and if
he tries to raise discussion on the second and the third,
this will not be allowed".

165. MOTION: INTERpRETAIION OF RTILES: DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN RULES 59 AND RULE 7I:

On 12th on
regarding the in
Quettajailwa on
No. 16 from the decision of the chair, Legislative Assembry central
I92l-40, giving the definition of the term .recent, which was
interpreted to imply that as soon as a matter was brought to the
notice of a member and he wished discussion thereon, he should
have the first availabre opportunity to bring it before the House.

Mr. Chairman observed:

Senate Debates,
lst December, 1973.
p. 8.

"This ruling was given about an adjournment motion and
not a privilege motion. you have to satisfy the House
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that the word 'recent' may mean one thing for an ad-

be raised by the same member at the same sitting, the

question shall relate to a specific matter and shall be

raised at the earliest opportunity, the matter shall be such

as requires the intervention of the Senate and lastly' the

question shall not reflect on the personal conduct of the

President. Now, you must have noticed that there is no

word 'recent'. The word 'recent' is no where used in

rule 59 because it is one of the requirement of this rule

that the matter shall be raised at the earliest opportunity

Rule 71, which deals with the adjoumment motion,

requires in sub-clause (c) that it shall be restricted to a

matter of recent occurrence. Now you see the differ-

ence between the requirement ofa priv ilege motion and

adjoumment motion. While for an adjoumment motion it
must be a matter of recent occurrence' there is no such

condition in case of a privilege motion. That is why I
said that the Honourable Speaker had given a ruling an

with regard to an adjournment motion. As I pointed out

earlier that it is a very important thing and you want to

adjoum the House to discuss certain inatter which is of
urgency and of recent occurrence but in your recent

privilege motion these conditions are not fulfilled. So, on

this ground I thought that the two are distinguishable

from each other.

Senate Debates,
12th December, 1973,

pp.2l4-2t8.
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166. MOTTON UNDER RULE 83 (3) MAy BE MOVED FOR
Tfm SAKE OFREGULATION: MOTION MOVED: RULE
83 (2) DISPENSED WrTH:

On l3th December, 1973, when the Chairman called for
legislative business, the Minister for Labour and works, who was
to pilot the Employees (cost of Living) Relief Bi[, 1973 solicited
Mr' chairman's guidance as to whether it was necessary to move
the motion for the waiver of the requirement of subrure 2 of Rule

Senate Debates,
l3th December,lg'13,
p.245.

167. MOTION: THE CHAIR SHOTLD GO By THE
RECORD:

On 2lst December, 1973; when discussion on a motion under
rule 187 regarding inefficiency of pakistan western Railway was
resumed, the Minister incharge stated that Khawaja Mohammad
Safdar had already made a statement on the Motion. The Minister
said that the motion was discussed except that he had to make a
reply because Khawaja Mohammad Safdar, the mover of the motion
had finished his speech, at the time the sitting concluded because of
lack of quorum.

The Chairman said :

"I,et me look up the record .... According to the record,
Khawaja Mohammad Safdar, the mover of this motion
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was on his feet. He was making a speech when the

quorum was broken. . . . He was speaking' still when it

was noted that there was no quorum then the Presiding

Officer was pleased to say, "There is no quorum, the

House is adjoumed to meet again at 10.00 a m on Mon-

day"

The Minister replied :

"Actually what happened was that Khawaja Sahib had

more or less finished his sPeech".

The Chairman ruled :

" I should, go by the record. The record shows that he

was on his feet. He has a right to speak."

Senate Debates,
2lst December. 1973

p.361.

168. MOTION: OBJECTION UNDER RULE 85: A FORMAL
MOTION HAS TO BE MOVED:

On l4th February, 1974 when the motion for consideration of
the Banks (Nationalisation) Bill, 1974, moved earlier by Minister

for. Finance, was taken up for further consideration, a member

raised objection under rule 85 of the Senate Rules of Procedure to

the effect that the Bill was against the injunctions of Islam, and

should, therefore, be referred to the Council of Islamic Ideology.

The Chairman asked the mover if he would formally move it. Senator

Khawaja Mohammad Safdar pointed out that no formal motion was

needed in that case because the member had already raised an

objection and that was sufficient under rule 85 as there was no

mention of a motion in that rule.
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The Chairman ruled :

"With due deference to the experience and eminence of
Khawaja Safdar, I personally feel that a formal morion
has to be moved.',

Senate Debates,
l4th February,1974,
pp,540,541.

169. MOTION RE: pOLICy RELATING TO SUppLy OF
ATTA AT SUBSIDISED RATES: RULED THAI:

I. MOTIONS UNDER RULE I87 GOVERNED BY
CHAPTER XI OF THE RI.]LES OF PROCEDURE;

2. WORD ,.SUBSTANTIALLY" lN RULE ll5 (3)
CARRIED COMMONLY KNOWN MEANING:

3. PART OF TI{E MOTION BE DELETED TO MAKE
IT ADMISSIBLE FOR DISCUSSION:

On the 26th July, 1974, a Senator moved a motion under rule
187 to take into consideration the poricy relating to the supply of
Atta ar subsidised rares in view of the fact that t[e quality ii srctr
atta at the ration shops was berow normar standard jetpariising the
health of the general public.

The Minister Incharge opposed the motion on the ground that
it was a provincial matter and that Atta depots were controlred by
the provinces. supporting him another Minister pointed out that th!
motion was vaguely worded and was not specific.

In the course of discussion Mr. chairman observed that the
motion involved two issues---one was the policy of the Government
to subsidies wheat price which was the concern of the Federal
Government, the second was its distribution, and the checking of
adulteration which was a provincial matter. The motions underirle
187 were covered by Chapter XI on Resolutions of the Rules of
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Procedure wherein rule 115 (3) laid down that a Resolution shall be

clearly and precisely expressed and shall raise substantially one

definite issue' while the mover had mixed up two issues in one and

the same motion. Senator M' Zahurul Haq drew the attention of

the Chair to the fact that the qualifying word in rule 115 (3) was

Il.uU.tuntiutly" which did not imply only one issue and that it had

taken the rigiaity out of the rule- Mr' Chairman observed that the

term "substanti;lly" carried commonly well known meaning and

that the motion did raise two substantial Issues' One issue was the

foficy of the Federal Government to subsidise wheat price and the

,".ona was the failure of the provincial govemment to keep a vigilant

watch over the supply, disiribution or sale of wheat which was

being adulterated resulting in danger to public health'

Senator Sardar Mohammad Aslam on a point of order

submitted that they were not going to discuss the adulteration but

the policy whereupon Mr. Chairman observed that in that case the

latter part of the mttion should be dropped through an amendment'

Senattr M. Zahurul Haq moved the amendment which was not

opposed.Theamendedmotionwasallowedanddiscussed.Atthe
conclusion of discussion Mr. Chairman ruled:

"The motion as moved by the mover Mr' Qurban Ali Shah'

according to my view (I may be wrong) it did not look to be quite

admissible'becauseithastwoparts,oneProvincialandtheother
Central. So, I said if you drop that part of the motion which relates

to the Provincial sphere, then it will become relevant and in order to

make it relevant and admissible I requested if some body could

moveanamendmentdroppingthepartinquestionsothatitwill
become relevant. I think it was Mr. Zahurul Haq who moved that

amendment dropping the latter part and leaving the first' which

related to the Federal Government. Therefore, it will be a motion

and will not be put to the House and treated as talked out'"

Senate Debates,
26thluly,L974.
pp.43-45.
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170. POINT OF ORDER: RATSED WHEN OATH CEREMONY
WAS IN PROGRESS: CoNSTITUTION oF THE
SENATE NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH TI{E PROVI-
SIONS OF TI{E CONSTITUTION: NOT ALLOWED AI
THE STAGE OF OAIH CEREMONY:

On 6th August, 1973, when members of the Senate were
making oath' a senator raised a point of order that the House was
not constituted in accordance with the provisions of the constitution.
He read out clause (z) of Article 59 of the constitution and said
that the expression, "Proportional representation" in the clause meant
that the strength of all the parlies in the provincial Assemblies should
be reflected in the Senate. The presiding officer disagreeing with
the member observed that elections had been held on the basis of
proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote
and the result had been announced by the chief Election
Commissioner. He ruled that no point of order could be raised until
the Senate was properly constituted and the members of the Senate
who have been elected or chosen have taken ohactand after the
oath ceremony is over and the chairman is eetsed. "you can raise
this point of order, after wards". The presiding officer said.

Senate Debates,

6th August, 1973,
p. 3.

l7l. POINT OF ORDER : THERE CANNOT BE SECOND
POINT OF ORDER UNTIL THE FIRST POINT OF
ORDER IS DISPOSED OF:

On 7th September, 1973, the consideration of the Economic
Reforms (Amendment) Bill, 1973, was objected to by a Senator on
a point of order that members were not given sufficient time to
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study the Bill. Another Senator wanted to raise a second point of

ordei Mr. Chairman observed that he had not given his a ruling on

the earlier point of order and that "there cannot be a second point

of order to a Point of order".

Senate Debates.

7th September,1973,

Pp.l3.

172. POINT OF ORDER: CIRCULATION OF THE BILLS

AMONG MEMBERS WELL A}IEAD FOR STUDY AND

TO AVOID RECKLESS AMENDMENTS: UPIIELD:

On 7th September, 1973, Senator Mian Arif Iftikhar raised a

point of order asserting that as copies of the Economic Reforms

(Amendment) Bill, 1973 which was moved forconsideration by the

Minister for Production and Commerce, were not supplied to the

members well ahead of time, but just at the time of entering the

House, it was difficult to understand what it was, they did not know,

what they were amending. The Senator maintained that the

argument that the Bill was published in newspapers so that everybody

would come to know of it, goes against the ruling of Mr. Chairman

himself and that of the Speaker of National Assembly' The

newspapers were not officiatly considered a source of information

for the honourable members of the National Assembly or of the

Senate. The Senator maintained. " It is absolutely necessary that

members should be given some time to read the Bill."

Mr. Chairman observed:

"As you must have noted, the Senator has given a bit of
advice to the Minister that in future they should do the

thing properly. What he means to suggest is this that the
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notic
so th 

be given in advance,
I hope the Minister

must

Senate Debates.
7th September, 1973,
pp. 12-17.
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November.

Senate Debates,

5th December,1973.
p. 84.

174. POINT OF ORDER: A POINT OF ORDER MUST

FL]LFIL CONDITIONS LAID DOWN IN RULE' 209.

onl3thDecember,lgT3whendiscussionontheEmployees'
(Cost of Living): Relief Bill, 1973, was going on' the Leader of the

House, while referring to the spiralling prices, drew the attention of

members to the conditions prevailing in the neighouring country'

senator MuftizafarAli Nomani rising on a point of order said that

the high or low price of any thing in the neighbouring country could

not be made a topic of discussion' The Minister for Labour and

Works requested the Chair to rule whether it was- a point of order'

The Deputy Chairman read out rule 209 :

"A point of order shall relate to the interpretation or

enforcement of these rules or such Articles as regulate

the business of the Senate and shall raise a question

which is within the cognizance of the Chairman"' and

ruled that M:uftiZafar Ali's point was not relevant'

When Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar wanted to further

argue the point, the Deputy Chairman observed that it was not
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proper for him to reply on behalfofthe other persons or to express,
his own opinion on the point.

Senate, Debates,
13th, Decembr,1973,
pp.24-255.

175. POINT OF ORDER: PREVIOUS SANCTION OF
PRESIDENT: REGULATION SPECIFIED AI SERIAL
NO. IO IN THE SIXTH SC}IEDULED PROTECTED BY
ARTICLE 268 (2) NOT BEING AMENDED PREVIOUS
SANCTION OF PRESIDENT NOT REQUIRED FOR
AMENDING ACT 22 OF 1972: RTJLED OUT:

On 7th February 1974, Mr. Chairman ruled that previous
sanction of the president was not required for amendin g Actzz of
1972.

A question that the previous sanction of the president was
required was raised on 5th February, when the Minister for Finance,
moved the motion for consideration of the Foreign EX (prevention
of payments) (Amendment) Bill, lgT4.Thatmotion was objected.
to by senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar through a point of order
contending that the previous sanction of the president for introducing
the Bill was necessary as it sought to amend the Foreign Exchange
Repatriation Regulation, 1972 w,hich was included in the Sixth
Schedule of the Constitution at serial No. l0 and as such was
protected underArticle268 (2) and could not, therefore, be altered,
repealed or amended without the previous sanction of the president.
After hearing the arguments briefly Mr. chairman ruled out the
point of order on the ground that the Bill under consideration was a
separate piece of legislation which did not directly amend the
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protected Regulation and' therefore' no previous sanction of the

President was necessary for introducing it in the House' He promised

to give the reasons later on' The Chairman gave the detailed ruling'

on a subsequent date as follows'

"I have looked into the relevant Constitutional and Legal

provisions and found that the Foreign Exchange (hevention of

Payments) Bill, 1974, seeks to amend the Foreign Exchange

(Prevention of Payments ) Act, 1972, (Act' 22 of 1972) which came

into force on the 25th September,1972' that is to say' before the

enactment of the Constitution. This Act clearly provided that its

provisions were to have effect notwithstanding anything contained

in tte Foreign Exchange (Repariation) Regulation' Even before

the Constitutional provision was extended to the ForeignExchange

Repatriation Regulation, 1972, the Foreign Exchange (Prevention of

Payments) Act,l9Zl,had made certain provision independent of the

Regulation. Constitutional protection' has not been extended to the

nolign Exchange (Prevention of Payments) Act' 1972' There is '

therefore, no restriction on is being amended without the previous

sanction of the President. The Foreign Exchange (Prevention of

Payments) Act, 1972, is a separate and independent piece of legislation

*ho,"provisionsweretohaveeffectnotwithstandinganything
contained to the contrary in the Foreign Exchange @epatriation)

Regulation, 1972' For this reason,I rule that the previous sanction of

the hesident is not required for amending the Foreign Exchange

(Prevention of PaYments Act,\ 1972"'

Senate Debates,

5th February,1974.
pp.314-319
7thFebruary,1974'
pp.416
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176. POINT OF ORDER : TWO DAYS, NOTICE NECESSARY
TO MOVE CONSIDERATION MOTION OF A BILL
UPFIELD:

on the l2th February, 1974 the motion for consideration of
the Banks (Nationalisation) Bil, 1974 was moved by the Minister
for Finance, Senator Mr. Zahurul Haq rising on a point of order,
invited the attention of the chair to rule lM, and stated that the said
Bill had been passed by the National Assembly on llth February,
and it had been communicated to the Senate this morning. He argued
that compliance of rule 104 was necessary unress for reasons to be
given by the honourable Minister, the chairman was satisfied to do
away with two days, requirement. The Senator emphasised that
the discretion which was exercisabre under the rule should be based
on reason.

The Chairman observed :

"Normally, there should be two days, notice, I do not
think that the Chairman is bound to explain the reason.,,

The Senator insisted that the compliance of rule 104 was
necessary. The Minister, therefore, expressed his wilringness to give
time to the Opposition Members to move amendments.

The Chairman observed :

"Mr. Zahurul Haq, you are correct that there should be
two days' notice. The Minister will have no objection if
amendments are moved. I think you have carried the
day and your objection seems to have prevailed.
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We will take up this motion of Dr' Mubashir Hassan on the

14th.''

iillF*?illJlib,-,
pp.462465.

I77. POINT OF ORDER CAN BE RAISED WHEN SOME

THING IS DONE OR SAID AGAINST TTIE RULES:

On l5th February, 1974, amember during his speech on the

Banks (Nationalisation) Bill, I974,madea reference to the Peoples'

Party's manifesto- To this another member objected by saying that

the Bill was not the Peoples' Party's manifesto and that the member

was not relevant."

The Chairman observed :

" He was only referring to the remarks made by Dr'

Mubashir Hassan yesterday that since it was in the

Peoples' Party's manifesto that the banks should be

nationalised, therefore, it should be accepted'"

He directed Mr. Kamran Khan to continue but not to go into

details.

Senator Kamran Khan stated that what he had said was that

when the honorable Ministers speak in the House, they should not

unnecessarily bring in the Peoples' Party's manifesto'

..SenatorSardarMohammadAslamrisingonpointoforder

said why we should not mention the Party's manifesto ? The party

had got an overwhelming majority."
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The Chairman rules :

"Sardar Mohammad Aslam you should know that this is
no point of order. He may be saying something which
may not appear to you to be right. you can contradict
him in your speech when your turn comes. Making
reference to certain observations, does not come within
the purview of a point of order. If he does or says
something which is against the rules, then you can raise
a point of order. If he says, something which is not
palatable to you, you can say in course of your speech
that it is not correct but you cannot raise a point oforder
like this."

Senate Debates,
l5thFebruary, 1974
pp.606-607.

178. POINT OF ORDER: AN EXpLANATION CANNOT BE
MADE THROUGH A POINT OF ORDER:

On 1 st April, 197 4, when Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar
was speaking on his amendments, Senator Shahzad Gul sought
permission to explain a point.

The'Chairman did not allow him as Senator Khawaja
Mohammad Safdar was already speaking. He howeveq told him
that he could only raise a point of order. Thereupon the Senator
said that he was then raising a point of order.

The Chairman ruled

'1this is not a point of order. point of order is raised only
when rules are not being observed.,'

Senate Debates,
1st April,1974,
pp. L2I--23.
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179. POINT OF ORDER: PREVIOUS SANCTION OF

PRESIDENT: CONSIDERATION OF THE LAND
REFORMS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1974, WITHOUT
PREVIOUS SANCTION OF PRESIDENT AS REQUIRED

BY ARTICLE26S (2) RULED OUT AS:

(1) INTRODUCTION OR MOTION OF BILL
WITHOUT PREVIOUS SANCTION NOT BARRED

UNDER ARTICLES 268 (2) AS AGAINST
ARTICLES 74 AND 162.

(2) SANCTION MAY BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN

GMN BY VIRTUE OF ARTICLET' (3).

On Sth April, 1974, when Mr. Khurshid Hasan Mir, Minister

without Portfolio, rnoved the l,and Reforms (Amendment) Bill, 1974,

for consideration, Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar raised a

point of order that under Article 268 (2) of the Constitution the Bill
needed previous sanction of the President as it sought to amend the

following Regulations included in the Sixth Schedule to the

Constitution:

1. The Land Reforms Regulation' 1972:'

2. The Dir and Swat (Devolution and Distribution of
Property) Regulation, 1972 ;

3 . The Dir and Swat (Settlement of Disputes of immovable

Property) Regulation, 1972, and ;

4. The Land Reforms (Baluchistan Pat Feeder Canal)

Regulation, 1972.

The Minister accepted the objection as valid and said that the

sanction has been obtained, and that he had sent for the sanction

which he would place before the Chair. Khawaja Mohammad Safdar
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said that the date of president's sanction too would have to be
ascertained as the Biil had arready been passed by the Nationar
Assembly.

Adjourning the House at the request of the Minister
Mr. Chairman asked the Law Minister to come prepared to answer
the two points raised by Khawaja Mohammad Safdar.

On 10th April,l974,.when the Bill was raken up again,Sheikh
Mohammad Rashid, Minister for Hearth and Social welfare. stated
that on ZTthMarch, the prime Minister had advised the president
to accord previous sanction to the Bill. The president accorded the
sanction on the 29th March and it was countersigned by the prime
Ministeron lstApril.

The senator said that the Bill was introduced in the National
Assembly on 26th March, the Standing Committee's report on the
Bill was presented to the Assembly on 2TthMarchand the Bill was
passed by the Assembly on lst April. He maintained that when the
Bill was passed the President,s sanction as counter signed by the
Prime Minister was not there.

The Minister c
sanction to have been
the Bill : sanction of t
passed finally. He cited Articles 26g (z) andT4of the constitution,
the former lays down, " The laws specified in the Sixth schedule

withdrawal from the Public Account of the Federation or affect the
coinage or currency ofPakistan or the constitution or functions of
the State Bank of Pakistan shall not be introduced or moved in
Parliament except by or with the consenr of the Federal
Government". He said that under Article 74 consent of the Federal
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Govemment was clearly necessary before the introduction of a Bill

covered by that Article' but a Bill amending altering or repealing a

law in the sixth Schedule would not be operative unless the President

had given his aPProval.

TheSenatorarguedthataccordingtohisinterpretation,Article
268 (2) implied that a Bill which sought to alter' repeal or amend

any Law enumerated in the Sixth Schedule could not even be

introducedintheNationalAssembly,exceptwithpriorsanctionof
the President. That was the procedure but if it was not followed

from the very beginning, the result would not be desirable' He differed

with the interpretation that the sanction could be obtained any time

beforethepassageoftheBillandmaintainedthatasthesanction
*ur.ount".signeabythePrimeMinisterandtheBillwaspassed
by the National Assembly on the same day, it was not correctro

say that the requirements of the Constitution had been met' The

S"nuto. then quoted a ruling of the National Assembly of Pakistan

based on Article 26 0f the 1962 Constitution which laid down that a

Bill, or amendment of a Bill providing for or relating to preventive

detention shall not be introduced or moved in the National Assembly

without the previous consent of the President' He maintained that

he had rightty objected to the consideration of the Bill'

SenatorShahzadGulonapointofordersaidthatasrequired
byrule80(2)oftheRulesofProcedurethenoticeoftheBillwas
nlt u..o*panied by previous sanction of the President'

Mr.ChairmansaidthattheConstitutioncontemplatedtwo
sets of different legislations. one set included legislation which could

not even be introduced without the previous sanction of the president.

He cited Articles 74 and,162 0f the constitution and stressed that

eachoftheseArticlesclearlyandunambiguouslylaiddownthatno
Bill covered by the Article shall be introduced in Parliament (National

Assembly)exceptbyorwiththeconsentoftheFederalGovernment
or previlus sanction of the President' On the other hand the

introduction of the other set of legislation is not so barred. He read
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out Article 268 (2) of the constitution and pointing.out the difference
in language of this Article and Articres 74 and 162 said that Article
268 (2)' unlike Articles 74 and 162 did not use the expression,
"shall not be introduced, except with the consent of the Federal
Government previous sanction of the president". He continued that
the difference in language was deliberate and under Articl e26g (2)
no stage was found for the previous sanction. He added that an

75 which provides'

" No Act of Parliament and no provision in any such
Act shall be invalid by reason only that some
recommendation, previous sanction or consent required
by the Constitution was not given if the Act was assented
to or deemed to have been assented to in accordance
with the Constitution.',

The chairman held that the motion for consideration of the
Bill was in oider.

Senate Debates,
8thApril,1974,
pp.29T-295,
l0thApril,1974,
pp.30G-308.

180. POINT OF ORDER; SUSpENSION OF RULES: CFTAIR
NOT BOUND TO GIVE REASONS:

On the 24th Apil,1974, when the motion forconsideratinn of
the constitution (First Amendment) Bill ,lg74,was moved a Senatu"
on a point of order objected to the consideration of the Bill and
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stated that according to his information the Bill was passed by the

National Assembly the previous day and its notice to the Senate

Secretariat must have been given by the Minister Incharge the same

evening. Thus two days after the receipt of notice' as prescribed in

Rule lb4 of the Senate Rules of Procedure, had not yet elapsed

and hence the motion could not be discussed'

In reply to a query the Senator admitted that the Chairman

could suspena tni. or the other rules but there ought to be some

sound reasons for that.

Mr. Chairman ruled that:

" The words used in Rule 104 are : " Unless the Chairman

otherwise directs". Hence it is not incumbent on the

Chairman to give reasons for suspending the rule' I am

not bound to give reasons' Although there are many

reasons but under the rules I am not bound to give

reasons.".

Senate Debates,
24thApiL1974,
pp.689--{91.

181. POINT OF ORDER: PRIVATE MEMBERS' DAY BEING

A HOLIDAY NEXT WORKING DAY TO BE TREATED

AS PRIVATE MEMBERS, DAY: QI'JESTIONS NOT TO

BE ASKED ON THAT DAY: RULED OUT:

On 12th August, 197 4 , amember, raised a point of order that

under rule 22 0f the Rules of Procedure of the senate no Government

business could be transacted on that day. As the last Friday (a

private Members' Day) was a holiday, it should have been a private

members' day today. The question should not have, as such' been

set down in the orders of the day for that day'
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Another member pointed out that this point of order shourd be
raised after the questions as rure 36 providld that the first hour of
every sitting on all days except Fridays sha[ be availabre for
questions. And it was not Friday on that day.

The Presiding officer then drawing attention of the House to
rule 36 observed that the rure was very crear on this point and rured
out the point of order.

Senate Debates,
l2th Augusr,I974,
pp.333-335.

182. POINT OF ORDER: AITENDANCE OF MINISTERS:
OVER-RT]LED BTIT SENTIMENTS TO BE CONVEYED:

On 9th July, 1975, a member raised a point of order saying
that mostly the Ministers did not attend the Senate Session but
entrusted their business to other Ministers.

The chairman observed that legally a Minister could pilot the
Bill of another Minister but the wishes and sentiments of thi House
would be conveyed to the other Ministers.

Senate Debates,
9thJuly, 1975,
pp.7r-76.
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183. POINT OF ORDER: CLARIFICATION OF IN

CONSISTENCY OR DIFFICULTY JUSTIFYING

MOTION FOR SUSPENSION OF RULE 232 OF TL{E

RULES OF PROCEDURE AND CONDUCT OF

BUSINESS IN THE SENATE, 1973: DIFFICULTY

CLARIFIED: OVER.RULED:

On 13th August, 1975, a member raised a point of order

seeking clarificatioi of the particular incon-sistency or difficultywhich

n"."r.]tur"d the motion under rule 229 for suspension of rule 232

of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate'

1973, under which the Chamber should not be used for any purpose

other than that of a joint sitting, sittings of the Senate or the Assembly'

He asked the Minister though the Chair to clarify the difficulty or

inconsisten"y necessitating ttt" motion for suspension of rule 232to

,*, the (ashmir Council to meet in the Senate Chamber'

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs explained

the rationale of the motion for suspension outlining the composition

and functions of the Azad Jammu and Kashmir Council under the

newConstitutionofAzadJammuandKashmir'State'Notsatisfied
withtheMinister'sexplanation,themembersaidthatthePresident
of pakistan *u. .o*pit"nt to declare by notification that the Senate

Chamber would not be treated as Chamber on that particular date

and in that way suspension of rule 232 would be redundant'

The Chairman disagreeing with the member observed that

the Chamber was the property of the Senate and the Senate along

was competent to use it for any purpose' The point of order was

therefore, over-ruled.

Senate Debates'
13th August,1975,
pp.50-54.
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184. POINT OF ORDER: STATEMENT ON MERITS NOT TO
BE MADE BY TI{E MOVER UNLESS MOTION I{ELD
IN ORDER: ONLY A BRIEF STATEMENT oN BREACH
OF PRIVILEGE TO BE MADE BY T}IE MOVER:

On 5th March, 1976, a member moved a privilege motion
alleging breach of hispriv,ege resurting from the delayln repry to
his letter by the officials of the Ministry of Foreign efrairs. ihe
mover during his brief statement started making a speech on the
merits of the case.

The Minister for Law and parriamentary Affairs raised a point
of order saying that the mover could not be allowed ,o rnuk" u
speech. The mover had a right to make a short statement and then
he (the Minister) had a right to give a reply.

- The mover argued that there was no restriction of this kind in
the case of a privilege motion.

The chairman observed that unress he held the motion in order,
the mover could not make a speech on its merits. He could only
make a brief statement on the breach of his privilege.

Senate Debates,
5th March, 1976,
p.276.

185. POINT OF ORDER: SENATE NOT COMPETENT TOPASS RESOLUTIONS MENTIONED IN THECONSTITUTION: SUCH PowER VESTS IN
PARLIAMENT IN JOINT SITTING: RULED oUT oF
ORDER:

on I 5th Aprir, r97 6,the Minister for Law and parriamentary
Affairs in pursuance of Article 234 of the constitution moved a
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Resolution regarding enactment of law by Parliament to regulate

Co-operative Banking in Baluchistan'

Rising on a point of order a member took objection to the

moving of tf,e resolution saying that under the Constitution the Senate

is not competent to pass resolutions mentioned in the Constitution'

Accordini to his interpretation, the power to pass Constitutional

resolutions vests in pailiament in joint sitting and not the Senate

meeting separately. In support of his argument he referred to Articles

+l ana zl+ which cteaity provide that such resolurions shall be

passed by Parliament in joint sitting'

On enquiry by the Chairman, the member said that in the

Constitutionthewords.Parliamentinjointsitting'havebeenused
with reference to resolutions mentioned in Article s 47'232 and 1 54

of the constitution. The chairman observed that in the Constitution,

wherever the phrase 'Joint sitting' is used it means joint sitting of

both Houses of Parliament. The Minister for Law and Parliamentary

Affairs stated that under Article 50 0f the constitution, the

parliament consists of two Houses known as the National Assembly

and the Senate. Both Houses constitute the Parliament' Thus the

instant resolution can be moved in and passed by the National

Assembly or the Senate separately' When both Houses pass it' it

will be treated as having been passed by the Parliament'

TheChairmanobservedthatifParliamentinjointsittingonly
meant Parliament, then the words 'in joint sitting' were redundant'

The word 'Parliament' and the phrase 'Parliament in joint sitting'

conveyed different meanings. Parliament did not mean 'joint sitting'-

Referring to para (b) of clause I of Article 234 of the constitution,

he added, the President may by Proclamation declare that the power

of the Provincial Assembly shall be exercisable by, or under the

authority of, Parliament. The resolution which the Law Minister

sought to move was one which should have been passed by the

Provincial Assembly but since the Assembly is suspended as a

result of the Proclamation, the Parliament was acting by virtue of
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this Procramation on behalf of the provinciar Assembry. So thiswas a resolution which the parriament courd debate uni p*.-e.for the question what Constitutes parliament, it means the twoHouses but not necessariry a joint sining. whenever parriament injoint. sitting is required to detate an iss"u" or take a decision, it isspecifically mentioned in the constitution. But in the case oitni,resolution there is no such limitation. parliament i.e. thetwo Housessitting separately are therefore, competent to pass this resolution.
Concluding his observations, the Chairman ruled:

" My ruling on the objection raised by Khawaja
Mohammad Safdar is that the Law Minister is quite
competent to move the resolution and this House is iully
competent to entertain, discuss and pass or reject it. That
disposes of the objecti< n.,,

Senate Debates,
l5thApril,1976,
pp.l27-136.
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resolution, and any other rule ; nor was there any difficulty in

complying wittr tfrerequirementof sub-rule (2) of rule 114' According

to him, the word "diffic;1ry;;meant 'impossibility' of application of

any rule.

The Law Minister argued that there would be difficulty in

pur.ing it" budget oi gutt;hi'tan in time by Parliament in joint

sitting in case the requirement of sub-rule (2) of rule 114 was not

dispensed with. He added that as the motion was included in the

Orders of the Day, it showed that the consent of the Chairman had

been obtained. The member who r rised the point of order contended

that the delay on the part of the Government in bringing before the

HousetheresolutionauthorisingParliamentinjointsittingtopasS
the budget of Baluchistan was not a difficutty within the meaning of

rr,'e226,as it could have been easily avoided by the Government'

The Chairman read out the relevant part of ru.le 229' which

says " Whenever any inconsistency or difficulty arises in the

application of these 'uit', 
uny member may with the consent of the

Chairman and observed that the very fact that he had-called

upon the Leader of the House to move the motion implied that the

consent was there. It was not necessary for the Chairman to glve

his consent in writing, he added. with regard to the question of '

'difficulty', the Chairman observed that under the Proclamation the

powers of ,t" Provincial Assembly of Baluchistan had been

delegated to and the Provincial budget had to be passed by Parliament

in jo"int sitting befbre the end of June' He added that unless the

resolutionwastakenupthatday(22ndJune)therewouldbedifficulty
as very few days were left for the passing of the budget by

Parliament in joint sitting in time' Explaining the meaning of the

word 'difficulty' the Chairman said that it did not mean

'impossibility' . 'Difficulty', according to him' is a thing which can

be overcome but 'impossibility' is a thing which cannot be overcome'

Concluding his observation' the Chairman held that Parliament in

fint ,ittnf would face difficulty in passing the budget in time if the
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requirement of rule ll4 (2) was not dispensed with. The point oforder was, therefore, over-ruled.

187. POINT OF ORDER: INADMISSIBILITY OFBALUCHISTAN BUDGET RESoLUTIoN: THE
RESOLUTION DID NOT CONTAIN ARGI]MENTS AND
INFERENCES_RTILED OUT:

On22nd June, 1976, the Minister for law and parliamentary
Affairs beg to move resolution regarding passing JB;i;il;;,
Annual and Supplementary Budgei stateirents by parliament.

A member raised a point of order saying that the resolution
contained "arguments and inferences'i and was, therefore,
inadmissible under Rure ll5(4) of the Rures of procedure and
Business in the Senate,1973.

The Chairman ruled out the point of order, as the resolution
did not contain inferences and arguments and was not t i, Uy .ui,ll5 of the Rules.

Senate Debates,
22ndJune,1976,
pp.36-40.

Senate Debates,
22ndlune,19'16,
p.43.

188. POINT OF ORDER: pARLIAMENT INCOMPETENT TOIMPLEMENT RESOLUTION FOR LEGISLATING
ABOUT TOURISM: UP-HELD AND RESOLUTION
DEFERRED:

On24thJune,l976,the Minister of State forTourism moved
the resolution in the senate relating to the standards of service and
amenities for tourist in Hotels sad Restaurants.
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A member raised a point of order saying that the Parliament

was not competent to implement resolution for legislation about

tourism, as that was included in the Concurrent list at item No' 42'

He maintained that the Parliament couldby law regulate any matter

not enumerated in either list in the Fourth Schedule' if two or more

Provincial Assemblies passed resolution to that effect under Article

144 of the Constitution.

The Chairman upheld the point of order and deferred the

resolution to some other date'

Senate Debates,

24thdune,1976,
p.60.

189. POINT OF ORDER: EXPUNCTION OF SUPPLE-

MENTARIES AND ALL DISCUSSION RELATING TO

QUESTION NO. 11, THE ANSWER TO WHICH WAS

RULED OUT AS IMPROPER:

On 8th July, 1976, Mr' Mohammad Hanif Khan raised a point

of order that all the supplementaries and discussion relating to

Question No. l1 pertaining to stoppage of placing advertisements

,i Ouity Nawa-i-Waqt by Government be expunged as irrelevant'

The objection was opposed by Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

from the oPPosition.

Mr. Chairman ruled "All the supplementaries and discussion

relating thereto cannot be ruled as irrelevant' particularly when the

other side was answering and had not objected to that"'

Senate Debates,

8thJuly,1976,
p.269.





l9l. POINT OF ORDER: COMMENTS ON SUBJUDICE

CASES: COMMENTS ON SUCH CASES MAY

PREJUDICE THEIR MERITS: UPHELD:

on25thAugustlgT6,whentheDef.enceofPakistan(Third
Amendment) Bill, 1976, was under discussion a member raised a

point of order that the member speaking on the subject was

co*m"nting on the charges for which some of the political leaders

had been arrested and as such comments may prejudice the merits

of their cases pending before the courts' The member who was

making the speech queitioning the validity of the point of order said

that he*was only referring to what was reported in the press about

such cases.

The Chairman upheld the point of order and directed the

member concerned not to comment on the charges for which same

political leaders had been arrested because that would prejudice

the merits of the cases.

Senate Debates.

24th August,1976,
pp.46-53.

Senate Debates,

25th August,1976,
pp.85-86.
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192. POINT OF ORDER: DISCUSSION ON RICE HUSKTNG
CORPORATION NOT RELEVANT TO THE
DISCUSSION ON COTTON GINNING CONTROL AND
DEVELOPMENT BILL, 1976-I]PHELD:

On lst September, 1976, when rhe Cotton Ginning (Control
and Development) Bill, 1976, was under consideration, a member
raised a point of order saying that the discussion on the Rice Husking
corporation was not relevant and that the speaker should confin!
himself tothe Bill.

The Deputy Chairman observed that the point of order was
valid. The member could give an example and pass on to the Bill
instead of elaborating other issues.

Senate Debates,
lst September,1976,
p.2r3.

193. POINT OF ORDER: MIS-STATEMENT THAT HOLY
QURAN COIJLD BE AMENDED-RULED OUT:

On 8th September, 1976, when the Constitution (Fifth
Amendmen0 Bill, 1976, was under discussion a member raised a
point of order saying that the speaker's siatement that the Holy
Quran had also been amended was against the basic faith oi
Muslims. The chairman over-ruled the point of order on the ground
that the member who made the speech never said so.

Senate Debates.
8th Septembet 1976,
pp.496497.
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1%'. POINT OF ORDER: TFIE WORD WRITTEN IN HAND

IN A CLAUSE OF THE BILL WAS NOT APPROVED

BY THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY AND SHOULD BE

IGNORED: OVER RULED AS TYPING OF Tlm WORD

WAS NOT NECESSARY:

OnthelTthNovember,lgT6,whentheLegalPractitioners
and Bar Councils (Second Amendmen| Bill' as passed by the

National Assembly, was under consideration, a member' raising a

p"mi 
"r ".aer 

said that the word .Second' in clause (1) of the Bill
'had 

been written in hand. He contended that the Bill, as passed by

the National Assembly, should be considered. The Chairman ruled

""i,t" 
point of order on the ground that.clause (1) of the Bill

appended to the message received from the National Assembly

trai ttre word 'second' written in it in hand and that he could not

buttakeCognisanceoftheBillreceivedwiththemessage.He
added that eien if the word 'second' did not appear in the clause of
the Bill as passed by the National Assembly, the Secretary of the

Assembly was competent underrule22l of theRules of Procedure

and Conduct of Buslness in the National Assembly, to add the word

'second' in the clause 
senate Debates,

lTth November. 1976.

p.126.

195. POINT OF ORDER: PREVIOUS SANCTION OF THE

PRESIDENT UNDER RULE 8O(2) LACKING IN
RESPECI' OF THE LAND REFORMS (SECOND

AMENDMENT) BILL, 1976 SANCTION OF THE

PRESIDENT MUST ACCOMPANY THE NOTICE OF

TTIE BILL: BILL WAS ORIGINALLY AN ORDINANCE

PROMTJLGATED BY TI{E PRESIDENT, LAID BEFORE

AND PASSED BY NAf,IONAL ASSEMBLY SANCTION

NOT REQUIRED: RULED OIJT OF ORDER:

On 22nd November, 1976, the Minister for Food and

Agriculture moved that the Bill further to amend the Land Reforms
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Regulation 1972,k, taken into consideration. Khawaja Mohammad
Safdar raised the point of order that as the Bill sougtrt to amend the
I and Reforms Regulation, r97z which was specified in the sixth
schedule to the Constitution, it could not be amended without the
previous sanction of the president. clause (2) of Article 26g of the
Constitution clearly provided that the laws specified in the Sixth
Schedule shall not be altered, repealed or arnended without the
previous sanction of the president. He contended that under rule
80(2) of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the
Senate, 1973. the notice shourd be accompanied by a copy of the
sanction' Since no copy of the sanction accompanied the notice,
the Bill could not be taken into consideration in the Senate.

Sheikh Mohammad Rashid, Minister forFood and Agricurture,
argued that this Bill was originally an ordinance and sanction of the
President was obtained for its promulgation. Therefore, he
contended, there was no necessity for obtaining the sanction of the
President again for consideration of the Bill. Senator Masud Ahmad
Khan argued that an ordinance laid before the National Assembly
was deemed to be a bill and that the sanction of the presidenr was
implied as it was mentioned in the preamble of the ordinance that
the President was satisfied that circumstances did exist fbr its
promulgation.

Khawaja Mohammad safdar drew the attention of the Hduse
to Articles 89 (3) and 268 (2) of the Constitution and said that as
the Bill sought to amend a law which was specified in the Sixth
Schedule, the previous sanction of the president for its consideration
in the senate was essential. The Minister observed that the objection
in this regard was not raised in the National Assembly while iassing
this Bill ; it implied that the requirement of the previous sanctioi
accompanying the notice was waived there. Khawaja Mohammad
Safdar reiterated that the sanction obtained by the Minister for the
ordinance was not sufficient for consideration of the Bill in question
in the Senate. Senator Kamal Azfar said that the rules and chapter
referred to by the objector were not applicable here as that chapter
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dealt with Bills originating in the Senate but the Bill under discussion

had come from the National Assembly' Secondly' he added' once

anordinancehadbeenpromulgatedwiththepreviousSanctionof
the President, a second sanction for its consideration either in the

National Assembly or in the Senate was neither necessary nor

possible because there was no time interval between the Ordinance

and the Bill for obtaining a second sanction' He argued that the

sanction given for the promulgation of the Ordinance was deemed

to be the ianction for iis becoming a Bill as under the Constitution

theordinancelaidbeforetheNationalAssemblywasdeemedto
be a Bill introduced in the National Assembly'

After hearing arguments from both sides, the Deputy Chairman

ruled:

"I am inclined, in fact, to accept the interpretation that

when an Ordinance is laid in the National Assembly and

itisdeemedtobeaBill,aformalsanctionforaBillis
not required, and rule 82 is not strictly applicable to such

Ordinances. Therefore, if, at all, there was any

inegularity, if anything was notdone intheLowerHouse'

that will not, in fact, affect legislation in the Senate'

Therefore,Ithinkrule82isnotstrictlyapplicableandit
is ruled out of order."

Senate Debates,
22nd November,I976,
pp.227---237.

1!b. POINT OF ORDER: DISCUSSION ON MATTERS

BEYOND TI{E SCOPE OF TI{E AMENDMENT UNDER

SECTION 8 OF TIIE POLITICAL PARTIES ACT, 1962:

UPTIELD:

On 4th January, 1977, when the Bill regarding amendment

under Sec. 8 0f the Political Parties Act,l962,was under discussion
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the I aw Miniser raised a point of order saying thar the speaker
was dealing with procedure as contemplated under Sec. i while
the Bill was to amend Section 8 ofthe Act and thus he was going
beyond the scope of the Bill.

The Speaker mainained that he was exptaining various aspects
of the Bill and was relevant.

The Deputy Chairman upheld the point of order and asked
the speaker not to be irrelevant.

Senate, Debates,
4th January, 1977,
p.375.

197. POINT OF ORDER: SUGGESTION TO REFER THE
BILL TO A SELECT COMMITTEE: NOT A POINT oF
ORDER:

On 29th April, 1977, when the I€ader of the House was on
his feet during the discussion on a Bill, a member rising on a point
of order suggested that rhe Bill in hand be referred to a Select
Committee as apparently there, seemed to be some illegality in it.

The Chairman ruled that there was no irregularity in the
procedure and the point raised was not a point of order.

Senate Debates,
9th April, 1977,
p.90.
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198. PRESS: MISREPORTING OF PROCEEDINGS: ALL
PAPERS WHICH MISREPORTED TO BRING OUT A

CORRECT REPORT:

Assembly, he made a statement wherein he had mentioned that

only one newspaper had misreported the proceedings' But when

he left the Assembly, he found that it was not only one but many

newspapers which had misreported these proceedings. This might

lead to some kind of confusion and misunderstanding in the minds

of the public. Therefore, the press report needed correction.

'Mashreq' and 'The Pakistan Times' reported the proceedings

correctly but 'Nawa-i-Waqat' and 'Dawn' misreported it'

The Chairman observed :

"The speeches of the Minister concerned and the

members of the Opposition have been correctly reported

only by 'The Pakistan Times'. So, I would like the other

newspapers also to toe the line of 'The Pakistan Times'

and correct the whole thing in tomorrow's issue ""I
would like the papers concemed, particularly 'Jang', to

do correct reporting in tomorrow's issue just on the lines
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of 'The Pakistan Times'. I say this to all particularly the
'Jang' because Jang's banner headline is so misleading
that itchanges the whole structure, the whole thing ....So,
I hope that all the papers which have misquoted the
proceedings with regard to the Transfer of property
Ordinance (Repeal) Bill would bring out tomorrow a
correct report. They will correct their mistake."

Senate Debates,
lTth Apil,1974,
pp.509-513.

199. PRIVILEGE MOTION: BREACH OF PRIVILEGE OF
SENATOR KHAWAJA MOHAMMAD SAFDAR
BECAUSE OF HIS ARREST DURING THE SENATE
SESSION AND FAILURE OF POLICE TO INTIMATE
TI{E EACT OF HIS ARREST AND RELEASE TO THE
CHAIRMAN SENATE, AS REQUIRED BY RULES 64
AND 65: MOTION NOT RAISED AT THE EARLIEST
OPPORTUNITY: BUT OMISSION ON THE PART oF
THE POLICE TO INTIMATE THE ARREST AND
RELEASE OF THE MEMBER TO THE CHAIRMAN,
SENATE, HELD A BREACH OF COLLECTIVE
PRIVILEGE OF THE HOUSE; MOTION HELD
ADMISSIBLE ON THIS GROUND:

On lst December, 1973, Senator Khawaja Mohamrnad Safdar
raised a question involving breach of privilege arising out of his
arrest and detention for three hours and subsequent release without
intimation to the Chairman, Senate.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs raised the
objection that the motion was hit by rule 59(l) which prevented a
member from raising more than one question of privilege at the
same sitting. He maintained that the mover had tabled another
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privilege motion as well ; the two motions had been taken notice of

and circulated bY the Chair.

The Chairman observed that the rule did not prevent a member

from giving notice of more than one privilege motion on the same

aay, u-ut ualed the raising of morg than one question of privilege at

the same sitting by the same member'

On the Law Minister's proposal that the mover should give a

commitment that he would not move the other motion'

The Chairman observed:

' "Whether he commits or not, I would not allow"'

TheLawMinisterarguedthatthememberhadneitherbeen
arrested nor detained but had only been taken from one place to

another in a van and therefore no intimation to the chairman was

necessary. Even if it amounted to arrest or detention, it had not

been made within fourteen days before or after the session and did

not come within the scope of section 3 of the Members of the

opportunity. The Chairman reserved his ruling on these points to

the next sitting.

In the meeting of the Senate on 4th December, 1973' the

Chairman announced his ruling as under:

"On I st December, 1973' Khawaja Muhammad Safdar moved

a privilege motion alleging that he alongwith Nawabzada Nasrullah

Khan was arrested on 6th September, 1973;by the Superintendent

of Police, Lahore, from the office of the Pakistan Democratic Party

and taken under custody to the civil Lines Police Station, Lahore.

He was, however, released after about 2-3 hours, while the other
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person was detained under the Defence of pakistan Rules. The
mover made two points, namely:

(l) That the action of the Superintendent police amounted
to breach of his privilege and that of the Senate, in as
much as he was detained in contravention of the provision
of Section 3 of the Members of the National Assembly
(Exemption from Preventive Detention and personal
Appearance) Ordinance, 1963:

(2) That the fact of his arrest and subsequent release was
not intimated to the Chairmen of the Senate as required
by Rules 64 and 65 of the Rules of procedure and
Conduct of Business in the Senate,1973. The Minister
forParliamentary Affairs opposing the motion contended
that the action of the police in taking Khawaja
Mohammad Safdar alongwith anotherperson in the police
van and keeping them for two or three hours, did nor
amount to arrest or detention and as such, no breach of
privilege had been committed. The argument which he
advanced was that since the Member had failed to submit
his privilege motion at the earliest opportunity, as required
under sub-rule 2 of Rule 59, the motion was inadmissible.

In reply to the first argument Khawaja Mohammad Safdar
contended that the fact of has removal by the superintendent police
from the office of Pakistan Democratic party to the police station,
even though it was for two or three hours, camee within the definition
ofarrest and detention under the ordinary law and as such breach
of privilege had bean committed. With regard to the second
argument, his reply was that he leamt of the omission on the part of
the police to report his arrest and release only when he had availed
himself of the first opportunity to more his privilege motion.

Briefly, Khawaja Mohammad Safdar's complaint raises two
points: (l) Breach of his privilege because of his arrest during the
Senate session and (2) failure of police to report the arrest and
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release to the chairman of the senate as required by the Rules.

The action of the police in removing Khawaja Mohammad Safdar

from the party office ro the police station and in detaining him for

about 3 hours amounted to arrest or detention under the ordinary

law, cannot be seriously controverted. Restriction placed on the

movement of a person against his consent for howsoever short a

period, amounted to arrest and, therefore' I have on hesitation in

holding that Khawaja Mohammad Safdar was placed under arrest

or, for that matter under detention on the 6th September, 1973, when

he was removed in police van from the party office to the police

station. Next, the right of a member to move a privilege motion is

governed by the conditions laid down in rule 57 of the Rules of
Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate. Sub-rule (2)

require in unequivocal terms that the question shall be raised at the

earliest opportuniry. This condition is mandatory and must be complied

with. The Senate session lasted from 4th to l5th Septembeq 1973,

but the mover of the motion deliberately did not care to attend the

session and lodged his complaint to the House by moving a privilege'

motion. Remedy for the redress of the wrong was open to Khawaja

Mohammad Safdar but he knowingly did not avail of it. Since the

condition in sub-rule (2) of Rule 59 is indispensable and the mover

failed to comply with it, I have no altemative but to rule the motion

inadmissible on this ground.

As regards the second point, namely, the omission on the pan

of the Superintendent Police to report the arrest and release of
Khawaja Mohammad Safdar, there can be no manner of doubt that

the arresting authority has clearly contravened the mandatory

provisions of rules 64 and 65 which, enjoin upon him to immediately

intimate the arrest and release of the Member to the Chairman of
the Senate. It is not disputed that in this particular case, the Police

did not intimate either the arrest or the release of Khawaja
Mohammad Safdar to the Chairman of the Senate as required by

the Rules. As such, the conduct of the arresting authority, namely,

the Superintendent of Police amounted to gross contravention of
the mandatory provisions of the Rules of Procedure and, therefore,
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objectionable. since thus omission on the part of the police official
concerned constitutes a breach of the collective privilege of the
House, I hold the motion to be in order on this ground only.

Senate Debates,
lst December, 1973,
pp.7-16.
4th Decembeu 1973,
pp. 47-49.

2OO. PRIVILEGE MOTION: RULED INADMISSIBLE AS
BEING LATE:

On 4th December, 1973, amember raised a question of breach
of privilege. He contended that his arrest under rule 49 of DpR in
August, 1973, his detention in the judicial lock up of Lahore District
Jail in a cell meant forcondemned prisoners with no ceilingfan and
his treatment there as a 'c' class prisoner amounted to breach of
his privilege.

The Minister for Law and parliamentary Affairs objected to
the motion on the ground that it had not been raised at the earliest
opportunity. The alleged incident had taken place in August, 1973
and the motion had been tabled in the month of December, 1973.
He contended that the motion was clearly hit by rule 59 (2).

of the delay in bringing it before the House.

Senate Debates,
4th December,1973.
pp.5l-53.
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PRIVILEGE WHICH WAS BREACTIED:

On llth December, 1973, a member raised a question of

breach ofpriv
1973, and his

despite his re

as an '.Ft' class Prisoner.

The Minister concemed took objection to the motion on the

ground that t' 1973' and the

motion was b 1973' According

to him it had ted rule 59 (ii) of

the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate'

whichrequiresthataquestionofprivilegeshallberaisedatthe
earliest opportunitY.

The mover stated that his motion was based on the information

conveyed to him through a letter received by him the day before'

He had drafted rhe motion and submitted it in the morning with the

document which must be available in the Senate Secretariat.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs rose on point

of order and asked the member to specify the privilege that had

beenbreached.ThemoverStatedthattheprivilegesenjoyedbythe
National Assembly members were admissible to the Senators also'

Senators were mentioned at No. 16 0f the warrant of Precedence,

theirstatuswashigherthanthatofMajor-GeneralandSecretary
and other dignitaries and they were treated as vIPs through-out

the country.

The Chairman ruled the motion out of order on the grounds

that (i) the mover had failed to show that any breach of privilege
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had been committed ; (ii) he did nor raise the question at the earliest
opportunity; and (iii) it was doubtful whether the Senate had any
power to intervene in the matter

Senate Debates,
I lth December, 1973,

PP. 176--183.

2tr2 PRIVILEGE MOTION: TREATMENT OF SENATOR MIR
MAHMOOD AZZ KURD AS CLASS 'B' PRISONER
IN DISTRJCT JAIL QIJETTA: QUESTION NOT RAISED
AT THE EARLIEST APFORTT,N]TY: SENATE I]NABLE
TO INTERVENE IN THE MATTER: RULED OUT OF
ORDER:

On l2th Decembet 1973, a member sought leave to raise a
question of breach of Privilege arising out of the treatrnent of Senator
Mir Mahmood Aziz Kurd detained in District Jail, Quetta" as 'B'
class prisoner and refusal of the Govemment of Baluchistan to
accord the Senator the requisite status injail.

Taking objection to the admissibility ofthe motion on technical
grounds, the concemed Minister stated that the mover had not cited
any provision of the Constitutiur, law u rules under which the Senator
enjoyed any privilege which had been violated by the authorities
concemed by treating him as a ' B ' class prisoner. Secondly, the
mover had failed to raise the question at the earliest opporrunity.
The member was arrested in Augusr, 1974 but the Question of his
breach ofprivilege was being raised now in dre middle ofDecember.

Replying to the objections of the Minister, the mover stated
that he got this information through a copy of the letter addressed to
ttp Chairman ofthe Senare. Accordingly he tabled the motion the day
before yesterday before the commencement of the Senate session.
He referred to Decision No. 16 from the Decisions of the Chair-
Indian Cenn'al I-egislative Assembly ( 1921-1940) which defined the
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scope of the term'recent
brought to the notice of the

thereon, he should have th

the Assembly . Therefore, he contended, he availed himself of the

first available opportunity to bring this matter before the Senate by

tabling the motion day before yesterday'

TheChairmanremarkedthatthedecisionquotedbythemover
was about an adjoumment motion, and not a, privilege motion' He

asked the mover to explain how this definition of the term ' recent'

would apply to a Privilege motion'

Themoverrepliedthatinhisopiniontheterms,'earliest
opportunity' and 'recent occurrence' carry the same meaning'

niptying to the other objections of the Minister he drew attention

of ine Chuir to a lener issued by the Senate Secretariat on 6th

October, 1973, saying that the members of the Senate, its Deputy

chairman and chairman were entitled to the same privileges and

courtesies as were admissible tothe members of the National Assembly,

its Deputy speaker and speaker as laid down in the Members of the

Senate (Salaries, Allowances and Privileges) Order, 1973' He also

referred to the Warrant of Precedence for Pakistan in support of his

contention. According to the Jail Manual also he argued, a Senator

while injail shouldbe giventherequisite status in view ofhis educational

qualifications, standard of living, position in his party and his monthly

income being over five hundred rupees. Failure of the j ail authorities

not to accord VIP treatment to the detinue therefore, tantamounted

to the violation of the aforesaid privilege of the Senator.

The Minister rebutting the arguments of the mover observed

that his first objection still holds good that the notice of the motion

was given very late although it was within the knowledge of the mover

that the Senator was arrested and given class 'B' in jail as far back

as lTth August, l974.Onthis score alone the motion should be ruled

out of order. Secondly, the mover did not cite any specific provision

of law which specified grant of 'A' class or 'B' class in jail as a

privilege of a Senator.
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After hearing the arguments the chairman observed that the
objections raised by the Minister prevailed for three reasons. First,
no rule or law or provision of the constitution had been cited wherein
it had been specifically aid down that a member of the Senate must
be classified as 'A' class prisoner in Jail. secondly it was not clear
whether a Senator was entitled to the privilege of being granted 'A'
class in prison. The relevant executive authority exercises its
discretion in determining whether a prisoner should be given .A
class or 'B'or 'C' class. As such the Senate was not competent to
order the executive to grant a particular class to a senator in prison.
Thirdly, the mover did not take the first opportunity to give notice of
the motion. The argument that as he did not know of it earlier or he
could not bring it to the notice of the House at the earliest opportunity
was not tenable. On these grounds, the Chairman ruled the motion
out of order with the following observations:

"I cannot hold it in order. But I must suggest to the
Government to consider this question favourably. I will
request the honourable Minister to consider this question
on humanitarian grounds, keeping in view the status of
the House and Senators. I hope and trust that the Minister
will give due weight to my suggestion that the Senators
should in no case be treated at a level less than that
accorded to the other dignitaries."

Senate Debates,
12th December, 1973,
pp. 21+224.

203. PRIVILEGE MOTION: MEDICAL TREATMENT oF
MIR MAHMOOD AZIZ KURD: MINISTER'S
ASSURANCE: MOVER SATISFIED: RULED AS
WITHDRAWN:

On 13th December, t973, aSenator sought to raise the question
of the Privilege of Senator Mir Mahmod Aziz Kurd, who was
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arrested in August, 1973, and lodged in the District Jail, Quetta.

The Jail Medical Officer directed that the Senator who was ill should

be sent to the Civil Hospital for proper treatment. The Senator was

taken to the Civil Hospital, but was brought back to the District Jail

after about two days on the plea of shortage of police guard. There

being no permanent doctor in the Jail the doctor visited the Jail once

a week, and no proper medical aid was available. The provincial

govemment by refirsing Senator Mir Mahmood Aziz Kurd to be

sent to hospital for proper treatment had committed a gross breach

ofprivilege of the Senator. The mover apPealed to the Minister for
Interior that as no medical facilities were available in Jail, he could

by way of human sympathy use his good offices and arrange for
better medical facilities be fitting a Senator.

The Minister stated that the mover of the motion would be

satisfied to know that the Senator had been attended to by the

Medical Specialist. He was given 'A class within three days of his

arrest. A full time Medical Officer was on the staff of the Jail. The
present state of the Senator's health was satisfactory.

The Mover was satisfied at the Minister's statement and

requested to withdraw his motion.

Mr. Chairman ruled :

" So the privilege motion is withdrawn in view of the explanation

and reply given by the honourable Home Minister" .

Senate Debates,
l3th December, 1973,

pp. 23U--233.
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204. PRIVILEGE MOTION: INCORRECT REPORT ABOUT
VOTING IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBL: BREACH OF
PRIVILEGE OF TIIE MOVER'S PAMY: RULED OUT:
PARTIES HAVE NO PRTVILEGES: BREACH OF
PRIVILEGE OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CANNOT BE
DISCUSSED IN TT{E SENATE:

On the 25th April, 1974, a Senator sought to raise discussion on

a question of breach of privilege of his party 
-Jamiat-ul-Ulema-e-Islam and submitted that incorrect reporting had been done about

the National Assembly in the Nawa-i-Waqt editorial of March 25,

1974, wherein it was stated that thirteen members of the Assembly
did not take part in the voting and from the Opposition in the National

Assembly, the National Awami Party, Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam
(Mufti Group) and Sirdar Shaukat Hyat Khan also voted in favour
of the Bill. This misreporting, the Senatorcomplained, had impaired

the position of his party.

The Chairman refened to rule 57 of the Rules of Procedure

and Conduct of Business in the Senate, 1973,and observed that if
the privilege of a member or of the Senate or of a Committee was

violated the question could be raised, but there was no provision in
the rules for raising the question of breach of privilege of a party.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion and asked as to how a breach of privilge, alleged to have

occurred in the National Assembly, could be made the subject matter

of a privilege motion in the Senate.

After some discussion, the Chairman ruled the motion out of
order with the following observation:

"I have already said that a question involving a breach

of privilege of a Member of the Senate or a Committee
thereof, may be raised. He can say that Nawa-i-Waqt
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has committed a breach of his privilege or whatever has

been done. I cannot, however express my opinion on

the privilege of the Members of the National Assembly,

because that is the concern of the National Assembly.

Therefore, I very reluctantly rule this privilege motion

out of order".

Senate Debates,
25thApil,1974,
pp. 695--696.

205. PRMLEGE MOTIONS: MOTION NOT TO HAVE
PRECEDENCE OVER QUESTIONS:

On 25th July,I974, when the Chairman, called for questions,

a member rose to seek permission of the Chairman for raising a

question of privilege first. The Chairman asked the Senator if he

wanted it to be taken up even before the questions. The member

replied in the affrrmative and in support of his standpoint referred to

rule 61 which read:

"A question of privilege shall have precedence over
adournment motions".

The Chairman observed that he had not taken up adjournment

motions. But, of course, he would give it precedence over
adjournment motions.

Senate Debates,

Z5thJuly,I974,

Pp.r-2.
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46. PRIVILEGE MOTION: FORCE USED AGATNSTMR. J. A. RAHIM: RULED AS OETERRED LTNTIL TmMINISTER IS PRESENT:

The Chairman ruled :

"This stands deferred untir the Interior Minister himserf
is present in the House',.

Senate Debates,
25thJuty, t974,
p. 9.

207. PRTVILFGE MOTION: DELAy IN PROCF.EDING WITHTIIE CASE AGAINST SENATOR MIR MAHM OOO IZUKURD: MINISTER CONCERNED NoT PRESENi.
DEFERRED:

On 29th July, l974,amember sought leave to raise a questionof breach of privirege as senator Mir-Mahmo od AzizKurd was
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neither being proceeded against nor released since l7th May' 1974

ffi;;;;"."';"s remanled bv the Member' Board of Revenue'

i.t.ni.,"", ," the Deputy Commissioner' Katat' The privilege

ilffiJGJ ir,u,,n" a"i"ntion of the Senator since 17th Mav'
'iiii,' 

*^t-i"r^ nde, with the sole object of preventing^him from

,n"riirg1n" S"".te session, and thus the privilege of a Senator as

*.tl as ii-,at of the Senate was being infringed'

The Minister Wrthout Portfolio' stated that the lnterior Minister

*-ri U" ii" pr.p"r member of the Govemrnent to reply to such a

privilege ailed information was

required ' raised a Preliminary

objectio jadice could not.be

IlirrJ i. rn" t""ate. The ver f the privilege motion

'ib.iadir."' 
If a case was referred

a lower judicial authority' then the

judicial authority and that authority

should be moved and the proper forum was the court' itself'

The moverdiffering with the Ministerclaimed that his privilege

motion complied with atl theconditions of admissibiliry land down in

rJJq. rft" condition which the Minister had sa d was being

utt*"t"d *u, not there in the rules That condition was laid down

i, ,i".rf". in respect of adjoumment motions Therefore' in the

;il.";i,h" #r that objection was without any substance' He'

however, stated the

Chair bY the Mi the

Home Minister his

objection, then he could elaborate his reply'

The Minister maintained that his objection was covered. by

item (iii) of rule 59; yet he requested that the motion be defened so

that the Interior Division also had time to study it'
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The opinion that he saw no way to:;:i:'fl: r,T:i::itrflTl#l'fi1:
could be done ? The case was pending since lTth of May, and
according to them his detention was malafide, illegal and unlawful.

Senator M. Zahural Haq sought permission to state that the
interpretation of earliest opportunity in rule 59 sub_rule (ii), as put
by the Chair, was not correct in the context of the case. The detention
was alleged to *, mala fide and it was a continuing wrong. If the
interpretation adopted was accepted, then a continuing wronjstarting
from lTth of May, if it had not been raised in the Senate, would be
clothed with legality or with impunity from the House. That should
not be the interpretation as could be held with regard to those
incidents which had become a closed chapter and had not been
raised at the earliest opponunity, but if a panicular incident was
continuing, then the interpretation would not be correct.

Mr. Chairman, however, did not appear to be convinced as
that analogy would not apply to the case that if some thing was a
continuing wrong, a mover could come to the House to raise the
question at any time convenient to him. It was not without
significance that the condition was put to the rules that it should be
raised at the earliest opportunity. Anyhow, on the agreed suggestion
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fromboth sides, the Chairman ruled :

"The privilege motion stands deferred and will be taken

up *t 
"n 

thJlnterior Minister is present in the House""

Senate Debates,

29thltly,l974,
pp.96-100.

208. PRIVILEGE MOTION: FAILURE OF THE DISTRICT

MAGISTRATE, QUETTA, TO INFORM CHAIRMAN

ABOUT A I\CN,BiRS' RELEASE ON BAIL: REFERRED

TO STANDING COMMITTEE:

On 30th July, 1974, a member sought to raise a question of

breach of privilege of the Senate as the DM' Quetta' had failed to

.o*pty *itt ,ot" 65 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of

Business in the Senate ,Ig73'He alleged that he was released on bail

on 19th June, 1974, but no information to that effect had been sent

to the Chairman of the Senate in the appropriate form set out in the

Second Schedule appended to the Rules'

Rao Abdus Sattar, Leader of the House' stated that an inquiry

wouldbeheldandifitwasfoundoutthatnoinformationwassent
to the Chairman, appropriate action would be taken in the matter'

Another Member proposed that the matter could be referred to the

Standing Committee'

The Chairman observed that in his opinion the proper course to

adopt would be to refer this privilege motion to the Standing

Committee on Rules of Procedure and hivileges' A member. was

arrested and later on released on bail but the Deputy Colnmissioner

andDisnictMagisrateinviolationofrule65oftheRulesofProcedure
didnotsendarryintimationtotheChairmanoftheSenate.So,itwas
for the Standing Committee to probe into the matter'
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After taking the sense of the House the Chairman ruled :

"This privilege motion is referred lo the Standing
Committee in Rules of procedure and privileges,,.

Senate Debates,
30thJuly,1974,
pp. 118-119.

209. PRIVILEGE MOTION: DELAY IN DECISION oF CASE
AGAINST A SENATOR: MATTER SUB-JUDICE; HELD
INADMISSIBLE:

On the 6th August, l974,Khawaja Mohammad Safdar raised

Thc motion was opposed by the Minister for Interior on the
grounds that the member was arrested by the provinciar Govemment

malafide with the sole object of preventing him from attending the
session of the Senate was incorrect. The mover reiterated his

not apply for bail.
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rhereuPon ::frt'IiXl:
of admissibiliry i
is ;iii.r,h" 

's."ate 
Rules' was d be such as

;tiifu"ililJ;ition ol*'' s"nute rhe case.was penainc tif
in u-,.or.t of tu*. fhe Senate was' therefore' unable to intervene tn

it. The motion was ruled out of order'

Senate Debates,

6th August, 1974'

PP.22U-223'

suppressing the facts of the case'
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goltion of the proceedings of the Baruchistan Assembly in which Mr.
Raisani had
and injuring
the Baluchis
not say that uetta city on the 23rd July, 1974.

Another member drawing attention of the chair to Decision
No. 16' Decisions of the chair, (L92r-rg4o), said that the term earliest
opportunity meant that as soon as a matter of this kind *as brought
to thenotice of the member, he should atthe firstavailabreopport;t
bring it before the Assembry. In this case the member raised the question
as soon, as he came to know of it. The chairman disagreeing with the
view of the member observed that the mring quoted by trim relatea to
an adjournment motion and dealt with the scope of the term..recent,,
as one ofthe conditions of admissibility of an adjournment motior/. It
was not applicable to a privilege motion. The term "receipt" is rerated
to @currence whereas the term "earriest" is with regard to the
moving of the motion. The chairman ruled out the morion on the
ground that it had not been established that Mr. Raisani had made
any statement to the effect that firing had taken place (in QuettaCity) on the night of the23rdtuty 19i4.

Ruling on the scope of the
some other occasion.

term "recent" was deferred to

Senate Debates,
29th August,l974,
pp.69G-708.
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and searched by a Police party without any search warrants' It

was further alleged that the police took away 40 pairs of Shalwar

and Qameez from, his house'

The motion was, however, deferred for consideration on 29th

November,1974.

In the meeting of the Senate on the 29th Novembet' 1974'the

Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs categorically denying

the allegations made in the motion stated that the search of the

Senators's house was conducted under a case FIR No' 159174

under Sections 3,4 and 5 of the Explosive Substances Act 1908'

and under Section 427 of the Pakistan Penal Code' Warrants of

search were issued by the Assistant Commissioner under Section

g6oftheCriminalProcedureCodeandwereshowntotheSenator

in the presence of witnesses and a Magistrate' The Assistant

Commiisioner, Quetta, had accompanied the police raiding p-arty

to ensure proPer execution of warrants in view of the status of the

Senator.Th"Mini.t"raddedthatinadditiontothis'theSenator
beinginvolvedinthreeothercriminalcaseswasatthattimelodged
in diitrictjail, Quetta, underjudicial lock-up as an 'A' class detainee'

As for the 40 piirs of Qimeiz and shalwar rhese were in the custody

of the police who were investigating whether these clothes were

being supplied clandestinely io the NAP workers or the Marri

suspects for use in unlawful activities'

' After hearing arguments from both sides of the House the

Chairman observed that the Senators enjoyed no such privilege

under which a Senator was exempt from house search or arrest if
involved in a criminal case' He, therefore' ruled the motion out of

orderinviewofthecategoricaldenialoftheallegationsmadeinthe
motion bY the Minister concemed'

Senate Debates,
29th November,1974,
pp.26l--267.
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212. PRIVILEGE MOTION: REFUSAL OF Sp eITETTA TORECEIVE CERTAIN SENAToRS: ALLEGATION
CATEGORICALLY DENIED BY TI{E MINISTER: HELDINADMISSIBLE:

On 23rd November, 1974, a member raised a question ofbreach of privilege.o.f the Senators alleging thar they ffi ,p-,t"superintendent of porice, euetta, to inf#m him that the Leader ofopposition in the Senate and two other Senators wanted to seehim' In repry the Senro to the sp tord the Senators that the Sp hadrefused to receive the Senators.

The Minister of State for Law and parliamentary Affairsopposing the motion categorically denied the allegatiorrunJ ruiathat the superintendent of porice, <-u"tt , did not refuse to receive theSenators. Even the Sento to the Superintendent of police, qu"ttu,
said nothing discourteous to the senators. The moverthen remarked
that if the superintendent of porice himsert instead ornis se,to, iua
sa

wi preoccupation

of y. TheMinister

po thediscussion
ice that if theofficer himself is busy, he asks his private Secretary or personal

Assistant to regret his inability to see the members and other visitors.

cours discussion of facts during the

to the 
e motion.The Chairman replying

a mot to know the facts in order to hold

After hearing discussion on various aspects of admissibility ofthe motion, the chairman observ:d that he was not satisfied thatthe Superintendent of porice had refused to receive the deputation ofthe Senators' In view of the deniar by the Minister of State forParliamentary Affairs that the sp h;d refused to receive thedeputation and in view of the admission by Mr. ZamamtdHussain,
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the mover, who said that the SP had told him that he was very busy

at that time and could not see the Senators' the Chairman held the

motioninadmissible'
Senate Debates,

23rd November, 1974,

pp. 105-114.

213. PRMLEGE MOTION: TREATMENT METED OUT BY

POLICE TO SENETOR ABDUL WAHID KI-IRD' WHILE

IN POLICE r-ocr-up IN QUETTA: HELD IN ORDER

AND REFERNEJiO TTM, CbMMIT.IEE ON RULES OF

PROCEDURE AND PRIVILEGES:

On 18th December, 1974' amember raised the question of

the breach of priuileg" oii"nutoi euaul Wahid Kurd and contended

that he was kept for.igi* days in the Cantonment Police Station'

euet 
D'----- 

!;.'"ffi::
heati -.^i-- L:

with covering his

eyes.

The Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs categorically

denied the allegation" mud" in the motion but asked for time to

consult the member-tont"*"a and call for a report from the

hovincial Government'

The Chairman suggested that under the circumstances the

best course for the ftousl-woutd be to let this privilege motion go to

the Standing Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Privileges'

The House agreed toiiit t'gg"stion and referred the motion to the

Committee concerned'

Senate Debates'

lSth December, 1974,

pp.502-5M.
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'RT'TLEGES 

Morr;: ENrRy oF po,.rcE rN
SENATOR KAMRAN KHAN'S HoUSE: SENAToR NoT
PREVENTED FROM PERFORMING HIS DUTIES: No
BRACH OF PRIVILEGE INVOLVED: RULED oUT:

before allowing the police to enter his house. As the police officer
failed to show the warrant, the police party had to leave. The mover
added that was being done to harass the members ofthe Opposition
on account of which he was not in a position to discharge his duties
as a member of the Senate with a peaceful mind. He reiterated that
the entry ofpolice into his house without a warrant was a breach of
his privilege not only as a member of the Senate but also as a
citizen of the country. In rhis context he also referred to clause (l)
Article l4 ofthe Consrirution.

admissibility of rhe
self-contradictory as

cer to show a search
warrant the police party had to leave which showed that nothing
had actually happened. Moreover, as the Senator was not present
in the house, the question of breach of privilege did not arise. He
added that as the police was a provincial responsibility, the Senate
was not the proper forum where this matter could be agitated.

The Minisbr of State for Law and
remarked that the motion was self-contradi
of the member had not been violated, the mot
he added.

Supporting the mover, another member observed that when
the question of breach of privilege of a member came up for
consideration, it should not be opposed merely on technical grounds.
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motion was ruled out of ordder'

Senate Debates,

27thJanuary,l975,
pp.l2G-l3l-

2I5. PRIVILEGE MOTION: BAN IMPOSED BY SINDH

GOVERNMENT ON VISIT OF SENATORS AND OTHER

DIGNITORTIES TO LUARI SHARIF: NO SUCH

PRIVILEGEEXISTS : MOVER DID NOT AVAIL OF THE

EARLIEST OPPORTIINITY: RULED OUT:

On2lthJanuary, 1975, Mr' J' A' Rahim raised a question of

breach of his privilege as well as the privilege of all Senators from

Sindh contending that in a circular letter dated 23rd December'

tgl4, rn ecting Ctrief Minister of Sindh under the orders of the

PrimeMinisterhaddirectedthatnoSenatorshallvisitLuariSharif
during any religious ceremony or on an occasion Iike an URS' He

uif"g""A ttrat this order was a clear breach of the privilege of all

Senators from Sindh'

The motion was opposed by the Minister for Law and

Parliamentary Affairs or the grounds that no such privilege as



Senate Debates,
27thJanuary,l975,
pp.tl2-122.
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The Minister of

motion and referring

thatthe RePortofthe
an exp
of that
before
not practicallY Possible to Pres

the Senate as some action had t

be printed which was a time-consuming Process' he added'

The mover suggested that the motiox may be refened to the

Committee on Rules ti pto""a*e and Privileges' The Committee

would look into ttre causes of delay due to the printing or any other

reason'

The Chairman asked the mover to state his grievance:l:TlI u'

the recommendations oithe Commission had already been laid before

the House and the Oou"tntn"rrt had not failed to lay the paper before

the House as clause fji of Article 160 did not specify t!9 ti^me

during which such recommendations were required to be laid before

both Houses. If that *"'" tt'" intention' the time limit would have

been specified as nal been done in clause (4) of Article 160 of the

Constitution which reads,

" As soon as may be afterreceiving the recommendations

of tn. Uuiionuf iinunt" Commission' the President shall

bY Order sPecifY"".'"

But the expression 'As soon as may be' had not been used in

clause (5) of the Article'

e query of the Chairman said that in

the pi"tttiU"a i"'1"-9:i''titution'^the

Go s document in a judicially reasonable

time. After some discussion the Chairman deferred consideration

of the motion till the next day at the request of the Minister of State

for Parliamentary Affairs'
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On I 3th November, i 975, discussion on the admissibilitv was
resumed.

The Minister for Finance, Planning and Economic Affairs
opposing the motion observed that Article 160 (5) of the constitution
provided that the report of the commission should be laid before the
two Houses of Parliament. This provision of the Constitution had been
complied with. The Constitution did not specify the time during which
the report was required to be laid before the two Houses of
Parliament. Secondly, he remarked, the decisions taken by the
Government on the recommendations of the National Finance
Commission were mentioned in the last budget speech of the Finance
Minister in the National Assembly and these were discussed in detail
on the floor of the Assembly during that session. since these decisions
had been made public, there was no bar to these being discussed by
the members of the Senate. Therefore, he argued, no breach of
privilege of the Senate or its members was involved.

The Chairman observed that the Senate had a right to discuss a
document when it was laid on the table of the House.

The mover disagreeing with the view of the Minister for
Finance said that where no time limit was prescribed, a reasonable
time limit should be fixed. He added that when the decisions were
mentioned in the last budget speech, these should have been laid
before the Senate in July or even in August when the sessions of the
Senate were held. According to him this breach of privilege was
committed in July and August last.

The Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs asked the
mover why he did not table this motion in July last. The mover replied
that it was a case of continuous offence, and was, therefore, of
recent" occurrence and the condition of taking up this matter at the
'earliest opportunity' was not attracted here. The Chairman
disagreeing with the view of the mover remarked that the question of
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the earliest opportunity was material and the 'oppo(unity' was net

continuous. He announced his written ruling :

..KhawajaMohammadSafdarhasgivennoticeofthefollowing

motion:

'The National Finance Commission has sent its

recommenda-tions with regard to the distribution of

Revenues between the Federation and the Provinces

long time ago, and the Federal Government was bound

under Article 160 (5) of the Constitution to lay those

recommendations together with an explanatory

memorandum as to the action taken thereon before the

Senate.TheFederalGovernmenthasfailedtodischarge
its constitutional obligation, and the Senate has been

denieditsrightandprivilegetobringtherecommendations
oftheNationalFinanceCommissionaswellastheaction
taken by the Federal Government thereon under

discussion. This has lowered the prestige of the Senate

and the privileges of this August House have been badly

violated.'

The subject-matter of the motion concerns the Federal

Government under Article 160 (5) of the constitution, and the

recommendations were to be laid before the Senate under rule 135

of the Rules of Procedure and conduct of Business in the Senate,

1973. According ro sub-rule (ii) of rule 59 of the Rules of Procedure,

the question of breach of privilege shall be raised at the earliest

opportunity. In this case, as the motion reads, the recommendations

o?-tn" National Finance Cornmission were sent to the Federal

Government long ago'

In view of the circumstances explained above, I need not go

into th: details, so far as the merits of the case are concerned. and

I rule the privilege motion out of order only on this ground that the
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not availed of by Khawaja Mohammad

Senate Debates,

l2th November,1975.
pp. I l-30.
l3th November, L975,
pp. 97-108.

217. PRIVILEGE MOTION: OBSTRUCTION AT THE GATE
BY THE POLICE WHENTIIE MEMBER WAS ENTERING
THE PREMISES OF TI{E SENATE: MoTIoN ADOPTED
AND REFERRED TO TT{E COMMITTEE ON RULES OF
PROCEDURE AND PRTVILIGES:

On 1 3th February, 197 S,Senator Ch. Mohammad Aslam raised
a question of breach of his privilege contending that when he was
coming to attend the session of the Senate that day at
10.00, A.m. he was stopped at the gate of the premises of the
Senate by the police guard on duty. He revealed his identity
but the Head constable and ASI misbehaved with him. However,
on the intervention of somebody from the watch and ward Staff,
he was allowed to come in.

The Minister for Law and parriamentary Affairs stated that
the obstruction of the member was positively a breach of his privilege
as a member as he was stopped from coming to attend the session
of the Senate. He suggested that the motion might be referred to
the committee on Rules of procedure and privileges. Another
member subscribed to the view of the Minister for Law and
Parliamentary Affairs.
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After some discussion the Chairman held the motion to be in

order. The House on a motion by the mover referred it to the

Comrnitt"" on Rules of Procedure and Privileges'

Senate Debates,

l3thFebruary,l975,
pp.6lM26.

218. PRIVILEGE MOTION: ALLEGED ARREST AND

DETENTION OF SENATORMAULANA SHAH AHMAD

NOORANI BY KARACHI POLICE: QUESTION NOT

RAISED AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY: RULED

OUT:

On March 3,Ig76,Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani raided a

quest;; of breach of his privilege alle-gingthat on 19th December'

1975, he was arrested una A"tuin"d for about two hours from 4

;... ;" 6 p.m. in the SoldierBazatPolice Station' Karachi and the

Police officials concerned did not comply with the provisions of

Rules 64 and 65 of the Senate Rules'

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs oPPgslng

the motion denied the allegation stated in the motion' He added that

arrest could be effected otity on a criminal charge or on some similar

uit"gutioo, and he had not committed any such crime which

warranted his arrest.

Thememberreiteratingtheallegationsaidthathewasarrested
without warrant by the potle in broad day light on Bunder Road

(Karachi). The poiice did not intimate the fact of his arrest to the

Chuirrnun as required by rule 64 of the Senate Rules'

The Chairman observed that according to his own statement the

member was arrested on 19th December' 1975 while the Senate
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was in session up to 24th December, 1975. He added that as required
by rule 59 (iD the question of privilege was not raised at the earliest
opportunity. The motion was, therefore, ruled out of order.

Senate Debates,

3rdMarch,1976,
pp. t43-147.

219. PRTVILEGE MOTION: CONTINUED HARASSMENT OF
TIIE MOVER BY POLICE, CID AND INTELLIGENCE
PERSONNEL INSIDE TI{E GOVERNMENT HOSTEL,
ISLAMABAD: TIELD IN ORDER: REFERRED TO TIIE
COMMITTEE ON RULE OF PROCEDURE AND
PRIVILEGES:

On March4, 1976, Maulana Shah AhmadNmrani Siddiqui sought
to move a privilege motion against his continued harassment by the
Police, CID and Intelligencepersonnel inside the GovemmentHostel.
Explaining his motion the member said that he and other Senators
staying in the Government Hostel could not attend to their duties as

the Senator had no peace of mind in the presence of the CID and
Intelligence staff at the Reception of the Hostel and their knocking
at the doors of Senators' rooms and enquiries about their movements.

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs denied the
allegation that the Intelligence and CID men were present inside the
Hostel and were harassing tlre member either by knocking at his
door or by making fictitious calls. On an enquiry by the Chairman,
the member stated that the alleged harassment related to his stay in
the Hostel during the current session and during February when he
had come to Islamabad in connection with meetings of a Standing
Committee. TheMinisterforFinance argued that the allegations were
not specific in as such as they did not name the official or the
particular harassment caused by him to the Senator. He also contended
that the motion related to a maffer in which the Senate could not intervene.
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AnothermembersaidthatasadmittedbytheLawMinister
himself, his denial of the allegations was based on the reports of the

concerned agencies received by him. On the other hand, he added' a

number of Sinators from the Opposition had stated that harassment of

members staying in the Hostel was going on and no member from

the other side had contradicted these statement. The Chairman

reserved his ruling. on March 16, the leader of the House moved

that the motion be referred to the Committee on Rules of Procedure

and Privileges.

The Chairman consequently put the motion to the House which

was carried. As he allowed the motion to be moved the motion is

deemed to have been admitted under the rules'

Senate Debates,
4th March, 1976,

pp.22V235.
16th March, 1976.

p.391.

220. PRIVILEGE MOTION: DELAY IN REPLY TO MOVER'S

LETTER BY OFFICIALS OF THE MINISTRY OF

FOREIGN AIIFAIRS. RULED OUT OF ORDER ON TI{E

GROUND THAT THE MOVER HAD NOT SHOWN
THAT HE HAD A PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE TO

GO ABROAD AS A RIGHT:

On March 5,lgT6,Maulana Shah Ahmad Nourani Siddiqui

moved a privilege motion involving breach of his privilege as a

member due to the: delay in replying to his letter dated Z2ndJanuary,

1976, written to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs seeking permission

to go to Libya to attend an International seminar'

The Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs opposed the

motion. The Chairman asked the mover to explain whether it was
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abr, :l:

The Minister for Interior while expraining the Government
policy said that if an invitation was extended by a foreign Government
to a Pakistani national, it should be routed through the Government
of Pakistan. And if it was not so done, then a person could not ask
for permission as a matter of right.

The chairman ruled the privilege motion out of order on the
ground that it had not been shown by the mover that it was his
parliamentary privilege to go abroad and that the Foreign office
was not empowered to refuse the passport or permission to him.

Senate Debates,
5thMarch, 1976,
pp.273-280.

22I. QUESTIONS: SPEECH BY MEMBERS oN A MATTER
ARISING OUT OF A QUESTION OR ANSWER TO A
QUESTION DURING QUESTION HOUR NOT
PERMISSIBLE:

On the 5th December,1973, during the question hour, while

member was within his rights to ask a supplementary question, he
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could not make a speech' The Chairman agreeing with the Minister

observed that this was no occasion for a speech'

Senate Debates'

5th December,1973,
p. 81.

222. QVESIIONS: SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS:fP
MEMBER ASKING A SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION

SHOI]LD HIMSELF EXPLAIN IT:

On llth December, ion

hour when a member aske the

reasons for non-PaYment sed

;;;r;y notes deposited by the repatriates fromEast Pakistan' the

Vfinir*"*p."rrJ hi. inaUiiity totollow the supplementary question'

At that stage another member rose to explain the member's question'

The Chairman observed that the membir should himself explain his

supplementary question'

Senate Debates,

11th December,1973,
pp.17G-171.

223. STARRED QUESTIONS: MAY BE DEFERRED AT

REQUEST:

On 17th Janu ary,l974,lvlr'Depury Chairman gave the following

ruling with regard to the deferment of starred question :

"Some questions were set down in the Order of the Day

today, but we have received a request on behalf of the

Minister for Information, Haj and Auqaf saying that as

heisoutofthecountry,hewouldnothabletoreplyto
the question' The questions may be deferred for some

other daY"'
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Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar stated that some other
Minister could reply as these questions had been deferred for the
third time. Mr. Deputy chairman observed no other Minister could
satisfy the member concemed to reply on his behalf and deferred
the questions.

Senate Debates,
l7thlanuary,1974,
pp.5ut-55.

22. QI.]ESTIONS : SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION SHOULD
NOT BE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE MAIN
QUESTION:

On 2lst January, 1974, Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar
asked a starred question regarding the steps Government had taken
to repatriate Pakistani patriots in the jails of Bangladesh.

The Minister concerned gave facts and figures in his reply to
show how the Government efforts had borne fruit in changing the
attitude of the Government of Bangladesh.

Senator Shahzad Gul inquired whether the Government had
recognised Bangladesh as in the reply the worcls 'the Government
of Bangladesh' were used several times instead of the so-called
Government of Bangladesh or Muslim Bengal.

The Deputy Chairman, observed that in his opinion it was not
a supplementary question as it was outside the scope of the main
question. The Senator could put a separate question in that
connection.

Senate Debates,
2lstJanuary, L974,
pp.l8l-182.
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225. QUESTIONS: ANSWER LAID ON THE TABLE IN

ORDER: NEED NOT BE READ IN THE HOUSE:

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS PERMISSIBLE:

On 16th April, 1974, a member asked a starred question

regarding the number of various

for l-abour and Works rePlied th

had been Placed on the Table of

response L staned question No' 37 asked by the member on 9th

February'lgl4.Thememberwasnotsatisfiedandsaidthatthiswas
a starred question for an oral answer' He failed to understand why

the information in reply had been placed on the Table of the House'

The Chair remarked that what seemed to have happened was that

as the reply was not ready on the day on which the question was set

down for answer, it *u, ,uid in reply that the required information

was being collected and would be placed on the Table of the House

in due course. later, when the information was collected' it was placed

on the Table of the House. The Minister then said that the procedure

actually was that when an answer is laid on the Table of the House

in the circumstances mentioned by the Chair' then it is the option of

the member to look into the answer and put supplementaries' He'

therefore, suggested that the Member might go through the answer

and put supplementary questions if he so desired'

The member reiterated his view that the answer should have

been given orally because it was a starred question' The oral answer

was cleverlY avoided, he added'

The Chairman observed :

"That would not be done' The entire answer' the entire

information the member wanted has been laid on the

Table of the House which means that it is not being

concealed from anybody' It is now a public document'

Everyone can have a look at it' You can have a look at it

and if you want to put any supplementary questions' I can

defer it to some other date'"
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was deferred [o a later date.

Senate Debates,
t6th Aplil,t974,
pp.487-488.

226. QUESTIONS: SUPPLEMENTARY NoT CONNECTED
WITH THE ORIGINAL QUESTIoN: MINISTER WITHIN
HIS RIGHTS TO ASK FOR NOTICE:

On l6th April, 1974, during course of supplementaries to a
starred question regarding demands of rarbela Dam workers Union,
a member asked the Minister whether four workers had died as a
result of the Police atrocities.

Th. Minister concerned rose on a point of order saying that a
new point was being raised as to why a person was killed and so on
and so fbrth. He was, therefbre, within his rights to give a complete
story of the whole case.

The Chairman observed :

"I feel that it is a new question put in the garb of a
supplementaly not conltected with the original question.
Therefbre. yot-l can only ask for notice.',

Senate Debates.
l6th April, 1974,

p.48-5.
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227. QUESTION: IT IS FOR THE CHAIR TO DECIDE

WHETI{ER THE SI.IPPLEMENTARY ARISES OUT OF

THE QUESTION OR FRESH NOTICE IS REQUIRED

FOR A SUPPLEMENTARY:

During the course of supplementary question to starred question

No. 33 regarding answer of iafstanis stranded in Nepal as on 31st

iu.,rury, iqZO una,h" steps proposed to be taken by the Government

," t"p".i"" them toPakistan, a ed

to inform the House from what ng

them to Pakistan had been under c nt'

The Minister concerned asked for a separate notice' The member

demandedthatitisfortheChairtodecidewhetherafreshnoticeis
required for a supplementary and whether-the supplementary arises

ouiof the question or the answer given by the Minister'

The Chairman observed' :

" I am not inclined to agree with you' If the question arises

out of his answer, then it is a supplementary' If he gives

a ceftain answer to your question and supplementary

question. Now, if he is ready for answering it' he will

answer your supplementary' But if he is not ready' he

will ask for a notice' And if the supplementary does not

arise out of his answer' then it is irrelevant' He is not

bound to answer it' He wants to ask for notice and

therefore, your supplementary has nothing to do with

the question or with the answer given by him' It is
absolutelY irrelevant"'

The member said that the Minister should be fully prepared to

answer each and every supplementary question which arises out of

their answer to a question, supplementary or original'

On this the Chairman observed :-

"When your supplementary is relevant in the sense that

it arises out of his answer' you can ask the question and
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he is bound to answer, but there are two ways of doing
that. But if he is not ready and wants to consult hi, pup".r,
then he can ask for notice. He can't say that I am not
going to answer this question bUt he can ask for notice.
This is the practice, and the rule that I have been able to
understand"

Senate Debates,
9th March, 1976,
pp.3t7--320.

228. RELEVANCY CRITICISM CAN BE MADE WITHOUT
VIOLATING T}IE RI'LES OF RELEVANCY:

On l5th February, 1974, when consideration of the Banks
(Nationalisation) Bill, 1974, wastaken up, Senator Kamran Khan said
that it was not his intention to make any political speech but since the
honourable Finance Minister started his speech with certain political
remarks he'wourd Iike to set the record straight. He criticised the
Peoples Party and is manifesto and claimed that the way nationalisation
was taking place it was certainly not in the interesi of the country,
and that the common man had lost faith in the word of ttre
Government.

The Chairman observed :

all
lis

things-+hat would not be qi,L ."r"u*t. you can criricise
nationalisation of banks, no doubt ; you can disagree
with the principles underlying this Bill but so far as other
industries are concerned, this would not be quite
relevant... .You can speak about anything which is in
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relevant."

Senate Debates.

15thFebruary,l974,
pp.60G-611.

2D. RESOLUTION ARAB-ISRAEL WAR: RULED

INADMISSIBLE AS:

1. IT DID NOT RAISE SUBSTANTIALLY ONE

DEFINITE ISSIIE:

2. DID NOT PRIMARILY CONCERN THE

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN:

3, AIMED TO DISCUSS TI{EFOREIGN POLICIES OF

FOREIGN GOVERNMENT:

4. DEBATE ON FOREIGN POLICY WAS TO BE

HELD IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ON 17TH

DECEMBER,1973,

On t4th December, 1973' Senator Mufti Zafar Ali Nomani

,ought l"au" of the House to discuss the following resolution :

..ThesenateexpressesitsthankstotheAllahAlmighty

forthe*."",.*t.,i.t'wasachievedbytheArab-Muslim
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which are directly or indirectly supporting Israeli
aggression against Arab Muslims and expresses the hope
that the muslims of pakistan wil strugglejointly with the
muslim world for the return of Baitul_Maqaddas to the
Muslims."

of Procedure, which required that a resolution must relate to matter
which would be primarily the concern of the Federal Governmenr
or in which the government would have a financial interest. It was
therefore, not admissible.

The mover stated that he had drafted it after deep study of
rule 115 and his resolution was already admitted forconsideration. In a
way Govemment's financial interest was also involved in the matter
because if the Arabs would impose the oil embargo upon the rest of
the world, oil would be available to pakistan at cheaper rates. It
was of Primary concern to the Govemment as according to the hime
Minister of Pakistan the Government had rendered great deal of
support to the Arab cause and; therefore, it deserved thanks.

Senator Khawaja Mohammad Safdar supporting the resolution
stated that it primarily concerned the Federal Government as it
was that Govemmenr which planned the foreipn policy, and had to
build up friendly and other relations with varioui countries, dealt with
war and peace through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and was
shortly calling aconference ofMuslim countries. Ifpakistan did not
aim at strengthening relations with the Muslim countries, there was no
need of calling such a conference and undertaking tours of these
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countries. 'I he matter also deeply concemed the public and the public

Relations Departnent and, therliore, primarily related to the Federal

Government.Refutingtheobjectionthattheresolutiondidnotraise
Jstantially one defi-nite issue, the senator stated that basically it

raised a single issue, which was the Arab-Israel conflict' A tribute

wasbeingp,-uiatothemuslimmartyrsthroughtheresolutionandit
should, therefore, be allowed'

Dr. Mubashir Hasan, Minister for Finance' Planning and

Development, opposing the resolution flom the Treasury benches'

stated that as it attracte-d debate on the foreign policy of the Arab

countries, and also it was not in the public interest to discuss it'

Mr.Chairmanobservedthatitwasnotcompetentforthe
Senate of Pakistan to debate the foreign policy of another" ' ' country'

Moreover, the National Assembly was holding a foreign policVjelate

on the 17th December, 1973, and there would be a full-fledged

discussion over it. In case the mover was not satisfied he could ask

for a debate and hold general discussion over the matter' Mr'

Chairman appreciated the spirit of the resolution' but as he was

bound by the rules, and as a risolution which stood in clash with the

rules could not be discussed in the House' therefore' he ruled it as

inadmissible 
senate Debates'

14th Decembet,1973,
pp.286-292.

?N. UNPARLIAMENTARY EXPRESSION: WORDS A/RA

GHAIRA NATHU KHAIRA TIELD TO BE SLANG

AND UNPARLIAMENTARY SHOULD BE AVOIDED:

econd reading of

the SenatorSPeaking

on (6) to clause 8 of
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the Bill suggesting that the words " any other person" occurring in
lines I and 2 of the said sub-clause be deleted.

He said that he never saw such
term as " any other person" in any Bill a
Government could empower any ,, Aira
search the person of any gentleman.

The Minister for Interior, States and Frontier Regions and
Kashmir Affairs, took strong exception to the expression 'Aira
Ghaira Nathu Khaira'.

"They are the people who make and unmake the
government, and I object to the use of these terms, and
I think that these words should be expunged. They are
responsible citizens and they make and unmake a
government ; they should not be addressed like that."

The Senator agreed to withdraw the words.

The Deputy Chairman ruled that he should avoid the use of
unparliamentary and slang words in his speech.,'

Senate Debates,
l9thJantary,l974,
pp.16l-162.
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INDEX

Subject Part Decision Pages

No.

ABSENCE

Absence of a member from the session without

intimation or request for postponement of his

motion a discourtesy to the House: Adjourn-

ment Motion fell through

Member absent without assigning any reason

to his reqest for leave : Leave is not to be

granted ai a rnatter of course : l-eave was put

to the house...-

ABSENCE OF MOVER

In case of moved resolution under rule 187 mover's

absence has no effect except tlnt he is deprived

of the right of reply: Discussion allowed " " "

Mover absent: Adjournment motion ruled out "'

Mover absent: A journment Motion lapsed ""'

Mover absent : Consideration of admissibility

of Privilege motion cannot be postponed:

There is no request for its postponement either:

Privilege Motion Fell through

ADJOURNMENT MOTION

Abnormal rise in prices of essential commodities:

Matter not of recent occurrence: Ruled out " '

Accident between a passenger train and a .truck
near Mailsi Railway Crossing: Motion antlclpa-

tory: Ruled out .... ........." "'

Accident between 25 Up-Sind Express and a local

rain : Motion anticipatoryi Ruled out """ " "

ADMISSIBILITY

Proceedure for disposal of adjournment motion

explained: Admiisibility' if oppos.edr ..Cro',nd:
of oppositioin and mover's reply witl follow but'

if not opposed, motion is held in order and

leave of 
'tire 

House is asked without debate " '

8197

l)r
l1l

r2l

73

68

86

't8

l3
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Subject Part PagesDecision
No.

ADJOURNMENT MOTTON_ (Conrd. )

Agreement between two other countries India
and Soviet Union is not the concern of Federal
Uovernment

Aim to discuss foreign policies: Senate not
competent

Alleged Air Force bombing on Shaldra Mohalah
Quetta: Allegation denied by the Minister :

Ruled out

out of order

Allegation-{lash between Sibbi scouts and Marri
Tribesmen: Ruled out for lack of proof ............

Alleged apathy of Govemment towards textile
indusfy which had run into crises: Matter being
a continuous process-not of urgent importanci:
Ruled out

Alleged Army arrack in Sheerani Mllage of
Loralai District: Matter already debated in the
National Assembly: Ruled out

Alleged arrest of Pakistani fishermen by Bharati
Navy: Matter not of recent occurrence: Ruled

20 t7

Alleged anest of Senators: Normal course adop_
ted: No repressive measure adopted: Motion
based party on arguments and inferences_

229ll 193

45

57

90

42

86

93

48

64

43

t04

ruled out

Alleged arrest of twenty personnel of
Air Force and recovery of 35 kilos of
from their persons: Matter sub-judice:

Pakistan
hashish
Ruled

out 9l

Alleged ban on a public meeting of Air Marshal
(Retd) Asghar Khan: Allegation denied:
Matter ooi concern of Federal Govemment:
Ruled out

67

ll0

ll3

77

77
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Subject
Decision Pages

No.

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- (Conrd')

Alleged bomb btast outside the place where Prime
- 

Uri"nir,., addressed a public meeting in Quetta:

iu* unO order a provincial Subject: Ruled out '

Alleged bombing by Air Force planes on Bttutter

Vifing" of Marri Area: Allegation denied by the

Minister: Held not in order

Alleged continuous firing in Quetta on

l97n: Vaw and order a Provincial

46

40

4l

49

23rd JulY,

subject :

20

80

Ruled out of order

Alleeed death of a few persons of Marri Area dis-
';;;;;, 

a matter *-hith hut already'been dis-

."tr.J rra cannot be revived : Ruled out of

order .. .

Alleged death of a French professor fighting with
''it.' 

stfu.n revolutionaries: Allegation denied:

Ruled out

Alleged death of a politlcal detenue due to lack
"oi1.o.t 

medical aid in Jail: Allegations denied

byihe Minister: the subject fell in the provtn-

cial sPhere: Ruled out

Alleged death of certain persons of Marri area in
'-i#At 

y controlled part of Quetta Jail: Matter

u p-uin.iuf concern and not recent: Ruled out 
.

Alleged detention of Air Martial (Rtd ) Asghar
"i<8" 

i" Hyderabad by FSF and the Police:

ttuti", noi6*ily ihe concern of the Federal

Government: Ruled out

Alleged detention of Air Marshal (Rtd ) Asghar
"i<i?" 

i" Hyderabad by FS F and the Police:

f"fuo.. nol primarily the concern of the

Federal Government: Ruled out " ' " """""' "

Alleeed disappearance of Dr' AMul Hayee Baluch

ft4.f.f .e.. Sasis of the a journment motion was a

news-item: Matter inferential: Ruled out """"'

t2

2l

16

84

92

4l

42

l8

6'l

'12

22

96

16

78



26r

Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

ADJOURNMENT MOTION_ (Conrd. )

Alleged disturbance and resultant losses in District
Dir N.W.F.P. Maintenance of Law and order in
Dir was a provincial subject: Ruled out ........ ....

Alleged discriminatory treatment meted out to
Sardar Attaullah Mengal and others in Sahiwal
Jail: Matter not concem of Federal Govern_
ment: Ruled out........

Alleged entry of thirty thousand Afghan Natio-
nals in Baluchistan: A similar adjournment
motion disallowed earlier in the same session:
Held inadmissible . ......

Alleged failure of Chief Minister Sind to produce
Ch. Zahur Illahi, MNA before High Court,
Lahore, Mover failed to produce enough

tt2136

5054

95r l6

69

99t20

evidence Ruled out 105

Alleged failure of Government for not declaring
public holiday on 2lst Apirl, 1976, the dea[r
anniversary of Allama lqbal : Matter of policy
can not form good basis of adjoumment motion:
Ruled out

Alleged failure of Federal Government in guarding
railway tmck and bridges io Baluchistan frori
damage and bomb blasLs : Matter not the
coDcern of Federal Government : Ruled out...

Alleged failure of Government to apprehend
persons engaged for espionage by Bharati
Government: Matter sub-judice: Ruled out .......

Alleged failure of Federal Govemment to get
Kashmir issue resolved on the basis of UliO
resolutions before re-establishing rail-link with
Bharat: Matter not recent: Solution of
Kashmir not conditional on the resumption of
rail-link with Bharat: Ruled out ...........-.........

Alleged failure of the Govemment to stop the
Pakistan Sports Board to hold the eighth Asian
Games at Islamabad: Decision to hold the Games
taken by Government: Allegations denied:
Matter oot definite: In admissible 69 6l

65

86

49

79

53
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Part Decision Pages

No.Subject

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- (Contd')

article 149 of the constitution: Ruled out """"

Alleged failure of the Federal Government to

p.Ju"o, the theft of imported wheat during

transit: Matter Sub-judice: Ruled out

Alleged failure to provide medical and other

fa.]titie, to Sardar Attautlah Mangal: The

Chairman instructed Interior Minister to

note the complaint and look into the matter:

On this assurance' the motion was not pressed"

Alleged failure of Government to prescribe

obscene literature and photos appearing in the

magazine (Namood) published by the College

of Arts. Lahore: Matter not the concern of

the Federal Government: Ruled out of order""

Alleged failure of Government to renew the

purrport of Malik Mohammad Qasim' Secretary

General' Pakistan Muslim League: Matter

still under consideratioq: Not obligatory on the

Federal Government to renew the passPort:

Ruled out

Alleged Federal Government's failure to supply

the defence forces with modern weaPons:

Ruled inadmissible as the Minister gave

assurance: Divulgence of matter not in public

interest: Agreement between two other count-

ries not the concem of the Federal Government:

Motion oPPosed "' "" " '

98ll9

5460

3940

134

l0l122

20 t1

rll
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Decision Pages
No.

Pa rtSubject

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- (Contd. )

Alleged Federal Govemment's unconstitutional
order of suspending Baluchistan Covernment
and of directing Baluchistan Governor to
assume all powers in the province on behalf
of the Federal Covernment: The Senate was
not the proper forum to discuss the matter:
Constitutionality of the order to be decided by
a High court or the Supreme court: Ruled out..

Alleged Federal Minister's statement on the present
Government being run under bureaucracy and
not by the peoples representatives: Matter not
definite and of recent occurrence: Ruled out....

Alleged heavy bomb attack on Chamalang Range
in Loralai District of Baluchistan: Allegation
denied: Ruled out. ......

Alleged heavy bombing on Bambore Range border-
ing the disoict of Kachi in Baluchistan:
Allegation denied by the minister: Ruled out ...

Alleged humiliating treatment meted out to Hajis
by customs officials at Karachi port: Motion
not specific: Allegation denied by the Gover_
ment: Officials acted in the discharge of their
official duties: Ruled out

Alleged illegal aod unjust order of the Federal
Government for suppressing the news of firing
in Tajpura, Lahore on l5th October, 1975 :

Allegation denied: Motion not specific and
covered more than one definite issue: Ruled
out ......

Alleged imposition of restrictions on ,.The Daily
Shahbaz" Peshawar: Matter not of primary
concern of Federal Government : Ruled out .. .

Alleged imprisonmenr of pakistanis in Muscat
Jail: Violation of law of a foreign land: Federal
Governmenl, not competent to interfere: Ruled
out .....

ll8

39

90

39

38

89

74

94

97

77

38

76

87

lt5
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Part Decision Pages

No.Subject

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- (Conrd' )

A ff:l:#'fffi
from Karachi to

not substantiated:

Ruled out

Alleged increase in fare on Karachi-Jaddah route:

Aliegations denied by govemment: Ruled out"

Alleged i out to a few

persons brought at the

earliest Allegations

denied: out..................

Alleeed killing of press conference of the Govemor' 
oi' gutr.tittuni Matter discussed in the

National Assembly: Held inadmissible " "" ""'

Alleged misbehaviour with Presiding Officers

aoing bye-election polling in Lahore: Law

ana oidei a provincial subject: Ruled out " " "

Alleged misuse of funds allocated by the Govem-

me-nt fo, Northern area: Matter vague: A

continuing Process: Not of recent occurence :

, Ruled out...... " "

A

out ......... ':""" " "

Alleged naked dance in a drama telecast by Karachi

TJlevision Station: Allegations denied: Ruled

out ... ... ........"'

Alleged OfFrc Gujranwala bYe-

elelction: If was field' the

matter suFj tition was filed'

then it was ent Public imPor-

tance: in-admissible " """"" '

l0l

26

20

123

29

23

't5

94

88

lt4

52

36

58

36

4T 44
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Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

ADJOURNMENT MOTION_ (Contd. )

Alleged Orders of the Federal, Government ban_
ning the "Daily Khyber Mail" for advertise-
ments: Allegations denied : Ruled out

Alleged police lathi charge on a peaceful studenr
procession in Mirpur, Azad Kashmir: Not
pflm,[y concern of the Federal Government:

ll

Ruled out

admissible

Appointment of member of dismissed cabinet as
advisers to the Governor of Baluchistan: Fell

Alleged refusal of permission to opposition leaders
of the National Assembly to ,irit Chamalang
Range and Adjoining Areas: motion not moved
at the earliest possible opportunity: Ruled out..

Alleged rejection of Haj application without giving
any reason: Allegation denied by the Minister
concerned: Held out of order

Alleged rotting of 48,000 tons of wheat at Karachi
Dock: Matter not of receot occurreDce:
Allegation denied by the Government spokes_
man: Ruled out....................

Alleged theft of wheat frorn government godowns:
Matter was Dot primary concern of Federal
Government: Ruled out

Appointment of dismissed ministers as advisers to
the Governor of Baluchistan: Action taken by
lawfully constitured authority in the adminisi-
ration of law cannot constitute good ground for
adjournment motion: Ruled out of oider..........

t09

Alleged hovincial Minister,s orders to police to
punish Quaid-e-Awam's critics: Minister and
police were provincial subjects: Hed in-

82

83l0r

through for want of notice

89

47

42

tt2

50

44

135

66

99

75

100 83
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Part Decision Pages

No.
Subject

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- (CONtd.)

Arrest of NAP and JUI workers in Baluchistan

under DPR: Matter a provincial subject and
52

sub-iudice: Not in order "'

Ruled out

Ban for two months on despatch of coal to any

place outside Baluchistan: Order passed by

bistrict Magisrate was provincial subject:

Ruled out

Based on a news item concernlng fatal accident at

Railway Crossing in Rawalpindi: Allegations

denied by the minister: Motion also anticiPa-

tory: Ruled out .... ....

Based on a news paper rePort the alleged tear gas

and lattri charge on sodents of Jehan Zeb College

Hostel, Saidu Sharil Law and order a provin-

cial matter: Consent to the moving of the

motion withheld .." " " " "

Based on Press Conference of Governor of

Baluchistan the entry of thirty thousand

Afghan Nationals in Pakistan: Alteged failure

oflederal Government to prevent them from

entering Pakistan: Matter a continuing process:

65

'll83

89108

5359

Based on Smuggling of

Banaspati b to Frontier

Province ainst mandatorY

provision Ruled out of

order.... ..........

Break-down of electric supply in Jacobabad:

Matter not of urgent public importance and

also not of recent occurrence: Ruled out ' " "'

Customs godown set on fire allegedly : Matter

subjudice: Ruled out

Delrilment of goods tain at Kotri Railway Station :

Four or five Adjournment Motions were already

lixed for consideration of Senate: Motion

anticiPatory: Ruled out

l5

t2

85

80 'to

48

74

4345
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Subject
Part PagesDecision

No.

ADJOURNMENT MOTION_ (Contd.)

974 of passenger and soods
and Galan Railway Sltion
supervision of Divisional

tion moved on 9_2-19i4:
^ullngs

2t25
(l) ..Rules 

say that ifan occurrence is recent
motron can be moved, otherwise it cannot
be moved

(2) Mover's motion on return from leave
cannot make an occuffence recent.,,
Mover satisfied: Motion oo, p."rr.a ....

Disruption of power supply in Karachi: Matternor ot urgent public importance: Ruled out .....

Entourage of prime Minister of pakistan: Matternot specific: Not recent: Ruled out 
"f;r;;;'-..

Establishment of Russian Naval Bases aroundArabian Sea based on a new item: nulea ori-aJnot recent: but a continuning pro"".r, .irJ-ruled that

(l) Matter is recent because ofrecent occur-
, rence and not because the mover learntof it recently

(2) Matter is urgent only if arisen suddenly..

Externment of an MpA from NWFp under DpR:Morion nor raised at rhe earliesr 
"pp"il;;,'Ruled cut

55

85

6l

103

srawn

23

6372

273I
Failure of Federal Govt: to help about 4O0

fatjstalls forced to lead a miserabte tife inParis. Withdrawn after starement by theminister conccrned
28 25

I

26
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Part Decision Pages

NoSubject

Frou*n""n, MorloN- (corrd )

mcot motion '

F

ool recetr(: Ruled out '

E I to gct Uranium
' ada' Balgium or

Ruled out

Pr€vent accidetrts:

the 9€rsoos con_

disallowed carlier:

2'l

J)35

Ruled out

104

59

1l

t26

6l

E2

56

Frre in
dcalh
ctrcy
discu

Fn 
^n 

Railwav lrack on Quetle Railway Statioo

' 

ii'l*i*,';ll* :1ffi il'''1"J,$ J::i:::

'Ifr ';:llj."J"',"":1*':ff"#ll'*"11*':*","'
ment of Pakisun: Ruled out "

GuamnEe of Protection of lhe Muslims of

"ffiffi;; i' or 
""tnt 

occunmc': Ruled

5l

I t'l 96

8095

94

25

out

'19
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Subjecr Part Decision
No.

PaBes

ADJOURNMENT MOTTON_ (Crnrd..)

constitution: lnadmissible

motion

cial concem: Ruled

H€ld itradmissibte

Incr€ase to prices of
process: Ruled Out

Cigarettes: A Conlinuous

not moved

Khawaja Khairuddin charged under DpR and his
alleged deporation from pakistaD: provincial

Haoding over of power disEibudon lo provrncral
UovemmeDfs of Ihc punjab atrd SiDd: Com-
mrtlee acted strictly in accordance, with th€

62

Ill€gal st ike by Railwaynren of Karachi Dvision:
Held in ordcr: But lcav€ refuscd ro move the

Inadequate arangeEreot of fresh ai, in coal rnincs
lcase No. t of SiDdji euena: Malt€. a provto_

56

46

6E

63

Incomplete recitalion of Sura Baqar of th€ Holy
Quran by TV Corporalion: Motion vague:

I s in fare for caEiage
Iranr hite in prices
Rulcd Oul............ 85

63

Increase in pricls of Gas, CerEnt, Oil. power

3nf-f, PIA and Raitway lares and freigh6:
Motion unde. Rule I87i lncrcase in prices of
consuher g@ds amended rc cover thc subject
Dattcr of the Adjoummcnt Modon: Motion

Incaeasr in sale pdc€ of p€Eol. Dies€l and
Kerosine Oil: Rutcd our as bcing sub-judicc ..-.-..

Incguladties of Rsilway's towards D.y pon at
trhore: Molion aDticipatory ana 

"aiuc, Butcd
8l

matt€r: Ruled out of order 106 87

10

44

60

1t

tt2

I
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Part Decision Pages

No.Subject

ADJOURNMENT MOTION- \CONtd. )

L

Limitations and Powers of

of the Pakistan ShiPPing

related to a matter which

bY legislation: Inadmissible

Misappropiration of Railway earning in Gujran-

*ria 
' 

Munet subjudice: Ruled out "" " """" "'

37

2'l

58

11

30

66

93Mistakes in telePhone bills:

Ruled out

Ma$er not sPecific:

Minister: Ruled out "" """""""" :".'""""";"""""

Overland transit facilities accorded by the
-;;il 

Government for trade between Imtr

".a-ilt"t", 
For want of noitice: Fell through'

Permission to discuss acute shortage of Vegetatle
' ,i"" i.it" pr"iab: AllegBtion denicd by thc

irinir,", concemed and there being nothlng to

rebute the same Motion Ruled out

Permission io discuss inadequate supply ofCemenr

to Punjab: Elaborate statement given by me

f,li"itEi-in-Ct 
"tge 

giving the facts and figures:

Motion not Pressed

Permission to discuss shonage o! liquettest
Matter not of recent occurence: Ruled out or

order.'......."""'

8298

108131

105

r32 109

't8

128
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Subjecr
Part Decision

No.
Pages

ADJOURNMENT MOTION_ (Contd. )

matter: Ruled out of order.

out oI order

Permission to discuss the delay in the finalizationof the pay Commission ieport: Statem;'-
given by the Minister concernid justifying the
delay and assuring its early ."".1p,, 'r,a'o,ioo

103t25

alleged failure of the
provide protection to
Matler primarily the

al government : Ruled

r05t27

130

113137

t02

not pressed
r33 r t0

t24
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Subject
Decision Pages

No

41

l 9l

28

29

l5

33

50

E8

2l

55

l0?

24

T:i"[Hfi"]ffiffi "1"f"'#T#J"ll]x'"r"
tssue

out

Prcss statcmant of Baluchistar Covemor: Allega-

lion denicd: Ruled our " - - _'

Mlt eilLges:

HeIt inadmissibh
r@cot o@urencc'

Rait car factd tcci&lrt Not u'gGft Notice

givco larc: Rul€d out '

Railury acaidcnts in Queta Divisioi: Movcr

tbcnt Rukd out as ltp6ed " "

p.ft.al of suq,arr.ne glowqs tc supply sugarEaoc
^i"'i-, Ji. ,n NIiFP: Movcr did lor avail

ir 
-,ilfi"i 

- errlicst oppo'Noity: Ruled out '

film "786" io Prkistan: Mover

requcst f(r PosFooenent: Fellshooting of
absent: No
rhrcugh

tl91

siEninq of Air Link Ag'Grme[r wi& Bhrnt:

i,tattir nor rccrnr: Rulcd out " " " ' r2l 100

Part

5l

tl

l5l8



2'13

Subject Dccision
No.

Par( I'ages

ADJOURNMENT MOTIONS- (Canrd)

Sp..ific issuc of defccrivc electsic supply to
Qucna causing danuge to c6tly el€ctdcal,
appliances : Motion held ir orde.......................

StrtclEnt of govchoa of Baluchistatr oa Batu_
chist ! situation : Thc minister had categori-
cally dcnied allegaiioo : Thc rlanc. was very
mitror : The question prinarily corccmed thc
pDvincial govcmmenl : The issua was od
recetrt i Mattar a cootitruirg procass Ruled out.

Steep risc in the pric€s of consumer goods :

Mattcr of contiruiag phetromcnor and not of
.ea€na occur€nc€ : Disclrssion disallowcd :

5562

l3

106t29

34

Ruled our of order

Stoppage of Militia atrd Ro6d Mai etrancc
Personnel of DL Swat from proceeding to
Islarnabad for Ihe r€dress of their grievarces
Notice not given in time : Also nrled that
objection agaisst Chair's ruling rot permissiblel
Ruled out:

Supply of Ke.osine Oil to cerain districrs of Ihe
punjab: Modon may be arDcndEd to rDakc i!
admissible : Chai. has discretion to fir arly day
for discussion

Three milway accidenls in twcnty four
Karachi Kotri Railway Sution: Mat&r

hours on
urten!

l6

64

I9

't3

130t57II

and rcc€nt : Held in ord€r

WAPDA House explosion : Marter a provincial
subj€.r : Ruled out

AMENDMENT

Ahendment affccting laws in th€ sirth schedule
of the Constitution wirhout previous sanctiotr
of th€ hesident

Amendmenl havint effect of amcnding the
origitral Anicle of th€ Constiturion t44 120

t7

5t57
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Part Decision Pages

No.
Subject

AMENDMENTS-(Contd')

Amendment may be allowed by Chairman to be

moved without notice """"" " '

Amendment to a clause: Scope of discussion:

Political thinking caonot be connected """ " "

Amendment to remove clerical errors to be left

to the SecretarY for correction

Bitl originating in the National Assembly and

transriitted io the Senate Motion to elicite

opinion may be moved under Rule 106 read

with Rules 83 and 84

Minister's objection under Rule 89 (l) over ruled'

Minor Amendments need not be moved : Can be

corrected in the third reading by the Secretariat"

B

BAR

Motion Rule 59 does not prevent sending of

notices of any number of motions but bars the

raising of more then one question by same

Member at the same sittiug"""""""'

BASIS OF ADJOURNMENT MOTION:

Mater of policy cannot form good basis of an

Adjournment Motion . ..""""'

BILL

Bill brought on the orders of the day : Held that

Chairman had suspended two days condition

under Rule 104 ...... .. """ "

BILLS DISCUSSION

(l) First reading : To be confined to main

principles

(2) Second reading : To extend to details when

ametrdments are moved :

1 t'l

r20

r39

143

138

II

II

II

II

II

140

141

142

ll8

ll8

I l9

135II

95116

121II

II ts2 t2'l

l4'l
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Subjecr Part PagesDecision
No.

BILL-(Cottrd.)

First reading : clauses may be referred to in
support of point on principles

The chair revised his order dispensing with the
requirement of two days, noti"" ,nJ., rule 104.

First reading : Clauses may be referred to in
support of points on principles

First Heading : principles of the Bill : And not
individual cases to be discussed

ln a Bill english, national or regional language
word not to be inserted unless necessary _ -.

Motion for deletion cannot be moved as an
amendment

Consideration motion can be moved by any
Minister

Point of order : Amendment affecting Laws in the
Sixth Schedule of the Constiru;on without
previous sanction of the president : Sanction of
the President may be obtained any time before

Ministers notice b€fore circulation of Bill held
valid.................

Repetition of earlier argumenr in third reading :

Ruled out

Speeches must b€ confined to points within the
scope of the Bill ............

Third Reading : Expression ,,Third Reading,,mis-
sing in Rule 98 : Held it implies tnird reiding...

Th.ird Reading : Scope defined :

l. Debate on general principles ...........................

t53 t2't

145

153

156

r58

154

t2l

127

t29

I3l

t28

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

t30II

II

II

II t46 t22

II

u

157

148

150 t25



2't6

Part Dccisio[ Pages

No.
Subject

BILL-(Contd.)

2. Allowed rcpetition of arguments' advatrced in

in first and sacond r'ldings :

3. Nol allow€d discussion on anrelrdlncllts :

4. Noi allowed reference !o section unless essen-

tial no( allowed :

Thid Rcading : S€nator commeots upon clauscs:

Ruled that ;gume[ts should b€ of Seneral

chaaacter.... .. . . .... '

Brerch

Breach of coll€ctive priviletc of the Hous€

Breach of privilege of National Assembly : Can-

not b€ discussed itr $e SeEaie

Only a brief statemeot on breach of privil€8c to

b€ made by

BUDGET RESOLUTION

Baluchistan budget r.solution '

L2E

t62

170

II

r55

199

204

It4

It7 r55

I49

CHAIR

Chair not bound to give reasons about suspenslon

of th€ Rule

Ctan revised his order dispensing with ttle rcquirE'

m€nt of two days no(ice under Rule lO4 '

Chair should go bY lh€ record

Chair to decidc whether th' supPlen€otary arises

out of thc question or fresh notic€ is iequir€d

t2t

131

ll

II

It0

t45

161

162

CHAIR'S RULINGS

Rulings of thc Chair must be rcsPect'd

t9l

r 33

II

t5lII

lt

IIfor a supPlcm€nlary

II



2'77

Subject Parl Dccision
No.

Pages

CHAIRMAN

Cluirman's instruction to Interior Minister ro
redrcss taicvanccs

Chairmal's powcIs to suspeDd two days condition
under Rule l(X

Chairmaa's wrilten consetrt for a molioD under

39

II

153

t47

186Rulc 229 to be moved

CIRCULATION OF BILLS

Circulation of the Bill among memb€rs well
ahead

CLARIFICAflON OF RULES OF PROCEDURE

Clarificarion of incoDsisrency or difficuhy jusri-
fying morioo for suspcnsioo of Rule 232 of the
Rules of Prrrdure ard Conduct of Business in
the Senata, 1973 : Difficulty clarifid : Ovcl
,uled

CLAUSES

Clauscs may
principles

b€ refered to in support of point oll

CLERICAL ERRORS

Clerical erors to be left to thc S.c.ctary for

COLLECTIVE PRIVILEGE OF THE HOUSE

Brcach of Fivilcge of Senatff tEc.use of his arrest
durifl8 lhe Senata session and failurc of policr
!o intimata thc fact of his afiest and release to
thc Chainnan Sdate, as requircd by Rules 64
and 65 ; Omission on the part of the police to
intimat€ the anest and rcleasc of the mcmbe.
ro the Chainnan, ScMtc, held a breach o[ col-
lcctive privilcgc of thc Housc..........................

t12

r 83 r5t

127

138
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Subject Part Decision Pages

No.

COMMENTS

Comments on subjudice cases.."""""""' lt l9l 157

Comments upon clauses:........""""""" II 155 128

COMMONLY KNOWN MEANING

Word 'lsubstantially" in Rule l15 (3) canied

commonly known meaning.....'."""""""""".'"' II 169 138

CONCERN OF GOVERNMENT

[,aw and order question in Azad Kashmir is not

the Concern of the Federal Government""""" I 109 89

CONSENT OF THE CHAIRMAN

Consent of Chairman for a motion under Rulc

229 to be moved: .."..'.'.'.. Il 186 153

Consenl to the movirg of motion with-held """ ll 108 89

CONSIDERATION OF BILL

Consideration of tlre Land Reforms (Amendment)

Bilt, 1974 : Without previous sanction of

President as rcquired by Article 268 (2) : Ruled

our.. ................. -. Il 179 146

CONSIDERATION OF MOTION

Consideration of motion can be moved by any

Minister in case of Covemment Bill: ".'"""""" Il 159 l3l

CONSTITUTIONALITY

Constitutionality of the order of the Federal

Goveroment in respect of Baluchistan Govern-

ment................ " I Il8 97
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Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

CONSTITUTION OF THE SENATE

Alleged conslitution of the Senate not in accor-
dance with the provisions of the constitution

CONSTITUTIONAL R EQUIREMENTS

Failure of Federal Covemment to lay in time
before the Senate recommendations oi National
Finance Commission and Explanatory Memo_
random under Article 160 (5) of the clnstitution

CONTINUING PROCESS

Continuing process : Adjournment motion
inadmissible

CONTRARY PROOF

Contrary proof not furnished privilege motion to
be ruled out .................

CORRECT REPORT

Misreporting of proceedings : All papers which
misreported to bring out a correct report ........

COURT'S JURISDICTION

Constitutionality of the order to be decided by a
High Court or the Supreme Court......................

CRITICISM

Criticism can be made without violating the rules
of relevancy

140170II

II 2t6 182

94

t76

I t4

II

II 2t0

II 228

150

229

97

D

DEBATE

Debate on general principles in third reading.....

National Assembly debated ...................................

II

II

t25

193
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Part Decisiotr Pages

No.Subject

DECISION

Delat itr decision of casc agaiost a SeDator'

Matter SuUluaicc Held: ioadmistible " " "'

DECORUM

A member musl sPcak ftom his owtr seat '

Memb€r canno! read a writteD statemeot _ '

No nrmtrrs can keep otr reading n€wspaper'

spcak while sittinB and wittout permrsslon

Ruling of rhe orai, must b€ rcsPected '

DELETION OF A PART OF MOTION

Part of thc nDtion be delGEd ro male il e&nissible

for discussion - '

DISCOURTESY TO THE HOUSE

Abseoce of a medb€r frorn the s€ssio[ wilhoui''ii 
i.o,io. or a request for Postpon€metrt of

his nDrion is a discourresy to the Housc '

DISCRETION

Discretion lo lix any day for discussion -

DISCUSSION

Discussion on amendmcnts

Discussion on [uttcrs beyond the scope of lhe
- 

n r*oarn"n, under sectioo 8 of tlrc political

Parties Ac!, 1962: Uphcld

DISCUSSION IN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

Matt€r discussed itr lhe Nalrooal Asscmbly : Held

inadmissible

115209

II

lt

II

t6o 132

163 134

t6l l33

162 133

r3E169

8I9',l

t6l9

150 125

l6l196

II
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Subject Part Dccision
No

Pages

DISPENSATION

Chairman revised his order dispensing with the
requirement of two days notice under Rule lO4

Dispensing witlr the rcquirement of two days
oolice uad€r Rule 104....................._

DISPOSAL OF FOINTS OF ORDER

Ther€ canDot be second point of ordcr until ihe
first point of order is disposcd of ... ......... .....

EARLIER ARCUMENTS

Repetition of earlicr artumcn!s in lhird reading.

EARLIEST

Earliest opportuoity

Earliest opponunity, nor availed of . ........ . . ......

EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY

Question not raised at the earliest opporluniry :

Rul€d out

Motion
tuIliry

rol moved at the earliest possible oppor-

t 45

t2t

t2l

145

t5

166

140t1t

I5l

It

20t

2t t

44

185

ELICITATION OF OPINION

Elicitation of opinion,. motion may be moved
for under Rulc 106 read wirh Rules 83 and E4. II

EMERGENCY

42

9t
Emergency element of lhe subjcct matrer of

adjoummeot morion weakens if delayed..... I I I I

ESTABLISHMENT OF URGENCY AND PUBLIC IMPORTANCE

Necessary fadual details allowed to esrablish the
urgency aDd public importatrc€ of the facts ... ll l:-3 l4l

t26

IIE
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Subject Part Decision Pages

No

EXPLANATION

Explanation cannot b€ made through a point of

order..............'. " II 178 146

EXPUNCTION OF SUPPLEMENTARY

Expunction of supplementaries and all discussion

retating to qo"rtion No. ll ...""""" II 189 156

F

FACTUAL

Factual details allowed to establish the urgency and

public importance of the facs..."""""""""""" Il 173 l4l

FRESH NOTICE

Fresh notice for supplementary guestion """""" II 227 I9l

Chair to decide whether the supplementary arises

out of the question : or fresh notice is required

for a supplementary ......'......... " II 227 74

G

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE BILL

General principlcs of the Bill, Debate on """""" ll 150 125

GOVERNMENT BILL

Consideration motion can be moved by any

Minister II 159 l3l'

,I

IDENTICAL NOTICE IN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

Notice of identical adjoimrnent motion in National

Assembly does noa debar senate from discussing

thesameissue...'............. I 8 t 5
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Subject
Part PagesDecision

No.

IMPLICATION

Expression ,.Third 
Readiog,. missing in Rule 98 :'.Herd it" impties third ,.i"airgl .l .-_:_.:: 

,

IMPORTANCE OF RECORD

Chair should go by the record..............

.IMPOSSIBILITY- 
RIJLE 22g

Written consent of Chairman for a modon underRute 229 ro be moved , I1r. *";il;ft;;;:,in the rute means ..Imposstbtntl...._"_ 
::_- ::_

INORDINATE DELAY

Ruled out due to inordinate delay in moving themotion ......................

INSERTION OF WORDS

In a Bill in English, National or regional languageword not to be inserted oot... oi""rrrry.i_-Li
INTERPRETATION OF RULES

Interpretation of rules .

INTIMATION

Intimation to Chairman Senate about iurest aDdrelease of the members

INTRODUCTION

t24

137

II

II

I3t

136

r 58

r65

II

II

153186II

9Ilil

166t99II

146179

Introduction or modoo of Bill without previous
sanction not barred under Articles ZiZ <Zi-^"against Articles 74 and 162

JOINT SITTING

Senate. is .not competent to pass resolutionsmentioned in the constituti.ri , Sr"f, pori",vesrs in parliament in Joint Sitti"g...._...:-.....: Ir 183 t5l

t67

II
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Subject
Part Decision

No.

Pages

L

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Granting of leave to members"" '

Leave should not be granted for mere asking " '

LEGISLATIVE REMEDY

Motion inadmissible being related -to .'a 
rvltter

'- 
*ti"t can ooly be remedied by legisla{ion """'

Medical treatment ""'."""""""""

Treatment as 'B' Class Prisoner

M

MAIN PRINCIPLES

First reading to be confined to main principles "

MANDATORY PROVISION

Smuggling of Banaspati- .Gnti T:l:^:cti""
mandatory Provlslons of the Constitutlon"""'

MATTER

Matter a contiouous Process """ ".'

Matter already debated"" .'"""

Matter moved through a tesoludon or a motion

under Rule 187 """""""""'

Matter not of urgent imPortance

Matter of PolicY """.'"""

Matter recent because of recent occu[ence """'

Matter subjudice """""""""""'

r30
It 2O3

II 2O2

142

142

2'7

169

| 'tl 55

14342

167

r21152II

t2

95 80

I lo 90

116 95

I

I

I

I

II

26 23

2O9 175
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Subject
Part PagesDecision

No.

MATTER-1Conrd.)

Matter urgent only if arisen suddenly

Matter vague

Matter which can only be remedied by legislation

MEMBER'S ABSENCE

Member's absence from the session .....................

MEMBER

Members.cannol keep on reading newspaper, sDeak
while sitting and wi rhout p.r.irri"" ...1_. _...1--

Member cannot read a written starcment ...........

Member must speak from his own seat................

Member,s obstuction at the Senate gate by police

Member's release on bail....................

Members of dismissed cabinet as advisers ............

MERITS

Statement on merits not to be made by the mover
unless motion held in order .............:. ..... . ._...

MINGLING

TWo separate issue mingled in once motion........

MINISTERS ASSURANCE

Medical reatment of Mir Mahmud Kurd
Minister,s assurance.....

MINI$TER ATTENDANCE

23

94

27

126

I 114

I 30

97

II

II

II

II

II

I

161 133

I 63 t34

I 60 132

217 I 84

208 t74

100 83

l5lt84

5l

II

203II

Attendance of Minister t82 r50

)1

4'7

169

II
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Subject
Part Decision Pages

No.

MINISTER'S NOTICE

Minister's notice before circulation of Bill hcld

va1id................. " Il 148 124

MINISTER'S OBJECTION

Minisrcr,sobjectionunderrulesg(l)....'..'.....'...IIl4lll8

MINISTER'S PRESENCE

Fuce used against Mr' I' A' Rahim : Ruled as

. &fencd until the minister's Present """"""""' II 206 f 71

MINISTER'S RIGTITS

Minister within his rights to ask for a notice ""' II 226 l9l

MINISTER'S STATEMENT

StaEment by the minister concemed justifying

trc delay and assuring early receipt""' t I 33 I l0

Statemeot by the Minister for [:w in regar-dto
--rh.;;;"t 

takeu by .the . 
govemment: Held 

I n4 lo2
allegation not substantiated " " " " " "" " " " " "" " - "

With drawn after statement by the minister con- r 28 25
cerned.""""""'"I2825

,MINOR AMENDMENT

Minor amendmins need not be rnoved : Can'be

corected lo $'" tnii""lilofuy'tr" s""'"*ln' II 142 I 19

MISREPORTING

Misreporting of proceeding " II I 98 16 I

MISSTATEMENT

Misstarcmeot that Holy Quran could be amended II 198 15E

MISUSE
I 114 94

Misuse of funds " " """" '
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Subjcct Part Decision
No.

Pagcs

MOTION

Chah should to by ttl€ record ........_....

Interpretation of Rules : DiffercDce bca\r,e€n 59
aDd Rule 7t.................

Motion if covcrcd more than ooe issue.. ......... ..

MorioD if related to more thaD one issue .._....... .

Motion based paflly on artuDeols.... .... ... ......

Motiotr not to have prccedence over qucstiors.
Motion oo retum from leave......... ... ......

MotioD aelaled to more thao one issue,.. .....,.,

Motioo undc. rule E3(!) : May be moved for lbc
sale of.egulation : Motiotr moved Rule t3 (2)
dispensed wirh

Objectioo utrdcr Rule E5 : A forrDrl mtim has 1o
bc mov€d ..................

Policy r€latitrg lo suppty of atE at sub6idiscd r.Es :

Ruled that .................._

L Motions uDder lt7 gov€med by chaptcr Xl
of lhe Rulcs of Procedure.

2 W6d "Sub6tanrialty,, in Rutc t 15 (3) cirried
commoDly known mcaniDg,

3. Part of lherh motioD tc dcleted to make ia
admissible for discussioo.

MOTION ANTICIPATORY

Molion aoticipatory

II

II

I

I

I

II
I

I

137t67

t 65 136

87 74

32 2t
113 93

205 tlt
25 2t

32 2t

164 135

137II

II

r66

t68

169

r 38

l"

E6 '13
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Subject
Part Decision Pages

No'

MOTTON CONSIDERATION

TWo days notice. necessilry to move consideration 
tI fi6 144

motion of a Bill """"" ""

MOTION FOR DELETION

Motion for deletion II 154 128

MOTION FOR SUSPENSION OF RULE

" #"[
::: :: rr ,83 5 ,

MOTION NOT SPECIFIC

Motion if not sPecific""' I 89 76

Motion if not specific and covered more than one

definite issue I 87 74

MOTION WITH MUTUAL AGREEMENT

Adjournment motion nray be. takgn up with

mutual agrecmeot "'"o 
*h"n time is over """' I 14 I I

MOVER'S ABSENCE

Mover absent: Ruled out as 1apsed"""""""""""' | 24 2l

MOVER'S EVIDENCE

Mover failed to produce enough evidence"""""' t 105 85

MOVER'S FAILURE

Mover's failure to show the privilege which was

breached Il 2Ol 166

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

Breach of privilege of the National Assembly" ' II 2O4 170
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Subject Part Decision pages

No.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLy{Cozrd)

National Assembly's breach of privilege qrnnot be
discussed in the Senate.......................... II 204 l7O

National Assembly, voting in.......... II 2O4 I70

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEMBERS VISIT

Refirsal of permission to opposition leaders of the
National Assembly to visit Chamalang Ravge
and Adjoining areas ................ ... I 44 42

NATIONAL FINANCE COMMISSION

National Finance Commission's recommendation
and explanatory memorandum II 216 lg2

NATIONAL OR REGIONAL LANGUAGE

National or regional language word not to be
inserted unless necessary in a Bill II l5g l3l

NORMAL COURSE

Discussion on amendmetrts is not allowed during
third reading II 150 125

Normalcourseadopted I ll3 93

NOTICE

Notice given late ................... I 107 gg

Notice not given in time .................. I 34 33

Notices of any numb€rs of motions II 164 135

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT

Amendment may be allowed by Chairman to be
moved without notice............-......... II 139 tl7
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Part DecisioD Pages

NoSubject

NOTICE TO ACCOMPANY PRESIDENT'S

SANCTION

Ruled out of otd'r ' '

o
OATH CBREMONY

Oath ceremony sbge, Poi of odel nor alloq'ed

Point of order raised when oath cercmony was 
'n

l-[.i , no, allowed at the stagc of oath

ceremony . '

OBJECTION

Objectiotr egahst Chair's ruling " " - -

Objection under Rule 85 : A fo |,l motion has

!o b€ moved

oMlssloN

Omission on ttrc pan of the polict to inrirnate the

urr"ri 
"oa 

."tatt" of me fircmb€r ro th€ Chair_

man, Scnale

ORDERS OF THE DAY

Bill broughi (n the otdcrs of the day '

P

PARLIAMENT

Parliament incompetent to implement rcsolution
- 
iot- r"gisr"dng about toudsm : Uphcld and

resolution dcf€,red '

PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE

Parliame[lary privilege to to abroad as a ritht -

r59195

r70

170

34

l6t

140

140

33

l3E

162t99

t41II

155188

220 It7
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Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

PARTIES

Pa ies have no privilege

POINT (S) OF ORDER

170

AD rxplanation ca.trlol bc rDade tbrough a poiDr
of ordcl......---

A Ioint of order can be raised when soDething is
done or said againsl the Rules..............

A poitrt of order rhust fulfil coDditions laid down

t 78

II t7'l

in Rule 209 174 142

A[endance of MinisErs
conveyed : over-tuled

: SentirDetrB to be

Circularion of $e bills among rDemters wetl ahead
for study aDd to avoid reckless anEndDcnls :

Upheld . . ..

rt2

l72

r5l

157

183

I9t

t4l

Comat.oa @ subjudicc cases: CorDtrEnts o such
ciscs may prcjudice rhcir nErits : Upheld .......,

Dscussion oo maEcrs bcyoDd the scopc of the
rtDctrdmeDt undcr s€ctiotr t of thc political
p'Itrcs Acr, t962 | UphcId.................................

Discussion @ Rice Hustdog C6po-atim rcr
retcv.rt to the dis4ussioo oD Cottor GiDniug
Control ard Dcvelopmcn! Bill, l9?6-Uphcld.

Clarification of inconsisteDcy or ditficuhy jusri_
tyrog motion for suspension of Rule 232 of rhe
Rulcs of Proc€dure and Conduo of Business in
the Scnate, 1973 : Difficutty clarified : Ovcr-
ruled

Exputrclion of supplenEnkries rDd all discussioD
relatitrg to quastion No. I l, tha answer !o which
was rule out as a iopropcr .....,,.,......,,....,,,...... . .

Inidmissibility of BaluchistaD budgct rcsotuhon :
Tb! rcsolution did Dot contaio argumerlt aod

l5E192

I89 | 56

IIinfercrces-Rulcd out ... .... ... t 87

II 204

II t46

II

II

II

t6l196
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Subject
Part Decision

No.
Pages

POINT (S) OF ORDER-(Canrd)'

Introduction or motlon of bill without Prevrous

sanction not barred under Articles 268 (2) and

against Articles '14 and 162""'

Necessary factual details allowed to establish the
- 

,rg"n"y and public importance of the facts "'

Parliament incompetent to imPlement resolution

for legislation about tourlsm

Holy Quran could be amended

Point of order must fulfil conditions laid down in

Mis-statement that

Ruled out.....'.-....

146

l4l

r55

158

142

113

188

193

t'l4

II

ll

II

II

Previous sanction of President : Consideration of
- 

tt. f-"na Reforms (Amendment) Bitl' 1974'

*ithout preuious sanction of hesident as required

by Article 268 (2) ruled out as """""

( I ) Introduction or motion of Bill without

orevious sancdon not barred under Article

ZOg Q\ ut against Articles 74 and 162'

(2) Sanction may be deemed to have been given

by virtue of Article 75 (3);

hevious sanction of hesident : Regulation

soecified at No. l0 in the sixth schedule Protected

by arricle 268 (2) not being amended : Previous

sun.tion of President not required for amending

Act 22 of 19'12 ....."

out of order

lt

143t75il

II 195 159

r79

146
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Subject Part Decision pages

No.

POINT (S) OF ORDER-(Conrd).

hjvate member's day being a holiday, next work-
ing day to be reated as private member day :

Questions not to be asked on that day : Rulld
out II l8l 150

Raised when oath ceremony was in progress :

Constitution of the Senate not in accordance
with the provisions of the constitution : Not
allowed at the stage of oath ceremony............. II 170 l4O

Sanction may be deemed to have been given by
virtue of Article 75 (3)....................

senate not competent to pass resolutlons men_
tioned in the Constitution : Such power vests
in Parliament in Joint Sitting, Rule out of order II l g5 tS2

Statement of objects and reasons accompanying
a Bill when it is transmi[ed to the Senate-:
Stalement of objects and reasons not necessary
in the case of a Bill passed by the National
Assembly and transmitted to the Senate :
Over ruled It r90 156

Statement on merits not to be made by the mover
unless motion held in order : Only a brief state-
ment on breach of privilege to be made by the
rnover.............. II l g4 15 I

Suggestion to refer the Bill to a select committee
is not a point of order............

Suspension of rules : Chair not bound to give
reasons ........... .. II I g0 l4g

There cannot be second point of order until the
first point of order is disposed of...... ..... ........

TUo days notice necessary to move Consideration
motion : Upheld ........

Word written in hand in a clause of the Bill was
not approved by the National Assembly and

II t70 140

l 197 t6t

il l7l l4q

II 176 t44
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Subjec't Part DccisioD Pages

No.

POINT (S) OF ORDER-<Can'd,l'

should be igtrored : Over_ruled as tyPing of $e

Writt€l consent of Charrman for a motrotr under

Rule 229 ro be moved : The word "difficulty"

in the lule rneans " imPossibility" Ruled out '

POWER OF PARLIAMENT

Power vests iD Parliament in Joint Silting

PRECEDENCE

Mouon not lo have Precedeoce over questrons '

PREMATURE

Permissioo to discuss ore failute of Fed'ral Govem_

menl to coovince the Catradian Govemment

that Palislan would use alomic Reproc€ssiDg

Plant for peaceful PurPos€s : Allegaliods denied

by the Minisler concemed and that oeSotiatiotrs

were going on and lhercforc it was prelrDture

ei$er io etrrcnain aDy apprchensions or express

any oPinion io lhe maller

PREMISES

Premiscs of the SeBa@

PRESIDENT'S SANCTION

hevious sanction of hesident: Conside'atioo

of the Lanal Reforms (AmendDenl) Bill' 1974

wittDut Previorrs sarcdon of Preside as

requircd by Anicle 268(2) .

PRESS MISREPORTING

All rcwsPaPer had irconectly rcponed the

158

I t6 t 53

152

l7l

r 85

205

125

217

103

184

119 140

proceedings
198 t6t

II 194

IT

II

II

ll
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Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

PREVIOUS SANCTION

Amendment affecting laws in the sixth schedule
of the Constitution without previous sanction
of the hesident : Sanction of the hesident
may be obtained any time before the Bill is
enacted

Previous sanction not barred under Article 26g(2)
as against Articles 7l and 162

Previous sanction of the president ......................

Previous sanction of the president ......................

PRIMARY CONCERN

Not primary concern of the Federal Governmeni

Primary concern of the Government of pakistan

PRINCIPLES OF THE BILLS

Principles of rhe Bill and not individual cases ro
be discussed

PRIVILEGE MOTION

Alleged arresi and detention of Senator Maulana
Shah Ahmad Noorani Siddiqi by Karachi police:
Question not raised at the earliest opportunity

Alleged continued harassment of the mover by
Police. CID and Intelligence personnel insidi
the Govemment hostel, Islamabad : Held in
order : Referred to the Committee on Rule of
Procedure and privilege

130157II

II

175 t43

t79 t46

195 159

II

II

89

t93

I

II

109

1r6

t29156II

218

II 219 186

if,

t79 t46

185
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Part Decision Pages

No.Subject

PRMLEG E MOTION-(Conld' )

Possible opPortunity : Ruled out

Alleged house search of a Senator without warrants :
--Afl"gutioot 

denied by the Minister : Ruled out

Alleged suppression of facs by the interior Minister' 
t.tard"g'hring in quetta on 23rd July' 1974 : No

.ortttry proof furnished : Ruled out" "" " " "'

Alleged treatment me.ted out by police to Senator

Aiul Wafrid Kurd, while in police lock-up Quetta :

Held in order and refened to the committee

on Rules of Procedure and Privileges

Alleged use of force against I\ft' J' A' Rahim : Ruled

as deferred until the Minister is present :

Deferred

' 'iilJi
:: :11:

Delay in decision of case against a Senator : Matter

subjudice : Heldinadmissible" " " " "" " " " "'

Delay in proceeding with the case against Senator

t,tii tvta'trmooa Aiiz Kurd : Minister concerned

not present : Deferred" ""'

D :1i::
hown
to be

abroad as a right "

Entry of police in Senator Kamran Khan's house

Senabr not prevented from performing his

duties : No breach of privilege involved : Ruled

out ................'.'

ll

182216II

II

ll

t'l 1206II

2tl

210

t'11

213 r79

l8l

175209II

172II

215

20'l

II

187220n

II

t'7 6

2t4 t79
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Subject Part Decision
No.

Pages

PRIVILEGE MOTION-(Conrd )

Failure of District Magistrate, euetta, to inform
Chairman about a members, release on bail :

Referred to standing committee

Incorrect report about voting in the National
Assembly breach of privilege of the mover,s
party : Parties have no priviteges : Breach of
privilege of National Assembly cannot be dis_
cussed in the Senate ; Ruled out

Medical treatment of Mir Mahmood Aziz Kurd
Minister's assurance : Mover satisfied : Ruled
as withdrawn

Obstruction at the gate by the police when the
member was entering the premises of the Senate :

Motion adopted and referred to the Committee
in Rules of Procedure and privileges

Privilege Motion not to
questlon

have precedence over

II 208

l'7 0204II

169203II

Ruled inadmissible as being late

Treatrnent of a Senator as .B' class prisoner :

Earliest opportunity not availed of : Senate
has no power to intervene : . Mover failed to
show the privilege which was breached.............

Refusal of Superintendent police euetta to receive
certain Senators : Allegation categorically
denied by the Minister : Held inadmissible .......

Treatment of senator Mir Mahmood Aziz Kurd
as class 'B' prisoner in Disrict Jail euetta :

Question not raised at the earliest opportunity :

Senate unable !o intervene in the matter: Ruled

184

t7 I

2t7

205

II

r78

t66

212

200

II

II

II 20t 166

out of order 202 167

174

II

II
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Subject Parl Decisiotr Pagcs

No.

QUESTIONS

Aosuct hid oo
rc3d io the

a

the lable itr order: Need not t'e

House : SupPlemertary quesuons

permissible

the original
lo rsk for

190

226

Chair to d.cide whether the supPlementary anses
-ooi 

or ut qu.ttion or fresh noice is required

Question hour

i 221 l9l

fi 221 IE8

tI lEl t50
Questiotr oot b€ sskcd on Privatr membc$ Day '

SDeech bv membcts on a trlrtler arisiog out of a
-'ooat,l"i 

ot -.*er , a qucstioo du'iry qucstioo
t 88221

hour not

SupplemeDtary oot coonected wilh
question . MiNstEr within hrs fl8hls

notrce

SupplemeDtary question should oot be outside lhe

scope of the main queslion

SuoDlemenbrv questions : The Member asling a

i'upptemenury'question should himself explaio

ir....

QUETTA FIRING ISSUE

Coolinuous firing in Quelta on 23rd July' 1974 :

l:w and ordrr a provincial subject ' Ruled our

189

l8E222

-I
42

l82t

of order

QUE'I-TA JAIL

Death of certain Persons of Marri area in Ole Army

Conlrolled Part of Quetla tail : Matter a

ptovincial concem and not recent - '" "

QUETTA STATION EXPLOSION

Explosion on Railway Track on Queth Railway

sbtion : Malter subjudice "" " """ "" " " " " 56

u

I9l

4l

5l
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Subject Part Decision pages

No.

STARRED QUESTToNS

May be deffercd at request...... _II 223 l g9

R

RAISING OF MORE TIrAN ONE QUESTIONS

Raising of rnore than one question bv same
Member at the same sitting............-.. ....:...-_... tI 164 135

READING A WRITTEN STATEMENT

Member cannot read a written statement ........... II 163 134
No 

Y."mFT can keep m reading Newspaper speak
while sining and without permission................. lI l6l 133

RECENCY

Mover's motion on rctum from leave cannot make
an occurTence recent.........,...,. .. I 25 21

Rules say that if an occurenoe is recent motion
can be moved. orherwise it cannot b" .o;;J_- I 25 2t

RECENCY OF OCCURRENCE

Maner is receot because of recent Occurrence and
not because this mover leamt of it recently.... | 26 23

RECENT OCCURRENCE

Shortage of cigarettes is not a matter of recentoccurretrce lI B2 109
RECKLESS AMENDMENTS

Circulation of the bills among Members well aheadfor study and to avoid reckless amendments ,
Upheld...

Reckless amendments

RECORD

II t72 t4l
ll 172 t4t

II 167 137
Chair should go by the record . .. ...........
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Part Decision Pages

No.Subject

NEFENENCE TO CLAUSES

First reading : Clauses may be referred !o in support

of Points on PrinciPles "'

Reference to clauses in support of points on

princiPles

REFERENCE TO SECTION

Reference to section not allowed unless essential

REFUSAL

Refusal of permission to opposition Leaders """

Refusal of Superintendent Police' Quetta to re{eive

certain Senators """""""""""'

RELEVANCY

Criticism can be made without violating the Rules

of RelevancY

Discussion on Rice Husking Corporatior lot
-r.f."rn, 

to the discussion on Cotton Ginning

Control and DeveloPment Bill' 1976

REPETITION

During third reading repetiti"" .."f .tqi.T:l:
advinced in first and second readings is alloweo

RePetition of arguments allowed

Repetition of earlier :rguments in : Third reading

REQUEST

lf there is no request then privilege motion is not

postponed in the abseDce of the mover """ ""

Request for postponement of motion is a dis-

court'esy to the House

127

125

42

t78

153

153

150

44

212

II

II

II

II

127

r92

158

II

II

150

150

151

228

't92

II.

II

II

125

125

r26

9'.l 8l
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Subject
Part PagesDecision

No.

RESOLUTION

Mover's absence has no effect in case of moved
resolution excepr rhat he is deprived of tf,e-igitto reply

Once a resolution is n
of the House 

it becomes the property

Once a resolution t

property r,r. r"*=**J*i# *,no effect except that the mover *", Orri*aoi
the right ro reply

Resolution Arab_lsrael war : Ruled inadmissible
4s..........,...........

, 
,1.":.0 

nor raise substanrially one definite

2. Djd_not primarily coDcern the Government
of pakistan.

3. Aimed to discuss the Foreign policies of
Foreign Government.

4. Debate on Foreign policy was to be beld in
the National Assembly on lTth D.".;b";:
1973.

Senate lot comp€tent to pass resolutions men-
tioned in the constitution , Sr"f, po*"r- r"rt,in partiament in the Joiot Sitrirg..:_...-.....:-'-:"

RESPECT

Ruling of the Chair must be respected

REVISION

Chair revised his order.,

REVIVAL OF DISCUSSION

Death of a few persons of Marri Area Discussion
on a mafter which has already been discussed,

193229II

152II

II t62 133

II l2t

185

145

cannot be revived.
22 '20
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Part Decision Pages

NoSubject

RULED INADMISSIBLE

Ruled inadrissible as being late - " '

RULED OUT

MaEer not specific : Not recent : Ruled out of

ordel

Mattrt vague : A cortiouing Eoc€ss : Not of r€cent

166200

85103

192228

RULES OF RELEVANCY

Criticism can be made wlthout violnting the Rules

of RelevancY -

RULING

Objectson agaidst Chair's Ruling not permrssible

Ruling of the Chair must b€ respected " " '

s

SANCTION OF THE PRESIDENT

sanction of the President may be obtaiBed any

dme before the bill is €nacted

Sanction of the President must accompany the

nodce of the bill '

Sanction may b€ deemed to have been given by

vittue of Article 75 (3)

SCOPE OF AMBNDMENT

r3433
rt 162 133

II l4t51

159

t42

195

t14

Discussioo oo matlers beyond the scope of the

amendIIrent

SCOPE OF DISCUSSION

Discussion or matlers beyond lhe scoPe of lhe

""."r1...i-""*t sectron 8 of lhe Political

Partles Act, 1962 " '

196 161

196
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Subjecr Part PagesDecision
No.

SCOPE OF DISCUSSION

Scope of discussjoo political ftinkiag cannot bc
conoecl€d .. .

SCOPE OF THE BILL

Scope of the bill

ments are moved

SECRETARIAT

Sesetariat can conect minor enols in third rEaditrg

SECTION

Reference to sections is not allow€d unless ess€i_
tral during

SENATE

t20

122

t43

t46

160

SEAT

A rnember hust speak from his own seat. ...... ...

SECOND POINT OF ORDER

Second point of order cannot be raiscd until the
firsl point of order is disposed off.... ............

SECOND READING

Second reading to extend to dehils when amend_

II 140

121

|l9

I50

20t

Senale has no power to inlerv€ne in resp€cl of
treahenr of a Senaror as .B' class in jaits ......

Senate is not competent lo pass ,esolutions
Dentioned rn the coostitution : Such power
vests in Parliamenr in Joint Sitting....... ...... ....

Senate is unable to intervene in district jail
n:atters II

II

202 t6?

I )! t2A
SeDator's comhents upon clauses

132

II

111

152II

25
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Subject Part Decision Pages

No'

SIMILAR ADJOURNMENT MOTION

Similar adjournment motion disallowed

SIMILAR MOTION

Thirry thousand Afghan :

A similar adjournmen er

in the same session :

SIXTH SCHEDULE OF CONSTITUTION

Sixth schedule of the constitution' amendment

affecting laws in """ ""

SLANG

Words "aira ghaira nathu khaira" held to be slang

and unparliamentary should be avoided """"" '

SPEECH

Speech by members on a matter arising out of a

question or answer to a question during question

hour not Permissible

Speeches must be confined to points within the

scoPe of the biII """"" "

Speech not allowed after motion withdrawn """'

SPEECH AFTER WITHDRAWAL

Speech not allowed after motion withdrawn " "

STARRED QUESTION

May be deferred at request """'

Stared question : May be deferred at request """

5961

5865

188221II

130

175

t 5'l

1I

II

II 146 122

I 31 27

r89

t89

II

II

II 230 195

3l

223

223

t43

27
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Subject Part Decision pages

No.

STATEMENT

Statement by the Minister.....................................

Statement of Govemor of Baluchisran on
Baluchistan situation

Statement of objects and reasons accompanyins
a bill when it is transmitted to rh. S"".;..:...::

Statement on merits not to be made by the mover
unless motion held in order .. ..... .-.. ... ......_..--

SUBJUDICE

C-omments on subjudice cases : Commen8 on such
cases may prejudice their merits

Delay in decision of case against a Senator : Marer
subjudice

Not brought at the earliest possible opportunity :
Altegations denied : Mattei subjudic;: _.___..:

Subjudice cases

Theft of imported wheat during transit : Matter
subjudice

SUBSTANTIALLY

Substantially one defi nite issue .............................

SUBSTANTIATION

Allegation of resultant hike in prices not sub-
stantiated by mover

I taken by pakistan Railway
ne from floods wh.ich have
from Karachi to a dead
substantiated....

25

l3

156r90

157II

II

II

II

184

II 229

t75

12320

il l9t 157

54

193

60

| 102 84

123 l0l

l0l 83
Substantiated

l5l

28

t7

t9t

209
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Part Decision Pages a

No.Subject

SUDDEN

Matter is urgent only if arisen suddenly

SUGGESTION

Suggestion rc refer the bill to a select committee

not a Point of order

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS

Chair to decide whether the supplementary anses-

out of the quesuon or fresh notice is required

for a supplementary """"" ""

Supplementary not connected with original ques-

tlon......'. """"'

Supplementary questlons : The member asking a

supplementary quesbon should himself explain

i t """""""""

SUPPRESSION OF FACTS

Alleged suppression of facts by tlre lnterior MIt:Tt
'-r"lraing'f,ting 

in Queta on 23rd July' 1974:

No contrarY Proof furnished

SUSPENSION OF RULES

Bilt brought on the order of the day : Held that

Chairman had suspended two days condition

under rule 104 " """""" "'

Inconsistency or difficulty justifying motioo for

,orp.nrion of Rule 232 of ttre Rules of hocedure

and Conduct of Business in the Senate' 1973 "

23

l6l

26

t9'lII

191

l9l

II

II

188'r 1)II

22'l

226

II 2IO t't 6

t 4'l r23

l5l183il

Suspension of rules : Chair not bound to give
r80 t49
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Subject Part Decisiotr Pages

No.

THIRD READING

ln third reading arguments should be of general

Third reading, scop€ defincd

TOURISM

character

Third rcadiog, expression missint itr Rulc 9E ..... tl 149 124

tI 155 r2t

II 150 125

l 116 144

II t94 158

Tourism,resolutionfortcgislation...................... Il ltE t55

TWO DAYS NOTICE

T\xo days notic€ nacessal)r to movc coDsideration

motion

TWO SEPARATE ISSUES

Tt{o s.pat'at€ issues mirylcd io orc motiou ........ I 51 141

TYPING

lypiry of rhc ivord i! . clsusc of ltc bill ..........,. ll 194 lst

TYPINO NOT NECESSARY

lypiDg of word wrircn itr hatrd itt . clause of thc

bill is not re.essary

UNPARLIAMENIARY EXPRESSION

Words "aira, gbaira, Mthu, khaira' held to bc

slaDg aid utrp.rliamentary should b€ avoided . ll 230 195

URGBNCY

Urgcncy and public imponalcc of ihc facts....... lI 173 l4l

VIOLATION OF RULES

Point of odcr can be raiscd when somedfng is

dooc 6 said against lhe rules ........................... ll 117 145
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Parl Decision Prtos
No.

Subject

VOTINC IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

locoflecr rePort about votitr

Assembly : ke.ched of PIiv

Party : rulcd out : Panies

Breach of Privilete ot

cannot be discusscd in the Setrale "

WEAKENING FACTOR

Ttre etrerqencv €lement of the subject malter of

an adjo;nm;nl molion w€akens if moved afier

4t hours of the occufietrce " "

WITHDRAWAL

Wilh&awn afrer shtemetr! by $e Minist€r

204 r70

lll 9l

252a

195210

t58t94

concelned

should tE

WORDS HELD AS SLANG

Words "aiia' ghsira nathu khaira" held lo b€ slarg

and unParliamentary should b€ avoided " "

word wr'iten in haod in a clause of ihe Bill was

nol app'roved by the Narional Assembly and

PCPPI-589(03) Senate-24'5-2003-200


